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Abstract 
This thesis is an ethnographic study of culture, economy, everyday life, and resistance among 

‘Baganiyas’ (workers) of a tea plantation in contemporary Bangladesh. The main goal of this 

thesis is to highlight the Baganiyas' everyday resistance to the systemic alienation of the 

plantation structure and to demonstrate how their actions of resistance served as symbolic 

representations of their community's culture. It draws on the finding from an 18-day field trip 

with additional autoethnography and netnography conducted while the world was experiencing a 

global pandemic in 2020. Based on ethnographic observation, participation, interviews, and 

collaborative dialogues the study aims to explore the social life and stories of the people who 

bring the most consumed drink in the world into our cup from the ‘Bagan’ (garden). It traces the 

emerging subjectivities of the Baganiya - Worker, Planter – Manager, Planter – Owner, and 

neighboring others regarding the garden, on what they are commonly connected to. In doing so, 

the study investigates workers’ economic network that leads to the social and political 

association of the workers, which connects them to the occupational and institutional hierarchy 

within and beyond the plantation. The study explores resistance as culture in a symbolic form 

that stems from the structural inequality that alienates the workers from tea and everything 

outside the plantation. However, it argues that the resistance is not an act of idleness, rather an 

invisible tactic by the workers to counter the hegemonic strategy.        
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study  

Preface 

It was just the third day at ‘Bagan’1 and I was not feeling comfortable. I could feel a back and 

shoulder strain which I got during the long trip to the Bagan from the city where I live. But there 

is not much modern biomedical support in the Bagan. So, I have asked for some help for the pain 

I sustained from the rusty journey. ‘Baganiyas’2 referred me to Dipali Rani3, who works at the 

only medical center/dispensary in the garden as a ‘Dai’4 and in her free time helps others with 

casual physical difficulties. I did not know Dipali Rani in person before meeting her, but I heard 

from others that she is Dipesh Sirdar’s5 wife, whom I am quite well acquainted with. Dipesh Sirdar 

works as a ‘Sirdar’6 in the Bagan and is also considered a Baganiya with special qualities, whom 

I met quite a few times during my previous visits. In such a circumstance, I decided to go to see 

Dipali Rani.   

After carefully considering my issues, Dipali Rani began massaging my back with mustard oil and 

a little pinch of water. After a bit, I began to feel better though I wasn't entirely at ease moving 

around the labor line. I was anxious as I was keen to do the fieldwork after all the preparations. In 

the back of my mind, I was also considering the hurdles that I had been through just to reach the 

field amid restrictions induced by the global pandemic. I think Dipesh Sirdar, who was sitting right 

next to us while I was getting the massage, was very quick to understand my discomfort. Dipesh 

Sirdar as his title7 refers is a Sirdar in the plantation, who is kind of a group leader of a few 

 
1 Bagan (বাগান) is the Bengali literal translation of Garden. In the plantation regions, the term is 

colloquially used to denote a tea garden.    
2 Baganiya (বাগাননয়া) derived from Bagan is a term used to denote the tea plantation workers.  
3 Pseudonym. 
4 Dai (দাই) is a local term for the traditional midwife. 
5 Pseudonym. 
6 Sirdar (সদদ ার) word commonly denotes a leadership position in most South Asian languages. 

However, during the initial days of the tea plantations, Sirdars were appointed by the colonial 

traders to recruit local workers in the plantations.      
7 In plantations the surnames that refer to the family lineage are usually known as titles among 

the workers.  
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Baganiyas. Dipesh Sirdar, who is also a ‘Kabiraj’8  and priest, is usually busy with different 

services to the Baganiyas after finishing his plantation duty. He solves different personal and 

communal issues with his wisdom starting from infertility to losses in business to conducting and 

supervising different religious events. Once his wife stopped massaging, Dipesh took over the task 

and also started a discussion with me, 

 

নদপেশঃ সব মানুপের একটা ববড় থাকা লাপগ। আেনার ব া বকান 

ববড় নাই বদখপ নস। 

 

আনমঃ মানুপের ববড় আবার নকরকম? একটু বুঝাপয় বপলন। 

 

নদপেশঃ আহা, এই দুননয়ার সব নকছুর ববড় আপছ,  াইপল 

মানুপের থাকপব না বকন? 

 

 

আনমঃ আনম   বযাোরটা বুনঝ না  াই আেনাপর নিপেস 

করপ নস, ববড়া থাপক ঘপর, হাট-বািাপর, বদাকান-োপট  া ঠিক 

আপছ, নকন্তু মাইনপের ববড় আবার থাপক বকমপন? 

 

 

নদপেশঃ আইচ্ছা, আনম  াইপল আেনাপর একটা ববড় নদমু, 

ননপবন? আেনাপদর শহপরর মানুে   আবার আমাপদর সব নকছু 

মাপন না। অবশয এই লাইগাই শহপর এ  নববাদ-ঝাপমলা, আমারও 

শহর ভাপলা লাপগ না। 

Dipesh: Every person should have a ‘Ber’9 

(Boundary). I do not see a ber in you. 

 

Me: How come humans have ber, would you 

mind explaining a little more. 

 

Dipesh: Ahha (expression), in this world 

everything has its own ber, then why will 

humans be spared? 

 

Me: I did not understand the phenomenon, 

that is why I am asking you. I know there are 

boundary/fence in house, in hat-bazars, in 

shops; that’s okay and I understand those, but 

how do humans have such a thing? 

 

Dipesh: Okay, I will give you a ber, will you 

take it? In your urban life, I know you do not 

follow many of our beliefs. In fact, that is 

why there are lots of problems there, I myself 

do not like the town as well. 

 
8 Kabiraj (কনবরাি) is a local term for a healer.   
9 Ber is derived from ‘Bera’ (ববড়া) in Bengali, which means boundary. Here used as a metaphor 

to reflect the notion of a protective measure to safeguard the physical security of a person. 
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আনমঃ আেনন নদপল অবশযই ননব। আর আেপন   কইপ পসন এই 

ববড় আমাপর বালা-মুনসব  বথপক বাচাইব। 

 

নদপেশঃ হযাাঁ , আনম আেনাপর একটা  াগা নদমু, এইটা আেনাপর 

ববড় নদয়া রাখপবা। আেপন ক  িায়গায় যান, আবার বদশ নবপদশ 

বগপসন, ঐখাপনও এইটা কাপি লাগপবা। এই বয বদপখন এত্তবড় 

বরাগটা বগল, আমাপদর বাগাপনর মাইনপেপর নকন্তু রক্ষা করপস এই 

ববড়। আনম বদনখ ঘপর কাই ন আপছ নানক, থাকপল এখনন একটা 

বাইন্ধ্যা নদপ নস 

 

 

আনমঃ বকাথায় বাইন্ধ্যা নদপবন? 

 

নদপেশঃ আইচ্ছা, মাইয়া মাইনপের ববড় থাপক চুপল,  ারা বাইন্ধ্যা 

রাপখ আর েুরুে মাইনপের ববড় আলগা নদপ  হয়, এই ধপরন 

আেনার বকামপর একটা বাইন্ধ্যা নদলাম, আেপন সব সময় এইটা 

যত্ন কইরা েইড়া রাখপবন। আর সুন্দর চা খাইপবন। 

 

আনমঃ সুন্দর চা মাপন? 

 

নদপেশঃ মাপন আেনারা ব া ফ্যাক্টনরর চা খান। ঐটা ভালা না, 

কত্তনকছু ো ার সাপথ বমনশপন যায়, এরের কাগি-প্লানিক নদয়া 

 

Me: If you give me, I will definitely take it. 

And you are also mentioning that this will 

protect me from problems. 

 

Dipesh: Yes, I will give you a ‘Taga’10, that 

will give you a ber to you. You go to many 

places, even abroad as well, this will help you 

even there. You see how we have survived a 

deadly disease, this ber saved the Baganiyas 

from that. Let me look for a thread of 

‘Kaiton’11 in the house, if available, I will tie 

you one right away. 

 

Me: Where will you tie it? 

 

Dipesh: Okay, usually women have their ber 

in their hairs, they tie it for themselves, but 

men need to tie an external object into their 

body. Like I can tie one for you on your 

waist, you should always wear it and take care 

of it. And take good tea.  

 

Me: What is good tea? 

 

Dipesh: You people take tea which comes 

from the factory. That’s not good, there are 

many other objects that go to the machine 

along with the leaves, then again packed with 

 
10 A sacred thread is usually worn around the arm or waist. 
11 A type of cotton thread that is used for sacred amulets. 
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েযাপকট কপর। আর আমরা খাই ডাইপরক্ট ঘপর আনা োন র চা। 

ওই চা খাইপল শরীপর বরাগ-বালাই হয় না। 

paper and plastic. But we take tea that is 

directly from the leaves and prepared in the 

house. If you drink this tea, you will be safe 

from diseases. 

 

Dipesh Sirdar is a knowledgeable person. During my previous trips to the Bagan, I remember 

him mentioning to me that I will have to come back to the Bagan for work because Ahal12 Tea 

Garden is a resourceful area. His original title/surname is ‘Bunerjee13’, who are among the most 

influential within the Baganiyas. But his identity is more profound and firm as a Sirdar than a 

Bunerjee to the people. Sirdar derives from a leadership role among the Baganiyas but is 

historically entangled with lots of derogative stories where Sirdars supported the colonial 

masters’ business policy. However, nowadays, Sirdars have a different social role than that of 

colonial times, yet reminiscent of the past. Now, Sirdars are usually leaders of a small group of 

Baganiyas assigned for some specific tasks like plucking, chopping trees, factory work, etc. But I 

found that Dipesh Da14, as he is often more affectionately referred to, is well accepted among the 

Baganiyas for his roles beyond the plantation work. I saw Dipesh Da as an influential actor in the 

‘net of authorities’15 that entangled the Bagan. His individual knowledge and professional 

responsibility placed him in a significant role in the network where he can negotiate between his 

professional and personal attributes. On the other hand, what made me more curious, was the 

way Dipesh Da recognizes the systematic tea production within the Bagan that resembles a ‘total 

institution’16.  It was even beyond my imagination that he would prescribe the kind of tea that the 

workers prepare for themselves as good tea that has medicinal benefits.  The factory-processed 

 
12 Pseudonym 
13 In plantation, different groups/communities identify themselves separately with their surname, 

which they themselves term as a title. There are workers from approximately 90 different titles 

that comprise the worker community. Among those Bunerjees are considered upper castes who 

have representatives in the trade union and are also considered social elites among Baganiyas.   
14 Da is a short form of Dada (দাদা) that denotes brother in colloquial Bengali. On the other hand, 

Di is a short form of Didi (নদনদ) which means sister.  
15 The term was coined by Jayaseelan Raj (2010) while explaining the blurred boundary between 

different authorities concerning the tea plantations of Kerala in India.     
16 Ervin Goffman (1961) termed such an institution while exploring a place that is disconnected 

from the wider society and being controlled all around their life.  
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tea leaves may contain a variety of outside substances in addition to the tea leaves, such as tree 

branches, dust particles, pesticides, and herbicides. These substances are mutually exclusive to 

each other but remain in the same pallet, which is the machine that produces the finished product 

tea. And this whole process of withering, mixing, and cutting - produces the tea that we use to 

make the drink. So, Dipesh Da was suggesting that I embody a new, pure form of tea that is 

separately produced by outreaching the plantation order, where the Baganiyas make their own 

tea by cutting, and drying the leaves in their house for their consumption. To me, this is an 

emblematic distinction that represents the culture of the Baganiyas who find solace or purity in 

anything which is produced or nurtured beyond the reach of the owners who employ modern 

apparatus like the mass production of tea by using the distribution of labor and machine 

facilities. The prescription that he suggested to me might have posed a big question mark to our 

everyday use of modern biomedicine, but this is one of the healing practices that were available 

to me and often to the workers. I feel a relationship between his philosophical view of physical 

safety and the practice of drinking ‘proper good tea’ to stay well. This practice was not like 

taking prescribed medication to treat a condition, but rather a resistance against any detrimental 

externality. I believe that this philosophy is in opposition to our modern epistemology, which 

views the industrial production of food and medicine as external objects, that we embody in 

order to stay healthy. However, I make an effort to emphasize the plantation as a system 

throughout the paper rather than just a physical thing with a clear geographical boundary but an 

illimitable place in the employees' minds. I intended to dig deep into the plantation system by 

investigating their economy, social and political structure to understand their culture that forms a 

resistance in their everyday life.   

After the massage and the discussion with Dipesh Da and Dipali Di, I eventually came back to 

the house where I stayed for the fieldwork period which was undertaken during three weeks in 

August 2020. I was also served handmade tea that is made of dried tea leaves and salt many 

times during my stay. I am not sure what made me feel recovered but eventually, I finished my 

fieldwork where I have been to Dipesh Da and Dipali Di’s house quite a few times. For this 

research, I used the materials I collected during these eighteen days and integrated them 

afterward using the internet until September 2020. Throughout the process, I was guided by a 

few key research questions that may help readers comprehend the purpose for the study, 
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How does the economic alienation persuade Baganiyas in resistance? 

How the Baganiyas embody plantation as a total institution in their everyday life? 

How are the different authorities connected in the plantation and maintain the order?  

Does Baganiyas’ resistance act as cultural expression? 

However, my involvement in this field site did not start with this fieldwork, rather I have been to 

different tea gardens including Ahal, since 2015. So, my autoethnographic experiences and a 

general understanding of tea plantations in Bangladesh stem from such involvement which also 

brings reflexivity into play. In order to analyze and situate my materials for the study, I use desk 

analysis. I relate mainly to Karl Marx’s theory of alienation (1844), Jayaseelan Raj’s concept of 

the net of authorities (2010), Ervin Goffman’s concept of the total institution (1961), James 

Scott’s theory of everyday resistance (1985), and Michel de Certeau’s concept of strategy and 

tactic in everyday life (1984). However, the fieldwork and writing process was inspired by 

Clifford Geertz’s notion of symbolism and culture (1973).        
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Background 

On 22 December 2015, I arrived at a tea estate, a tea plantation in the northeastern district of 

Habiganj, Bangladesh. Tea estates are usually large tea gardens that have factories and other 

manufacturing facilities within the plantations’ geographical territory (Bangladesh, Bangladesh 

Tea Board, 2016) Whereas a plantation is a political institution in the global south set up by the 

colonial enterprises filled with migrant labor under stringent law, who work and live their round 

of life in monoculture agricultural farm, that ensures resource extraction (Thompson, 1932). In 

plantation monoculture, humans and non-humans simply need to be marginally healthy as this is 

an economy of scale where quantity is nurtured before the quality of life (Besky, 2007). 

However, nowadays the term tea estate is interchangeably used with tea garden and tea 

plantation. I was there with a group of political activists, who were also visiting. In that tea 

estate, the plantation workers were protesting a government decision to set up an ‘Economic 

Zone’ in an area, where they had been cultivating crops for over a hundred and fifty years. In 

2010, the government formed Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority (BEZA) to facilitate 

investment and business environment in a defined geographical area situated in backward and 

underdeveloped regions to encourage rapid economic development. These defined geographical 

areas are known as Economic Zones owned by both state and private ownership from both home 

and abroad (Bangladesh, Bangladesh Economic Zone Authority, 2010). At that time as an 

independent journalist, I wanted to cover the ongoing workers’ movement on the plantation, 

owned by a multinational corporation, for their land rights. Neither the worker nor the company 

owns the piece of land. Rather, it was leased from the government for establishing the tea estate. 

In the plantation, it is customary to lease away some of the unused lands to the workers, who 

cultivate crops there in exchange for rations or cash as land tax to the tea company. In the old 

government document, the land was identified as fallow or not arable. Whereas after establishing 

tea plantations in such an area, this piece of land had been transformed into agricultural land 

used by at least a thousand families on that plantation. This worked two ways for the plantation 

owners - firstly, the workers started doing something for their own living thus easing a little 

pressure from the owner of the plantation, and secondly, this also helped clear the jungle area 

and find new lands to use for the business. So, for the quest for life along with the expansion of 

the tea business, the area in the discussion was made arable almost a hundred and fifty years ago. 

Again, as per Bangladesh land law, lands that are used for agricultural purposes cannot be 
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transformed for any other use. Therefore, to cancel the lease of the land and use it for 

establishing an Economic Zone, which will possibly accommodate a lot of industrial 

infrastructure within that geographical area, was a decision that contradicts the governmental 

legal apparatus. In our group, there were lawyers, filmmakers, researchers, and politicians who 

wanted to initiate a dialogue with the workers to further support the movement. In the evening 

once others were heading back to the capital after the visit, I decided to stay back with the 

workers to dig deep into the issue. The initial journalistic inquiry gradually leads me to do 

ethnography to know more. Over the years, the experiences of that journalistic field trip and the 

life of the workers influenced and inspired me to continue the work as a research project.       

During that initial visit, I stayed with a worker’s family for a few days in the labor line, a 

dilapidated yet beautiful village, where the plantation workers live. Labor line is a British 

imposed imperial style housing arrangement for the resident tea plantation workers. The two 

rows of houses are usually organized in a linear setting which is usually made of mud, wood, 

straw, and tin. The villages are also known as coolie lines or labor colonies that are designed 

with insufficient or no arrangement of clean water, sanitation, and other amenities. The workers’ 

huts or shanties organized in an ordered manner are a reflection of intermingling colonial 

discipline and the indigenous settlement patterns of the workers. The lived experience of life 

without basic amenities instigated a lot of questions that remained unanswered during the stay. I 

realized I had been living in a modern-day ghetto/enclave that is different from wartime and built 

to provide a perpetual identity to the indentured laborers17, who migrated from different parts of 

British India, approximately over a hundred and fifty years ago. I was enthralled with the 

dialectics of workers’ everyday life that is filled with resisting the order while maintaining the 

plantation.     

After the visit, I started to document the lives of the workers both in audio, visual, and literary 

forms. Since then, I have been visiting and staying with worker families in different tea 

plantations in Bangladesh. During my stay, I usually take photographs and videos of their 

 
17 Indentured labor system was a new form of forced labor that was initiated after the formal 

abolishment of slavery in the UK in 1833. Following the abolishment, the colonial entrepreneurs 

initiated a new form of servitude that supports the colonial plantations with a large number of 

migrant labors.      
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ordinary life. I have also conducted interviews and collected oral histories, old photographs, and 

different archival materials not only from the workers but also from different museums, and 

archives worldwide. Throughout this process, gradually, I had become more and more involved 

in the community at large. I was often requested to get involved in different social issues, 

festivals, rituals, or even personal matters on the plantation by the workers. Starting from a crop 

loss, sudden illness to workers’ negotiations with the owners or beyond, I was requested to 

participate. These changes also made me rethink my involvement in the community, which can 

be traced as a form of engaged anthropology (Low and Merry, 2010, p.2014).  In collaboration 

with the plantation workers, I initiated an ongoing long-term documentary photography research 

project, in which I explore different aspects of Tea, the most popular drink in the world. So far, I 

have exhibited my work in galleries, festivals, and in different institutions. I have also published 

reports, multimedia stories, and photo essays in local and international media outlets. In addition 

to this, I have also exhibited the ongoing work on the plantation where I first started the work. 

Afterward, the workers also organized exhibitions in other plantations - some of those I have 

already been to and the others, I am yet to visit. All such involvement put me in a position where 

I had collaborated, shared, participated in their daily life in different forms. But these 

engagements did not come without dilemmas. As Low and Merry (2010, p. 511-512) identified, 

the level of involvement in the society at large, intervention in their everyday life, and possible 

desire to promote social justice posed a dilemma for me as well. The dilemma is best described  

‘The inability to talk or write about a political agenda even though political engagement is 

essential to the fieldwork’ (Low and Merry, 2010, p. 512). 

Even though I never participated in any of their political activities, I had to keep in touch and 

informed with them whenever a political issue arose. I occasionally had to assume only the role 

of a "quiet listener" to their daily struggles and commotion. In some cases, it was also crucial to 

publicly demonstrate this involvement through the exhibition of photographs of their everyday 

lives, the presentation of ongoing work on various platforms, the publication of articles, and the 

creation of photo essays. All of these actions can be seen as examples of the collaboration, 

advocacy, teaching, and public education that Low and Merry (2010) identified. During this 

process, I developed an interest in research that will help me continue my work in both the 

academic and artistic worlds. The intention is to advance scholarship beyond human rights 
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issues, which are frequently discussed by professionals from various industries. Despite the fact 

that the fieldwork was carried out on a single plantation, the community might still have been 

represented because the social structure is monolithic rather than thought of as heterogeneous. 
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Historical Precedence 

Tea is the second most popular drink in the world if we consider water as a drink, which takes 

the first spot not only for popularity but also for its essentiality. Though there are disagreements 

over the origins of tea, there is no denying that the beverage is hugely popular across the globe, 

regardless of race, class, geography, religion, and other categories. Outside of China and Japan, 

monoculture plantations have only ever produced the tea from the Camellia Sinensis plant (there 

are a few other varieties of Camellia which are also tea nowadays), which is also frequently 

referred to as "True" tea. It is quite a contested idea, whether the practice of drinking tea in the 

Assam region started before the plantation business started during the 19th century or afterward 

as a consequence. But there is no doubt that the Buddhist monks played a significant role in 

popularizing the drink throughout Asia.  

Historical data shows tea growing and drinking culture as early as the fourth-century B.C. in 

Taoist monasteries in China (Griffiths, 1967, p. 3-13 cit., in Besky, 2014, p. 3). Whether it is the 

earliest or there are unknown, unexplored traces of tea in the history of the globe and in the 

history of mankind is unknown to us. In his book, All About Tea, William H. Uker claimed that it 

is impossible to track back the genesis of tea as it is tough for any other thing because we tend to 

exoticize the inception with mythical and fancy stories (1935, p. 1-2). It is also because the 

terminology has an overlapping connotation with ‘cha/chai’ which was given around the seventh 

century. Before this, the Chinese used the name ‘Tu/Tea’ for other shrubs as well. Again, there is 

no record to prove that this ‘cha/chai’ which comprises different shrubs is our Tea. To name the 

first book on tea, again a Chinese reference came across historical records, Lu Yu; who was 

believed to publish the Ch’a Ching in 780 A.D. In his book, Lu Yu even questions who triggered 

the idea that tea is bitter. Uker (1935) also documented that there was confusion about the utility 

of tea as well – whether it was a drink or medicine? This connotation also supports Lu Yu’s 

question of bitterness, a common phenomenon present in Chinese medicine. However, Wutu is 

widely accepted as the birthplace of tea, which is situated in the Szechwan province of China 

(Uker, 1935, p. 2). But there are even compelling notes that, it could be in India. The Gan Lu 

legend, which established Wutu as the birthplace (someone bought tea from Gan Lu in Wutu) 

also has a geographical turn.  During the latter Han period, between A.D. 25 and 211, Gan Lu, 

whose family name was Wu-Li-Chien, returned from Buddhist studies in India and brought 
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seven plants with him that he planted on Meng Mountain in Szechwan (Uker, 1935, p. 2-6). Even 

though there is no name of an Indian mountain, state, town, or even a place associated with it, it 

is never beyond our imagination that, it could be India instead of China, that marked the tea in 

human history. In such circumstances, also because the thesis is based on Bangladesh which is 

geographically associated with India along with a rich shared history, I concentrate on the history 

of tea in the Indian subcontinent. Here, the commercial production of tea is marked by colonial 

history which has close ties with overseas incidents like the Boston Tea Party (1773), and Opium 

Wars (1839-42, 1856-60).     

Approximately in the 1820s and 1830s, some Scottish traveler cum fortune hunter found tea in 

the Assam jungle, which was traditionally consumed by the Singpho and Khamti communities 

there (Sharma, 2011, p.30). It indicates that the tea-

drinking practice was quite indigenous to this area 

and was practiced among the hill people, who never 

joined the plantation work in the future. At the same 

time, there were British botanists who in the name of 

improvement took the initiative to encourage Indian 

agriculturalists to produce such agricultural products 

that can be supplied to Britain as raw materials. 

(Sharma, 2011, p. 5). It also paved the way for 

colonial authority to take control over the isolated 

Assam - Sylhet region which was explored during the 

second Anglo - Burmese war (1852-53). 

Nevertheless, there were other incidents that played a 

significant role that instigated British Imperial 

interest in tea production in this recently colonized 

land. On the other hand, Britain was at war with 

China, which was sparked by some expensive and 

rare commodities like - Opium, Tea, and Silver. The 

two Opium Wars (1839-1842, 1856-1860) also inspired the British traders to try out their new 

business model in a land that was fertile, plentiful with labor supply, and suitable for tea 

production (Besky, 2015, p.5). 

1 Portrait of three Singpho people taken 

by Bourne and Shepherd in the 1890s. 

The Singpho community of Assam is 

particularly associated with tea 

cultivation. Source: The British Library. 
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The first-ever experimental tea production in the region was initiated at the hilly slopes of what 

is now known as Chattogram Club, a recreational club for the local elites in 1840. As the 

historical record shows, the 

first-ever, commercial tea 

plantation in Assam started in 

1854 at Malnichera Tea 

Garden of Sylhet 

(occasionally part of either 

Assam or Bengal province 

during colonial rule), a 

division of present-day 

Bangladesh, famous for tea 

and immigrants living in 

England (Gain, 2009, p. 1). 

Sylhet is the hilly region in the 

northeastern corner of 

Bangladesh bordering Assam, 

Tripura of India, which hosts 

the maximum number of tea 

gardens in the country.  In fact, 

the region, Sylhet, was always a contested land during imperial rule before Bangladesh finally 

got independence through a bloody war against Pakistan in 1971. In those years of 

Imperial/Colonial rule (1757 - 1947)18, sometimes Sylhet was part of Bengal province and 

sometimes it was part of Assam province. In 1874, the British administration launched the 

Assam province incorporating the whole Brahmaputra Valley under its jurisdiction, which made 

Sylhet part of that. In 1905, in an attempt to divide the colonized land of Bengal, which was 

otherwise considered the first partition of Bengal, again Sylhet was reincorporated into the newly 

designed Bengal. However, finally, during the partition of British India in 1947, there was a 

 
18 The Battle of Plassey in 1757 where the British East India Company defeated the Nawab of 

Bengal and his French allies to conquer the Bengal and eventually ensured the complete control 

over the British India of that time. 

2 Map of Assam Province in 1936, preserved in Digital South 

Asia Library, Univ of Chicago. Source: Wikimedia Commons.  
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referendum in Sylhet to decide which side to join, India or Pakistan. And the Sylheti people gave 

their decision to join Pakistan and finally part of Bangladesh, once East Pakistan lost its 

existence.    

The tea garden workers, also known as Baganiya(বাগাননয়া) amongst themselves, are a community 

developed within the plantations, who work at the tea plantations. The symbiotic relationship 

that the community nurtures with the plant and the place beyond their professional involvement, 

fueled the community feeling among the workers.  Unlike Bengali Muslims, who form the 

majority within the country, Baganiyas are mostly Hindus with a fraction of Christianity, Islam, 

and other indigenous religions. As a whole, there are approximately ninety different ethnic 

minorities, forming the Baganiya community, who are disconnected from their ancestral land. 

After the 1793 colonial land reform policy by the British Raj in India, many of these 

communities who now work at the tea plantations were landless in different parts of British 

India. Then ‘Arkathis’ (Middleman) employed by the tea planters went to those villages and 

deceived those agrarian communities to work in the tea plantations where they ‘will get gold if 

they shake the trees’ (Jones, 1986 cit., in Gain, 2009, p.14). At that time the people started a 

hazardous journey toward the tea plantations. Almost half of the people could not make it to the 

tea gardens. The tough journey that includes walking, boat, or rail transportation along with 

inhuman treatment by the organizers made the number of the workers almost one-third once they 

reach the destination (Behal, 2014, p. 2). The workers traveled thousands of miles bringing along 

their knowledge of farming, religion, culture, and so on. Afterward, these people were made to 

clean the jungles, hilly slopes, or abandoned plains to establish the tea estates, which comprises 

tea plantations, factories, nurseries, villages, bungalows, and other fallow lands (Gain, 2009, p. 

15). Now the lush green fields that people get to see from the railroads or the highways are the 

landscape that these workers had worked on over the years. The tea companies brought the 

migrant workers, administered them to the new land, and taught them to grow tea but the 

adaptation to the new environment was solely done by the workers. Thus, by changing the social 

environment of the area both the planters and the workers formed a new social relationship 

between humans and nonhumans of the region.  

The complex history of the South Asia region, which was severely shattered by colonial rule in 

different times in different forms, made it complicated for its own people to decide which 
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country they belong to in the modern nation-state system. The great partition of 1947 made it 

even more complex to locate people with their ancestral land. Then in 1971, the birth of 

independent Bangladesh also contributed to adding another layer to such identification. The 

Plantation workers in Bangladesh are one of those communities who have lost their connection 

with their ancestral land and relocated to a new space where they are still in a constant struggle 

for their place-making. Today, the community who proclaim themselves as Baganiya are the 

descendants of those workers who had migrated by the following deception when they dreamt of 

living in a hilly area where they look after the trees with leaves of gold that would fall if they 

shook them (Vijay, 2014, pp. 48). Long before the Bengal and Punjab partition of 1947, the 

British planters employed a ruthless ‘divide and rule’ policy within the tea gardens where a large 

number of labors were denied any kind of homogeneity. The workers who form different 

communities that can be traced to their names were forced to intermingle with others leaving 

their own people.  Yet the workers formed an identity of their own Baganiya, which defines their 

deep social investment in the tea garden’s landscape that they call Bagan (বাগান). Baganiya is a 

strong sense of identity which may travel beyond the nation-state boundary as tea production is 

mostly a colonial trade that has been practiced in colonial and post-colonial states. Bagan is now 

adopted in Bengali from Persian which stands for the garden in English. In the plantation, which 

is also known as both estate and garden, Bagan means something special to the workers. The use 

of the word is so common that it ignores the presence of three different English words for that - 

estate, garden, and plantation. The Bagan is rather an expression of the Baganiyas’ constant 

struggle for their own placemaking. The word Baganiya also comes from the same source Bagan, 

the people who nurture the Bagan.  
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Present Conditions in Bangladesh 

There are 167 officially registered tea gardens in Bangladesh (List of Tea Gardens, Bangladesh 

Tea Boards, n.d.). Though there are some recent developments in the north-western and south-

eastern districts, most commonly referred to as “small holding” and not counted in the old book 

of the garden plantation. These small holdings are usually owned by a farming family, unlike the 

gardens. On the other hand, the south-eastern periphery of three hill districts commonly known 

as Chattogram Hill Tracts (CHT), which is the informal research laboratory of any non-native 

plant of the country, is largely inhabited by the small ethnic minorities and also hosts some 

newly formed gardens. Otherwise, the tea plantations are traditionally located in the Chattogram 

and Sylhet Division of Bangladesh, historically known as the Brahmaputra valley in the Indian 

subcontinent that is neighbored by the tea districts of present-day India. For administrative 

facilitation, the whole plantation areas are divided into seven different localities known as 

‘valleys’ depending on their geographical locations. These are - Balishira, Halda, Lashkarpore, 

Monu-Dolai, Longla, Juri, and Sylhet (Chowdhury, 1998, pp. 15-21).       

There are five types of tea gardens (commonly known as the three types – government-owned, 

corporation owned, and individually owned) depending on the ownership pattern. Other than the 

new experiments explained in the previous paragraph, the plantations are owned by Bangladesh 

Tea Board, National Tea Company, Multinational Corporation, Private Limited Company, and 

Individual ownership (Unnoyoner Pothonaksha, Bangladesh Tea Boards, 2016). Eventually, 

there is only one multinational corporation left to do tea business in Bengal while the rest all sold 

their property to the local corporations, and individuals or turned themselves to be local 

corporations. The government owns some gardens as a commitment to promote the industry as it 

was mandatory to save them right after the liberation war of 1971. Those abandoned gardens 

were either owned by the Pakistani Industrialists or Hindus, both groups left for Pakistan and 

India respectively, during the nine months of the war, and needed some special care to resume 

business. Some of the plantations were devastated as a consequence of the war and some of the 

owners left their businesses in Bangladesh, then the newly formed nationalist government took 

charge of those and gradually became a key actor in the industry, somehow replacing the 

multinationals. Now both the Bangladesh tea Board and National Tea company represent 

government investment in the industry.  
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Depending on the productivity, again there are three types of gardens known as ‘A’ type, ‘B’ 

type, and ‘C’ type19. The gardens with the highest amount of productivity considering the tea 

leaves are ‘A’ type and the rest follow. However, this demarcation of garden types based on 

productivity also has an effect on the daily wages of the workers. Depending on the category of 

the garden, workers’ daily wages and other facilities usually vary. A registered permanent 

worker in an ‘A’ category garden gets 102 Bangladeshi Taka (BDT), which corresponds to just 

over one US Dollar and Euro, as a daily wage (while the fieldwork was done in 2020). ‘B’ and 

‘C’ category garden permanent workers get 100 and 97 BDT respectively. Though, after the 

fieldwork was done, there was a renewed agreement20 that decided the working conditions along 

with all other facilities in the tea industry every two years, raising the daily wages to 120, 118, 

and 117 BDT respectively. The agreement signing is supervised by the Minimum Wage Board of 

Bangladesh under the Ministry of Commerce and participated by the Bangladesh Cha Sramik 

Union (trade union) and Bangladeshiyo Cha Sangshad (owners’ association). The agreement 

signing is considered one of the key negotiations among parties who are held responsible for 

deciding the daily wage and other working conditions of the tea industry. Currently, there is a 

protest demonstration going on by the tea garden workers to renew the agreement to adjust a new 

daily wage and working conditions where the general workers are raising their voices for a daily 

wage of 500 BDT and the trade union is demanding 300 BDT respectively (The Daily Star, 

2022).     

There is only one ‘functional’ trade union for the tea garden workers named ‘Bangladesh Cha 

Sramik Union’ which supposedly holds its general election every two years (Bangladesh Labor 

law, Department of Labour, 2006). They are the ‘de facto’ powerful organization to negotiate 

any issue regarding the rights of the workers, as the Bangladesh government has restricted trade 

 
19 There is a range of production capabilities of the gardens that differentiate the types. Type A 

produces an average of 1,81,000 kg or more, Type B 1,08,000 – 1,81,000 kg and Type C 27,000 

– 1,08,000 kg annually. Only Halda valley, which is located in Chattogram district has different 

measurements for such different types as 1,13.000 kg for A Type, 45,000 kg – 1,13,000 kg for B 

Type, and less than 45,000 kg for C type. 
20 The agreement signing is conducted by the Minimum Wage Board of Bangladesh under the 

Ministry of Commerce and participated by the Bangladesh Cha Sramik Union (trade union) and 

Bangladeshiyo Cha Sangshad (owners’ association). The agreement signing is considered one of 

the key negotiations among parties who are held responsible for different issues regarding the 

industry. 
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unionism to the only national level, omitting any other local body at the grassroots level (Gain, 

2009, p.71). Though the practice was initiated during the Pakistani era once the military dictator 

Aiyub Khan abstained workers from free trade union practice.21 But the situation was even worse 

during the colonial period when the imperial law prohibits unionism within the estates (Gain, 

2009, p. 34)). Now, the lone trade union has a central body that sits in the ‘Labor House’ in the 

Srimangal district as its headquarter. In addition to that, the union has seven different committees 

for seven valleys that go down to the garden level, where they are known as ‘Panchayat’ (েঞ্চাপয় ) 

committees. Panchayat committees are the lowest tier of trade union politics in Bangladesh and 

eventually take care of the everyday issues of the Baganiyas on the ground. Every garden has a 

Panchayat committee, which is responsible to deal with labor issues within that garden. Usually, 

the Panchayat committee plays an influential role in the plantation system who considered a 

bridge between the workers and the management, also held responsible for to trade union’s 

valley committee and central committee.  

In 2017-2018, a new provision allows the state-run ‘Minimum Wage Board’22 to sit with the 

trade union and owners’ association to set up the wage of the industry every two years, which 

erected even more complacency and discontent among the workers. Earlier, it was only the trade 

union and owners’ association that used to sit together along with their demands every two years 

and decide the wage and working conditions of the industry. Now the government body 

supervises the negotiation and also is part of the negotiating bodies.    

Other than the daily wage, Baganiyas get housing, modern sanitation facility and medical care, 

safe water, ration at a subsidized rate, and if available arable land in exchange for ration as per 

the negotiated contract that renews every two years. The tripartite negotiation (the workers - the 

owners - the government) also decides the renewed festival bonus, group insurance, profit 

 
21 During the undemocratic military dictatorship under the Pakistani regime in 1958, the 

government made a provision of having only one trade union in any professional industry and 

thus obsolete the other unions in practice. Later on, many of such provisions were adopted as 

government law during the early days of independent Bangladesh.    
22 Bangladesh Minimum wage Board was established in 1959 as per the International Labor 

Organization’s directives under the Ministry of Commerce as an independent body that decides 

the minimum wage of any industry in consultation with the stakeholders of that particular 

industry. For more information see http://mwb.portal.gov.bd/  
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sharing, overtime rate, provident fund, pension, pregnancy leave, and other allowances for the 

industry. In 2017-18 for the first time, the government added gratuity service for the workers. In 

addition to that, the government has also instructed the owners to ensure group insurance and a 

share of the company’s profit to the workers. The negotiation also set the standard for other 

workers who get a monthly salary for working in more technical and factory-based jobs like 

drivers, machine operators, and technicians, midwives, compounders, carpenters, schoolteachers, 

etc. All these facilities, either in cash or in-kind, practically relied on the long history of customs 

and traditions in different gardens. The agreement paper is more like a guideline but in reality, 

there are many deviations in what is written in pen and paper.  In many cases, negotiation sets 

the standard of the facilities. All these facilities and provisions are applicable to the permanent 

worker in the garden, who has a fixed job in any of the 167 gardens. But it is also very tough to 

get the actual account of the tea plantation workers as there is a lot of paperwork required from 

the British bureaucratic legacy and thus leaving a lot of dots to fill. There could be 

approximately a hundred and thirty-three thousand permanent workers who are entitled to get the 

above-mentioned facilities from the garden owners in Bangladesh along with countless numbers 

of seasonal and casual laborers (Unnoyoner Pothonaksha, Bangladesh Tea Board, 2016). In 

addition to that, there are approximately six hundred and sixty-five thousand people who are 

dependent on them. Altogether, it could be around a million people, who form the Baganiya 

community and directly or indirectly rely upon their lives in the plantation landscape. Though a 

small number of Baganiyas practice Christianity, Islam, and indigenous religions, Hinduism 

predominates the community with around more than ninety percent of the population. Among 

these, there are people of approximately 116 different titles (surnames) which signifies the 

diversity in their historical roots (Uddin, 2010, p. 142-149). Only the Muslims are Bengali, who 

forms the majority within Bangladesh and the minority within the plantation. The rest of the 

Baganiyas are from non-Bengali origins whose ancestors supposedly traveled to the Bagan from 

different parts of undivided British India.     

 Similar to other labor-intensive industries in the nation, the tea sector employs a sizable majority 

of women, who make up about 70% of the total workforce. Male employees often do the 

factory's machine-related work, while women are typically hired for plucking tasks. Officially, 

child labor is no longer practiced in the business nowadays, but in many gardens, every family 
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still wants to contribute to the "child permanent"23 category for their own financial gain, just like 

during the colonial era. According to the law, a worker must complete the three-month 

provisional phase before becoming a permanent employee. 

The permanent position is typically passed down through the family. Any of the family 

members, usually the parents, who retire or pass away will be replaced by one of their children, 

regardless of gender. Although in some gardens, even the process of work transference is 

dependent on gender, with the mother always giving the job to the daughter and the father to the 

son. In addition to this, the plantation's work handover policy allows for the sale of a position to 

other employees This is one of the many customary practices that held the workers in the garden. 

Other studies have similarly hypothesized that providing workers with benefits-in-kind rather 

than paying them in cash would cause them to always rely entirely on the plantation (Das & 

Islam, 2006; Gain, 2009; Jannat, 2017).    

But how come the community is dealing with such inequalities? If this is the situation that had 

been more or less practiced, then how both the workers and the owners are dealing with this form 

of labor which is almost a mimesis of modern-day slavery (Idris, 2018)? The declining 

attachment to the international tea market also signs a rising number of local consumers along 

with the drinking practice. But it could be other production-related issues, quality issues, or even 

the price that made the long-standing international connection lose its grip. However, a steady 

rise in Bangladesh’s economy during the last decade, also registered a growing interest among 

local corporates to own plantations. In 2016, the Bangladesh government has declared a 

roadmap24 of fifteen years to revive the old glory (one of the leading export revenues earning 

products) of the tea industry which includes financial support to increase the amount of 

production and export as well. In a nutshell, once the total micro-level picture depicts an 

inspiring prospect of the industry, there are pockets that may require special attention. The study 

concentrates on the macro-dynamics of the tea industry, one of the most ignored aspects in the 

whole discourse of development within the country, the workers. In the coming years, additional 

studies on such issues will play a significant role in revealing the untold stories of the people.         

 
23 Child Permanent is an old book category of a worker, who used to get less wage and facilities 

than that of the adult ones.   
24 https://www.theindependentbd.com/post/72079 
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Fieldwork  

The fieldwork I did in 2020 for my thesis was developed as a continuation of my previous five 

years of work when I visited approximately thirty times; those were based on seven different 

plantations, each trip consisting of around ten to twenty days. I decided to work on Ahal Tea 

Garden, one of those seven but not the first one I visited, a privately owned tea plantation in the 

northeastern district of Habiganj of Sylhet division in Bangladesh. I had been visiting the garden 

among others since 2017. As per official records25, the tea estate was established in 1886, then 

part of Surma Valley of Assam District of British India which is placed in Luskerpore valley 

nowadays. The Ahal Tea Estate ranges around 868.98 hectares of area which comprises small 

hilly areas, water bodies, plain lands, and even part of a reserve forest. The estate has three 

subdivisions of ‘Phari Garden’ garden – namely Almi, Tera, Zuki26. This particular plantation is 

situated in a cornered geographical location almost cut off from mainland Bangladesh with a 

river that enters from India right through the edge of the garden. The garden is bordered by India, 

on the other side with a small canal that originated from the same river. It also shares some of its 

lands with a protected forest on the other side.   

The plantation, which is one of the remotest ones in the country, does not have any road for 

modern engine vehicles. The garden officially has no hospital with modern facilities, rather some 

meager medicinal facilities known as ‘dispensary’ in a small permanent establishment. There is a 

factory that processes freshly picked leaves into tea. It has its own nursery. As per the official 

record by the owning company, it does have some area under rubber plantation, which by law is 

not supported inside any estate that leased land for tea plantation. There is a mosque and three 

Hindu temples for the residents. Unlike government or corporation-owned gardens, private 

gardens are known for limited facilities. Though the workers enjoy fewer opportunities, the 

border and the forest made it fertile land for certain economic prosperity. On the other hand, 

unlike many other gardens, Ahal is blessed with lots of untouched areas within the plantation that 

 
25 While interviewing the manager of the garden, I saw a board in his room which consists of 

basic information about the plantation. Once asked the manager confirmed the authenticity of the 

information mentioned on that board. 
26 Pseudonym 
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offers botanic diversity. Its connection to the forest and a river also made it unique among the 

gardens where the workers can collect food items from nature.  

Choosing Ahal for conducting fieldwork was not an easy task. I had access to other gardens at 

that time, but I had to decide which one best serve my academic endeavor. Access to a garden for 

ordinary travel and access to that for academic purposes can pose a dialectical situation to the 

same person. Laura Macia (2012) elaborated on the notion of ‘home’ and ‘other’ in a discussion 

where Anthropology graduate students choose their field sites depending on their comprehension 

of a ‘proper’ field, which might differ from the earlier practices when the disciplinary practice 

was more closely associated with the colonial expedition. For me, I had to mediate between 

home and other to find a proper field. Before my field trip, I had already made quite a few 

photographs at Ahal. Asish Kal27 is one of the retired workers with industrial injury there, whom 

I photographed during my previous visits. Later on, I invited Ashish Da as a special guest among 

others who inaugurated one of my exhibitions, along with government officials, diplomats, 

scholars, and photographers. However, the Secretary of the Ministry of Labor and Employment 

who were also among the invited guests promised Asish to facilitate the government 

compensation while meeting him during the show. Later on, the bureaucratic process required a 

lot of authentication and documentation from the plantation’s management. The ministry 

officials also kept in touch with me while the administrative work was done on the ground. To 

my comprehension, such an issue of state-level recognition of industrial plight was rare in Bagan 

as a whole. I was also informed by other Baganiyas that the management staff, later on, asked 

around about my credentials. Nevertheless, I also met some of them during previous visits to 

Baganiyas’ festivals, religious ceremonies, or even during their everyday work. All these past 

experiences helped me to develop some relationships with the plantation, which made my access 

much easier than to other gardens. To the Baganiyas, I was not like the ‘world anthropologist’ 

(Restrepo and Escobar, 2004; Macia, 2012) who comes with a project that is disconnected from 

their daily life and flies away. Though my skin color, gaze, posture, clothing, meaning-making, 

and even dialect is enough to differentiate me from Baganiyas from a distance. Yet, the 

 
27 Pseudonym 
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reciprocity and exchange had accounted for mutuality between me and the Baganiyas, which 

helped me to choose Ahal as my field site.   

However, conducting fieldwork while the epidemic was affecting the entire world was not an 

easy journey. As I intended to go during the 2020 summer break, there were limitations imposed 

by the university, the scholarship committee, and even the Swedish and Bangladeshi 

governments. Again, my Baganiya friends expressed anxiety since I was traveling from outside 

their country—specifically, from Europe, which was at the time severely impacted by COVID-

19. Additionally, there was an unfortunate incident that caused the garden to close for a while, 

during which the workers endured terrible suffering. A few months before my visit, Ahal was 

shut down for two consecutive months. The factory was closed. So, there was no production of 

tea. The workers did not get any wage for that period, which is quite a common practice among 

the owners of the plantations. As usual, both the workers and the owner along with the 

management staff blamed each other for such consequences. However, some of the workers were 

sued by the management for different charges which stemmed from a dispute on a piece of land 

that ended up being a clash where the workers injured the manager and a few other management 

staff. The company decided to expand its plantation in a direction, where the workers requested 

to spare a piece of land. Eventually, it is the kids of the neighboring labor line, who used to play 

on that land. But the company was reluctant to stand still on its decision. There were several 

discussions between the Baganiya leaders and the management staff. As the stalemate continued, 

one day, the company brought its machinery to implement its declared plan and the clash 

occurred. Usually, after such incidents, the ‘coolie-line’ became a bit of a ‘post-conflict zone’ 

(Baaz & Utas, 2019) where there are some extra concerns about anything that is not straight 

away connected with the garden works. In most cases, the owners take legal action against some 

of the Baganiays who might have negotiating issues with the management. Usually, the political 

leaders of the region and the government officials mediate such issues, which was not an 

exception there as well. All these things together made it a little complicated to access the 

territory which was like my friend’s home. 

Just two days before the flight from Sweden, the Bangladeshi government marked the area as 

red-listed and imposed a travel ban on the region. The University declined to give me any Health 

Insurance coverage for my planned trip and rather advised me to stay at home, which is my 
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student dorm room at Uppsala. However, with all the uncertainties and preparedness to embrace 

the unknown in the field, I tested negative on the COVID-19 test at Uppsala and started my trip 

to Bangladesh on July 3, 2020. I arrived at my home in Dhaka two days later on July 05. As 

instructed, I had to stay quarantined for fourteen days when the government officials remotely 

kept an eye on me to ensure I was not breaching any protocol. Neither did I, rather I had to 

redesign my field plans during the self-isolation period.  

With consultation of my local mentor for fieldwork who is a University Professor in Bangladesh, 

and the Upazilla Nirbahi Officer (UNO), the government official in charge of the Upazila28 I 

worked with: I started deconstructing my previous field trip plan. But there was another incident 

when one of my informants, who is also the wife of my gatekeeper, sounded to me a little 

hesitant about my forthcoming trip. As I was also talking to them over the phone about my 

forthcoming study visit, she asked whether I am okay or not. It took me a little while to realize 

that she is hesitant to ask me whether I am healthy to travel as I have just come back from 

Europe, which at that time was experiencing a serious wave of COVID-19. I realized I still need 

to give people confidence about my physical condition. I explained to her that I have been 

through all the screening measures and government-level authentication to prove myself safe to 

travel. In addition to that, I also started mentioning my support from a university teacher and 

high government officials in their area. Here, COVID-19 played a point of departure from the 

key focus.  

Nevertheless, there was tension between the workers, management, and the owners just a few 

months before my trip, which was negotiated by the UNO. But, in such regular protests and 

unrest, the owners and the local government usually blame the outsiders for instigating any 

concern among the workers. So, suddenly it was necessary to mediate a situation where I added a 

global public health concern along with a local security concern. Baganiyas away from the outer 

world and confined to a geographical location were somehow safe from the pandemic, which 

might be a topic of research for researchers interested in public health issues. Yet, I managed to 

mediate the concern of disease while negotiating it with the power hierarchy, who are key 

 
28 An Upazila (উেপিলা) formerly known as thana is an administrative region in Bangladesh that 

serves as a sub-unit of a district, which is also a sub-unit of division, the administrative bloc that 

divides Bangladesh in eight regions.  
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informants in the society in a situation like a pandemic - the UNO and my fieldwork mentor Dr. 

Zobaida Nasreen, to whom my introduction was facilitated by Dr. Claudia Merli, then the 

director of studies at the University. So, over the next few days, while talking to them over the 

phone, I started mentioning that I have tested negative and then both UNO and a University 

Professor are taking care of other governmental and institutional formalities. This helped to ease 

the pressure on the plantation’s immediate authority and also the pandemic concern. As the UNO 

negotiated the recent garden conflict, he used his agency to open up the gate for me once he 

informed the garden manager about my upcoming trip. As the manager was informed, who 

usually practices his power over the Baganaiyas, my friends in the garden were safe about their 

own security that they are not hosting someone whom the plantation authority is not welcoming. 

Again, such negotiation with individuals with the agency also brings back the years-old 

confidence and mutuality among the Baganiyas. The whole process took around a month and 

after all this, on August 05, I could start my field trip to the garden that I planned to go to. 

Though I was not confined to the plantation all the time during the period. Rather, I traveled 

outside to another plantation, with one of my friends from the Baganiya community, once he was 

going to see his in-laws. He also accompanied me one other day to the nearest town, when I was 

going there to take an interview with UNO. Both of them were my gatekeepers and informants. 

Throughout my time on the plantation, my emphasis was to observe Baganiyas’ everyday life 

with a keen focus on their economic 

activities and ritualistic practices that are 

emblematic of their culture. I did not 

emphasize much in the recent clash, but at 

times I could not avoid a discussion about 

that because of my interest in ‘getting close’ 

(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, p. 2) to 

them. I was physically present there, yet, to 

immerse myself into their world and to get 

information about their social reality, it was 

a necessity to try to be a part of their life. 

So, to talk about the recent clash was kind of 

an obligation, not a choice. Sometimes the 
 

3 Different goods are being transported to Ahal 

tea garden which is disconnected from mainland 

Bangladesh. Because of its geographical position, 

any supply to the plantation must pass through 

the river by boat. Source: Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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clash incident also breaks the ice to get into any discussion. In today’s world, many researchers 

visit their field site with a specific set of questions. There are even practices where the 

researchers are not interested to clearly define his/her position as ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ to the 

community that they are studying, as they constantly shift their position to get more accurate 

insights. But I was keen to position myself within their social setting and be part of their social 

life and also participate in their organized and not-organized behavior (Goffman, 1989; Wax, 

1980; in Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, p. 3).  

Most days, after waking up in the morning, I observed the family rituals that they follow before 

going out to work. The family I lived with had two permanent workers, both the husband and the 

wife. This time, I did not follow her too much in the plucking and pruning tasks. Neither did I 

follow the husband to his daily work as he was then just transferred to daily scheduled work 

from his previous duty as a security guard. Keeping the recent tussle in my mind, I wanted to 

make sure that my friends are safe on the ground and that my work is not also being questioned 

from unknown terrain. So, I decided to keep a distance from their everyday duty. Rather, after 

they leave for work, I try to spend some time with the kids in the house and then go out in the 

labor line to meet other families. As my focus was more to reveal their everyday economy, I 

decided to observe and participate once the Baganiays are taking any decision regarding their 

economic choices. Throughout my previous trips, I had spent quite some time observing and 

sometimes documenting their plantation duty. I relied on my autoethnographic experience and 

stick to observing latent, mundane everyday activities. Sometimes I walk through different 

houses to reach a small intersection of walkways close to the house I stayed at, where there are 

two tea stalls, a barbershop, and a grocery store to meet some people. I usually come back home 

for lunch where I meet the husband. The wife never comes home for lunch because it is quite 

customary that the plucking women have different groups who have their lunch together in 

between their daily tasks in the plantation area that is known as ‘Number’ and quite some 

distance away from the ‘Line’, that denotes different neighborhood within the Baganiya village. 
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After lunch, I used to go out again, sometimes he joins me, and sometimes he does not, 

depending on his work schedule. On a regular day, I come back home again around late 

afternoon. Once I see the plucking groups, mostly the women are returning. The wife usually 

comes back home just before the sun settles down and after coming back, she likes to talk to me 

about different things while managing her 

household chores. Sometimes she would 

share the interesting things that might 

happen that day. This is the time when I had 

a lot of interaction with women of the 

families. It is also interesting because, after 

work, while going back to their houses, the 

female Baganiyas usually get fragmented in 

their peer groups and start discussing their 

personal issues among their peers. On the 

other hand, the male Baganiyas are usually 

not in the house at that time. So, this also 

offers the female a little more comfort to 

discuss and share things within themselves.   

 In the meantime, I would take a shower and go out again with the husband once it's dark. This 

evening's getaway was his socializing time once he joins a regular gathering in a tea stall cum 

grocery that has electricity and customers coming from nearby villages adjacent to the garden for 

a cup of tea with some snacks and talk over smoke. On his way, some days I stopped in a 

different shop to watch ‘Mahabharat’, a Hindu mythology-based soap opera show, with another 

group who enjoy watching TV as part of their leisure. Somedays I would join the husband at his 

tea stall, and on other days I would join the TV show. To me, these gatherings were crucial to my 

observation, as these are the places and times when the Baganiays share their stories. Sometimes 

their everyday stories take them to discuss their life histories.    

On Thursday, we would go to the Haat-Bazaar (market), as that is the day the Baganiyas get their 

weekly payment, and the Bazaar sits on open ground in front of the primary school. Those were 

a few busy hours in the bazaar once I got to meet many new faces along with my old friends and 

4 Watching films in the mobile phone has been 

very popular among the Baganiyas. Usually, they 

go to the nearby Bazaar to load films, audio and 

video songs into the memory cards and enjoy 

those in their leisure times. Source: Faiham Ebna 

Sharif 
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sit at a tea stall owned by an old Panchayat leader. It is the only time, once someone can buy 

many different things which might not be available in the garden during the week as there are 

many vendors who come from outside for business. It is quite common to see people from 

surrounding villages as well as the BGB29 camp, who would come for some good fresh 

vegetables or meat intake for the coming week.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
29 Border Guard Bangladesh is a governmental security agency that takes care of the 

international boundary of the country. The garden shares a border with India and a protected 

forest where there is a camp for the security agency officials.   
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Methods 

Several methods of empirical data collection have been used for the thesis. Due to my previous 

field experience and lack of experience doing an ethnographic study, I was obliged to apply a 

number of methods. The outbreak of a global pandemic also presented an opportunity and a need 

to test out remote methods. It certainly had advantages and disadvantages, but I can't deny how 

gratifying the experience was. My interlocutors are predominantly the people from the Baganiya 

community, but some were also representing other stakeholders of the tea industry – the 

neighboring community, the owner, the government official, and the University Professor. The 

empirical data that I have collected and the interpretation of those are formed by the interactions 

I come across during the fieldwork.   

The family I stayed with are known to me since 2017. My work on tea plantations is also very 

much supported by them in the form of access (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, pp. 36). And it 

was not the first time that I stayed there. My connection to the family does not lie only to the 

household, rather to their extended families and friends as well. I am quite well acquainted with 

their in-laws, colleagues, friends, and so on. Such a relationship allows me to intervene in their 

lives not only this time but starting from my previous visits. Here the interference allows me to 

gather more data by amalgamating my presence with their everyday life. I was there once 

somebody is going to work or coming back, and I saw how the household works are managed 

once the heads of the families are mostly out, I experienced the relationship with others beyond 

families, I ate what they eat and observed how they are managed, I observed what they do in 

their leisure time, in everyday religious rituals, festivals and so on. In doing so, sometimes I also 

participated along with them to go with the flow. I even traveled to another garden with the male 

head of the family once he was visiting his wife's relatives during a festival. But that did not 

come as a surprise, because I often accompany him while he was not performing his plantation 

duty. I joined him for his everyday evening tea at the grocery store to hang out with friends and 

even in social gatherings where they discuss different social, political, or even economic matters. 

Sometimes, I also walked around the village all alone, went to the small tea stalls in the 

neighborhood, visited different households where I have some kind of acquaintances, or in some 

cases not, joined the evening leisure time in the small bazaar sort of area, tea stall where people 

gather to watch ‘Mahabharat’, a famous Hindu religious text-based soap opera. One day, I had 
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one of the most spontaneous collaborative discussions (Laslet & Rapoport, 1975, p. 968) at an 

evening snack shop where I met some of my acquainted Baganiyas for the first time during this 

visit. The small temporary shop was run by the singer whom I already recorded. We were eating 

fried snacks with tea and talking about topics starting from protests to the quality of yield to 

someone's personal story. Some people spontaneously joined and left. But there was a common 

question, why was I not there once there was a protest a few months ago? In this way, my 

relationship and participation in daily life offer the opportunity for resocialization (Emerson, 

Fretz & Shaw, 1995, pp. 3). Since I had a part in this particular garden, I had primarily been 

aware of them and had interacted with them on various occasions. However, I couldn't 

demonstrate my relationship with them this time since I was in Sweden for academic purposes. 

This, to my understanding, was a community expectation that I would show up once the 

Baganiyas were in a desperate predicament. This demonstrated reactivity (Emerson, Fretz, & 

Shaw, 1995, p. 4) as well, but there was no disruption of my presence on the ground, which the 

locals could have anticipated to be much more intense. I consider this as a question to answer 

through the thesis, which may also adhere to some inquiries in the discipline of Anthropology.      

The relationship with my host family also negotiated some of my core interests of the visit – 

conducting research. It justified my position to record events and experiences once any of the 

participants may question the intention. The trust that I had built during my previous trips and 

communications, validated my documentation purposes. It also opened up an entry point to many 

strands of their community life, which I did not concentrate on during my previous trips 

(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, pp. 35-38) like the perception of institutional education, 

religious practices, perception of the community leader, manager and so on.    

During the fieldwork, I did not spend the whole time staying with the family. Rather, I went to 

different social places of the Bagan where people gather, interact and spend their time. I visited 

the Bazaar on Thursdays, as that’s the day when it sits. People from surrounding areas come with 

their products to sell them; not only to the Baganiyas but also to the people of the neighboring 

areas. On the other hand, it is not only the workers but the other management staff of different 

tiers, who live within the plantation also get their household supplies from this Thursday’s Bazar. 

It starts setting up early in the afternoon and goes on until evening. I stayed there until the place 

becomes empty in order to find a deep hanging out (Geertz, 1998). The Bazaar is a common 

ground to interact with many people, but it is also payday. In the plantations, workers get their 
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weekly wages on Thursday. So that makes the whole space and time very important regarding 

the economy. I had one of my Focus Group discussions (FGD) here in a tea stall that is run by 

one of the former trade union leaders (Panchayet Secretary) of the garden. Again, there were 

bystanders but also a sitting crowd that consisted of Baganiyas, members of the border guard, 

traders, and management staff. I did not audio record the discussion as I was requested not to, but 

I took headnotes (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, pp. 23-29) to keep things in my record. This is 

one of the most practices methods that I used during the fieldwork. To me, headnotes or mental 

notes provided me with more opportunities to concentrate on the discussions. Additionally, it 

also offered me a chance to look for what is significant in that setting when I attempted to 

observe the material details in the setting. On the other hand, I was already known to the 

community, and by the time I was doing the fieldwork, they had already perceived a conception 

of me. During the field trip, I did not want to make a new impression on myself. If I would write 

detailed fieldnotes while taking interviews, FGDs, or even mundane observations in public 

places; that might instigate a curiousness among the people which may potentially disrupt any 

intentions. For such reasons, I was conscious of the disruptions, troubles, or how others reacted 

(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, pp. 25-26).  The discussion starts from scratch like an everyday 

talk, slowly people join and at some point, I ask them questions while mentioning my research 

interest. At times, I was more like a moderator to facilitate the discussion but sometimes I did 

ask specific questions to keep the participants on track. I find it very helpful because people 

usually talk once they listen to others' opinions. Unlike interviewing, which is usually conducted 

in a controlled situation, I find this public discussion as a key information point, where any 

contested issue would be validated or expunged by the participants. 

In the evening, while rewriting the day’s note in detail, one day I had the second and last FGD 

with some of the Baganiyas including my host family and their extended family and friends. It 

was the female Baganiyas, who are mostly tea pluckers, wanted my suggestion about some fraud 

cooperative. Once I requested their permission to record the discussion, they were laughing and 

mentioned,  

If you start the video recording now, then people will see how foolish we are! But 

actually, we are not that foolish. We will go to the village and bring that guy outside in 
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front of everybody to show how bad he is. We will tear his shirt, cut his hair, and will not 

spare him other than giving our money back. 

I just took notes during the discussion. They were sharing their thoughts about the leaf quality of 

that year, the economic loss the company had during the protest, and discrete moments during 

their plucking experience. But they were curious about my life in Sweden, and I had to show 

some of the photographs that I had on my phone. To my comprehension, both the FGDs in Bazar 

and in the house allowed me to compare a ‘sense of freedom’ among the participants (Jarrett 

1994; Morgan and Krueger 1993, in Davies, 2008, p. 116).). While a bazaar is a public place, 

influenced by the economic relationship with the participants; the house is a private setup. In 

contradiction to the economy as a salient feature that influences the person-to-person 

relationship; a home is a subjective place (Samanani & Lenhard, 2019, p. 2). These differences 

in place-making provided me an opportunity to check the quality of the responses of the 

participants. However, FGD is oftentimes used to obtain an in-depth understanding of a social 

issue. Usually, the aim is to get data from a selected group of individuals rather than relying on 

statistical analysis (Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick & Mukherjee, 2018, p. 20-21). FGD also offered 

an opportunity to take several interviews at a time rather than investing time to interview all the 

members individually (Davies, 2008, p.106).      

In ethnographic fieldwork, interviewing is one of the most frequently used techniques to record 

the naturally occurring world by interacting with the members in the field. Though the quality 

and interpretation may vary depending on which type of interview has been recorded. As Davies 

(2008, p. 108-110) explained, through the interview, an ethnographer may get access to the 

shared knowledge while scrutinizing the cultural and social realities but much of it relies on the 

ability to analyze the verbal communication with contextual understanding. In this regard, the 

structure of the interview can be crucial depending on the level of emersion, relationship, 

targeted data, and differences based on age, class, gender, and status. I conducted two structured, 

and eleven semi-structured interviews during my field trip. Semi-structured interviews mediated 

my concerns regarding access. Here, access is not perceived as permission to get into the lives, 

rather a concern about the level of immersion is possible to maintain. For example, while 

interviewing someone who is based outside the Bagan, for me, it was not possible to go back to 

them more than once, because of the pandemic. It was a time when movement was restricted and 
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those outsiders to Bagan, only come there for specific tasks at specific times. In such cases, the 

semi-structured interviews gave me an edge to constantly reorganize my question, setting, 

language, and so on. However, the semi-structured interview also allowed my informants to 

provide me with open-ended answers and nullify any preconceived ideas if there were any. But 

what influenced me to conduct more semi-structured interviews than structured, ones was the 

shared history of relationships beyond the interview context (Davies, 2008, p. 105-109). On the 

contrary, in the structured interview, I did not think much about the shared relationship which 

had the potential to pose security concerns. Again, the social status and limited access to that 

person were also important to consider while choosing the structured form of the interview, 

because I was aware that the person is able to give a systematic detailed account of my queries 

(Weller in Bernard, 2015, p. 342-353).  Most of the Baganiyas’ interviews were done with 

several sittings as everyday discussions. From my past experiences, I have learned that a 

structured organized interview at times, manipulates the answers. It is not something that the 

Baganiyas do intentionally. rather, it could be the modern interview-taking approach that makes 

them feel like talking in a specific pattern. Then the answers start to be desaturated and 

defragmented or too obvious, which are far away from factual. Again, I also had the privilege of 

being acquainted with the people, which makes it easier to go back to someone once I find it is 

not enough. At times, I could recheck their replies, if I was in doubt about something.     

I took a structured interview with the UNO and the other was organized in online with a 

plantation owner. I had to organize an audio skype call to interview one of the owners, who was 

willing to talk. It was not a choice but rather a necessity to do it in a remote fashion (Sanjek & 

Tratner, 2016, p. 56) because of COVID-19. Unfortunately, it was not possible to reach the 

owner of the plantation where I worked. So, I was looking for someone who is willing to or at 

least had no reservations about sharing the owner’s perspective. It seemed he did not have any 

reservations about discussing any issues I raised. I had a feeling the remote interviewing also 

gave me some sort of advantage of not asking many things to my face. Again, the owners are 

usually influential people within the country. So, it's also convenient for a young researcher like 

mine, to question the odds over the audio call rather than asking on the face. Physical invisibility 

at times offers me an agency that I do not pose in my everyday life. But I cannot deny that the 

remote nature of the interview abstained me from gathering and accessing non-verbal 

information, like getting information from the surroundings, gaze, posture, materiality, and so on 
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(Gruber, Eberl, Lind, Boomgarden, 2021, p. 13). In this case, a wide range of data was 

unavailable for me to contextualize the interview information, but I must endorse that the 

remoteness of the discussion also mediated the social and cultural gap between us (Gruber, 

Eberl, Lind, Boomgarden, 2021, p. 21). As a researcher (interviewer) and the owner 

(interviewee) one of my key concerns in this research, participating in the discussion, was 

representing two distinct cultural norms. The missing visuals (distance, audio call) and inability 

to connect in person negotiated the power hierarchy between us and made it much flatter to 

position ourselves in unknown terrain, which may be called virtual reality.      

Out of the seven semi-structured interviews that I had taken of Baganiyas, five of them were 

done in several encounters following the life-history method. Here, the prospect to come back to 

the same person on several occasions provided me with an opportunity to observe the subjective 

evaluation of continuing changes by an individual. The method was also beneficial for such a 

study, where people are constantly engaging in different corporality and thus provide a different 

account of life. Life history offered me to carefully look into the whole picture and then look for 

asymmetry among the information provided (Abubakar & Abdullah, 2008, p. 1-4).   

Two of the interviewees are female pluckers with permanent jobs in the garden. One of them 

represented the host family and the other one was her sister-in-law. I interviewed both of their 

husbands, of whom one was also my gatekeeper and a permanent worker in the garden. He 

recently changed his duty from a security guard to a daily worker, after the protest incident. The 

other one, who is his brother-in-law, works in the factory. He traveled with the leaf supply to the 

warehouse to be auctioned. During my field trip, he had been on one such trip and came back 

with sickness. At the time of a pandemic, it was a different experience to see how the family and 

the company doctor responded to that. The other interviewees are a retired night guard, a Sirdar 

(who manages a group of workers) who is also a healer, a singer who does not have a permanent 

job anymore, and the community leader (Panchayet Secretary) elected by the lone trade union’s 

bi-annual election. It was not my first encounter with the Panchayet Secretary. I was present in 

the garden during the workers’ union election, once he got elected. But our first encounter was in 

the forest a few years ago. Once he was with a few others and went hunting wild pigs. As this 

plantation is right next to a reserve forest, there is still some wilderness left. During the dry 

season and once the crops are ripping, usually wild animals come close to the locality for their 
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food supply. Sometimes the fence works, sometimes the night duty, and sometimes the haunting 

parade helps the villagers to stop their raid. But haunting wild animals are legally prohibited in 

Bangladesh and right next to a protected forest. So, he was with a group of expert hunters, and I 

was there roaming around but then decided to follow the hunting. Everything was okay as they 

told me not to use the camera. I did not. But, in that attempt, they could not manage to hunt a 

single pig. My host and the gatekeeper, who is also a good friend of mine, often reminded me of 

that as a reason for Secretary’s reservation. However, he made me call the UNO to confirm that I 

was doing research, and UNO is also involved in it. He gave me an interview in an empty shop at 

the Bazaar, allowed me to record but played back the full recording at the end.  

I did get to meet the manager of the garden where I worked. He gave me time after several 

attempts with calls and messages. He was a newly appointed manager of the garden but not a 

new appointment to Ahal for him. He worked there before. He invited me to his office but 

requested not to record the discussion on the first day. Unfortunately, the second day never came. 

It was much easier to understand his security concern in the power structure once I came to know 

from the Baganiyas that he could not finish his previous tenure because of workers’ unrest. I 

managed to reach another manager of some other garden owned by a family of a politician, one 

of the oldest families is in the tea business, through my field mentor. But we could not match a 

suitable time while I was staying in Bangladesh. So, we decided to talk once I am back in 

Uppsala. Unfortunately, he died the next time I called him. 

I had to travel out of the plantation to Upazilla, a mofussil30 town, which was a two-hour journey 

on foot, boat, and shared three-wheeler motor vehicle from the place where I was based for my 

fieldwork to interview the UNO. He was very friendly and supportive. He invited me to his 

office amid his busy schedules. He joined a few of his meetings while I was in the room. But I 

could not finish the interview that day, so I went back another day. Again, he had a visit from 

higher officials that day and I was introduced to them. I had my lunch served in the office, while 

he took a short break to take his seniors to his residence for lunch. But after coming back, we had 

a long discussion. While talking to me, he recalled his memories of visiting Uppsala while 

studying at the University of Birmingham in the United Kingdom. In the whole discussion, he 

 
30 Mofussil (মফ্স্বল) is a local term used to denote provincial or rural areas just outside the big 

cities. Mofussil is not a village, but neither is the town. It is a small place in between.    
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tried to explain how empathetic he is towards the people. He acknowledged the colonial legacy 

along with structural problems that exist at the plantations. 

As education was one indicator that was mentioned by the people other than the Baganiyas, I 

tried to reach the Headmistress of the government primary school, the lone academic institution 

within the plantation. As the school was closed during the pandemic, she gave me time during a 

government holiday that commemorates the death of the nation's founding father. The school 

hosts a social program to commemorate the day when teachers, students, and guardians were 

invited. It was a unique experience to see the students meeting their friends after shutdown The 

headmistress traveled from a nearby village. My Baganiya acquaintances always spoke highly of 

her. I was also very curious to talk to her. To me, she had a unique perspective as she had been in 

touch with the community for many years and well accepted among them. To her, religion and 

community leaders have a significant influence on the Baganiayas. 

I also did very spontaneous unstructured interviews with a micro-credit officer from a local Non-

Government Organization (NGO) and an old man from a nearby village. The NGO staff was 

again an outsider like mine, who comes every week to collect the installment money from the 

Baganiyas. He was not even from that region of the country and a stranger to that locality. The 

interview was not recorded as requested but he was very open to talking. On the other hand, the 

old man was acquainted with me from my previous visits. I met him in the Bazaar where I used 

to go to interact over cups of tea. He was someone who had been closely in touch with the 

community for a long as well. I did not have my recorder with me that day I took the interview. 

But I also had a feeling that might distract the originality of the discussion. Here, both 

interviewees were conscious of future encounters with me. I shared some common memory with 

the old man, but the NGO staff had no idea about my work even though I tried to mediate the 

gap by informing him about my intention. However, in a confined society like Bagan, where the 

social order is highly evident in everyday life, I consider an unstructured interview as a vehicle 

to understand how one’s perception is different from others (Fetterman, 1998, p. 129; Kvale, 

1996, p. 117). In this case, both of my unstructured interviewees were based outside the Bagan 

which offered me yet another indicator to analyze their perception of Bagan.   

Throughout my fieldwork, I collected sensorial data – photographs, audio recordings, and video 

recordings. This reminded me of the embodied feeling of being in that location. At the same 
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time, on occasions, I have also left the camera recording a mundane moment, or a religious ritual 

that I later decoded. Sometimes, it was just my practice as a photographer that also helped me to 

capture incidents as frames. But the observation and participation were a continuous process. On 

occasions, I used the camera to record things like jotting which helped me to write a thick 

description (Geertz, 1973). It was like a visual memory of a sudden event, discussion, 

movement, or even a mundane moment. Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw (1995) mention that, where 

there is a potential of finding writing material, ethnographers use jotting to keep the memory in 

the fieldnote. Ethnographers also use jotting to write down sensorial details (1995, p. 31-35). In 

my practice, I used my camera to jot down details or even short notes instead of writing 

literature. It helped me in two ways, I got missing details while writing the detail field notes and 

again during the writing process, I could go back to my audio-visual details, once required, to 

instigate my sensorial feeling that may remind me of some missing details, events, discussions or 

even materiality. However, the photographs I have used in the chapters are more than 

illustrations and less than empirical records that helped the analysis process. Being a 

photographer, I also attempted to avoid the visual cliché (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995, p. 60) 

that I had been constantly encountering as an apprentice anthropologist. An image can give 

additional detail about a person, a place, or an event. For me, while writing literary descriptions, 

a visual complemented the literature by adding more sensorial layers. It was also a stamp that the 

ethnographer was there while the incident was unfolding Infront of eyes. There were walk-along 

discussions, breakfast invitations to the discussion over a cup of tea while watching TV, and 

observation of religious events – all of these may add more senses to the photographs and also 

help the readers to visualize the unseen setup.  

The field notes were drafted both in Bengali and English. Initially, I started to write in Bengali, 

which is my mother tongue, and used to communicate with the Banagiyas. However, after a few 

days, I was worried about the translation load and started taking notes in English. But then I 

realize that there is a lot of contextual knowledge that is lost in translation. So, after a week my 

field note was a bit of a mixture of language, signs, symbols, and drawings.   

Considering all of these, it was an eye-opening experience. ‘Going Native’ was not easy, no 

matter how smooth or tough it may sound. There is a common conception of the term, which 

may instigate a concern regarding the objectivity of the study. However, I consider this a 
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problem with the objectivity of the researcher (Tresch, 2001, p. 302-305). There is no doubt that 

the terminology has a derogative connotation because of the study and literature that had been 

produced by taking such a method. However, to me, it has both advantages and disadvantages by 

blurring the line between objectivity and subjectivity. To go native, I had to cross the usual 

boundary of participant observation, and objectivity in order to experience the world in 

Baganiyas’ own way. In such circumstances, my autoethnographic experiences helped me to 

cross the fluid lines between seeing as a researcher who for the first time been to the field and the 

researcher who returned to the field with an agenda of research. I thought I had the advantage of 

knowing the field, but that might also be an obstacle in the process of new discourse-making. 

The experience of meeting the same person with questions and without questions may resonate 

with the gap between what I planned and what I did. So, the whole reflexivity in my approach 

was automatically put under question within my process. In that process, ‘autoethnography’ and 

‘going native’ along with sensorial data, all complemented my attempt to represent the people in 

actual terms. This was like self-censorship which guided the fieldwork by constantly analyzing 

empirical data, to find the appropriate way of representing the people that I studied (O’Reilly, 

2012, p. 130-132).   

On the field, I mixed my position both as an emic and etic observer. The emic perspective, which 

was enabled through my previous visits, helps me to observe and experience things from the 

inside. On the other hand, from an etic perspective, after the field trip, I could see layers in life at 

the plantation. I could revisit the place through my data. However, I must admit, longer 

fieldwork may minimize many of the challenges that I have faced. But it will be imperative to 

mention that the unplanned and unfortunate point of departure of the COVID-19 situation also 

added valuable insights to research. 

I have used pseudonyms as a standard practice in Anthropological research. However, the choice 

was not that easy as I am also involved with the community for a long time. And I have also 

represented them through my documentary work in different exhibitions, festivals, talks, 

presentations, and so on. Many of the Baganiyas are good friends of mine, who believe the 

continuation of my work in their region may benefit the community as a whole by disseminating 

the information outside the plantations. I have a very close and intimate relationship with them 

which made both of us concerned about each other’s security and privacy. In such situations, I 
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have always used detailed information about the place, people, or even incidents along with my 

photography. Some of my photographs even got published in local and international media 

outlets. In several of the plantations where I worked, I had the good fortune to hold photographic 

exhibitions. In fact, the manager of the garden where I first began my photographic work stopped 

by during my display there. The day I took a picture of his bungalow, he admired the work but 

also disciplined three of the employees who were on duty. because the Bunglow was depicted in 

an exhibition photo that included the precise time and place. However, the workers never 

complained about the financial penalty that was charged against them. I even talked to one of 

them afterward as I was not present there at the exhibition location during the Manager’s visit. In 

a nutshell, I would like to consider the whole issue as an advantage but also as a disadvantage. 

With my deep connection with the community, nowadays, I am even more concerned about their 

security and privacy. I know, in most cases, the Baganaiyas supported my work and are still 

doing so. They have no problem mentioning their original name or further details. Yet, I felt, it 

might not be a good idea to reveal everything right at this point of the research. I am also really 

concerned about the ethical standards put forward by the American Anthropological Association 

and Swedish Research Council. I, therefore, anonymized everything in the dissertation that might 

have revealed the place, the name of the plantation, or the people. Other than, anonymization, the 

research also maintained other ethical implications as per standard guidelines for 

Anthropological study. During the fieldwork, I was always cautious of my presence, so that it 

does not alter or manipulate the reality on the ground and present myself as a student researcher. 

While taking interviews, making photographs, audio recordings, or video recordings, I took prior 

consent from the people. I also informed them about the possible verbatim use of the 

conversation for research purposes. In addition to this, I have already mentioned how I mediated 

different issues while mediating my entry into the field like – maintaining a home quarantine of 

fourteen days after the flight, informing the local government official and the Bagan manager 

about my visit and purpose, maintaining a relationship of mutuality (Fabian, 2001; 2007) with 

my interlocutor’s family that ensures a pleasant understanding of collaborative responsibility. In 

this regard, Boyer (2008, p.42) identified the problem that may arise between a researcher and 

his/her interlocutor – where both may pose some expertise on the subject to be studied and thus 

fall into trap of epistemic jurisdiction. As suggested by Boyer, I also tried to consider my 

interlocutor as a human being, rather than an expert or even a subject. In this regard, my 
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relationship with my interlocutor as a friend, with whom I had already spent a lot of time before 

this research also helped me to be in line with the ethical guideline.    

Nevertheless, it might be imperative to discuss the possibility of bias during the whole process. 

‘Bias in the Biography’ which comes from two sources - personal experience and professional 

training (LeCompte, 1987, p. 44). To my own comprehension, the bias I encountered to a great 

extent comes from personal experience. Yet I may conclude by saying there is a vantage point 

where both personal experiences of working in the field for five years and then academic training 

of an additional year influence the data collection and analysis like the third untold source of bias 

by LeCompte, who rigorously wrote about bias in Academia by analyzing her own work. Yet, 

being born and raised in a post-imperial society where English is a foreign source of 

communication, that has a strong connection with the collective memory in the public 

consciousness of the society, I personally feel uncomfortable with the word bias. To me, the 

subjectivity that comes from my position, contradicts the concept of bias, as the business is 

something that I am taught to avoid. This puts me in a dialectic situation where my academic 

training in Anthropology and moral training in a social life collides over the word ‘bias’. Again, 

Anthropology as a discipline has a long tradition of taking an etic approach to reveal things from 

an emic perspective, mostly practiced by western researchers. Like traveling to Trobriand Island 

and living with the people to reveal different aspects of their everyday life from an insider’s 

perspective. Others like this were widespread. But what these methods and investigations 

achieved was gradually creating a mental map that an anthropology student will encounter and 

be encouraged to use as a practice. Thus, the extensive instruction in anthropology that comes 

with this literature may lead students to make incorrect generalizations as LeComte identified 

(1987, p. 46). I think my position, practice, and long involvement with the people of the society 

and the drink that connects so many features made me extra conscious not to make any 

generalizations. Again, being able to visit plantations with different ownership patterns also 

helps me to make cultural comparisons even within the plantations. To me, all these things 

guided my fieldwork, data collection, and analysis like a vein inside the skin which is invisible 

from the outside but influences the physical condition and representation of the skin to others. 

So, the disciplinary bias that the foreign (read western) researchers are usually exposed to, was 

not a matter of concern for me in many cases.  My previous training in the discipline of 

International Relations and Photography also negotiated many of the issues from a holistic 
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perspective where politics of marginalization and representation was dealt with thoughtful 

consideration.      

Throughout the paper, I tried to use the terminologies Bagan and Baganiya, which stand for the 

garden/estate/plantation and the workers. It is not just to exercise with local dialects, rather I find 

logical connections that my study explores regarding their identity and place-making. However, I 

have utilized the Bengali names Da and Di, shorter spoken dialects for Dada and Didi which 

refer to brother and sister. Other than that, any terminology that is imperative to use in its native 

form, I have tried to explain them either in text or as a footnote to clarify it in front of the greater 

audience and also show respect to the language, the vernacular, and Baganiya language.           

Following the fieldwork, the data analysis is done at the desk. Throughout the work, I attempted 

to acknowledge that the study was designed not to establish a prevalence or to declare authority 

about research on plantations in Bangladesh. Rather, in line with the methodology, where the 

aim was to give untold stories some voice and also amplify the collectiveness of the community 

regarding different aspects of their everyday life, the analysis optimizes the inductive approach. 

The findings underscore the fact that the Baganiya is a homogenous community who have a set 

of views regarding their decision-making process.  

The interviews, and focused group discussions, that I recorded were transcribed into Bengali and 

then translated into English. Small emblematic notes, jotting phrases were narrated in Bengali 

and then translated into English as well. Other saturated data from virtual social media, websites, 

blogs, films, podcasts, talks, and zoom meetings - a new phenomenon once the world has gone 

through a pandemic situation, old notes were stored digitally in a folder on my computer. Then 

once required these were transcribed and translated. These were reviewed and checked for 

accuracy once there was any confusion about anything. All data, including literary and sensorial, 

were stored in my personal computer and in a locked cabinet in my personal room to ensure 

proper protection. I have used the triangulation of data sets to validate the empirical data during 

the analysis process (Fetterman, 2007, p. 94-96). I consider this an added advantage stems from 

my long-term experience of doing ethnography on the plantation. Prior to the research fieldwork, 

I was familiar with my subject and the individuals in it and also created some coding based on 

preexisting notions about the phenomenon to create a guideline for myself. The remaining 

coding was inspired by themes that arose from the field notes. However, the majority of the 
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coding was created gradually throughout the course of the analysis period and the fieldwork. In 

this approach, no computer or web-based data analysis software was employed. 

I use an intense cutting and sorting technique (Ryan & Bernard. 2003, p. 9) to find the important 

quotes and events in my field notes. In doing so, at first, I read the text and find important quotes 

from my field notes tagging the name of the informant and context. After cutting such 

information from the bulk, then I looked for similarities to form a theme. The pawing 

methodology (Ryan & Bernard. 2003, p. 8) was used in this instance to supplement the analysis 

process and make it easier to cut and sort the data. It helped to find the theme before arriving at 

the theoretical rationale. I read the note several times while highlighting it with various colored 

pens as part of this exercise. I found patterns in my text by reading over the highlighted passages 

while keeping those texts spread out in front of me. When necessary, meticulous word-by-word 

analysis of in-depth interviews and field notes was carried out. 

Limitations 

The COVID-19 situation globally put forward an unprecedented limitation to the study. 

Although some of the obstacles were negotiated with the support of others, it was not possible to 

do longer fieldwork, which is always preferable in a qualitative study like this. To comply with 

the circumstance, the research design was altered at the last moment, and I did not get much time 

to adjust to the new setting. However, the global pandemic was at its peak during that time, 

which made me constantly on my toes to accept any cancellation, alteration, or deviation from 

the actual plan. To me, this constant thrives for modification influenced the fieldwork as this is 

solely a qualitative study.  

However, there is a significant gap in the body of knowledge concerning plantations in 

Bangladesh. On the other hand, readers have access to a significant quantity of research on 

plantations in Sri Lanka and India, both of which are products of the same "imperial tea trade." 

The Indian History Writing Project scripted numerous tea plantations immediately following the 

split and freedom from Imperial authority in 1947. Many of them, in essence, was written from a 

historical perspective. There isn't a lot of literature on Indian plantations from an anthropological 

standpoint, not even about India. As a result, there is a severe paucity of secondary literature that 

can enlighten an aspiring researcher or curious reader on the fundamentals of studying tea 

plantations in Bangladesh. The majority of the literature on Bangladeshi plantations, however, is 
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written from a human right, labor rights, or botanic perspective, which does not support the 

pursuit of empirical scholarship on anthropological grounds. Anthropology, which debuted its 

first program in a university environment in 1985, is still a relatively new academic discipline in 

Bangladesh when compared to its global history. According to my understanding, Bangladeshi 

tea had already been excluded from the global supply chain at that point, which could have 

hampered the interests of the world community. It might also be related to the fact that, until 

very recently, Bangladesh's tea plantations were restricted areas with little access for individuals 

who weren't locals. Due to the lack of sufficient access to the plantation region, even researchers 

and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) may have been unable to conduct comprehensive 

scientific research on tea plantations. However, my research area is situated in a region with a 

shared history with Sylhet of Bangladesh, and Assam of India. Historical records say this area 

was under Assam Presidency for some time and then came under the Bengal presidency by the 

colonial administration. However, both Assam and Bengal were under British India at that time, 

which made the historical records even more complicated to segregate according to two different 

post-colonial nations. Consequently, the research findings are not holistically representational as 

the study was undertaken in one of the 167 tea plantations in Bangladesh. Though there are more 

similarities than differences, the study could not incorporate a good number of ethnic 

communities out of approximately ninety different communities that are considered the 

Baganiyas. 

In addition to this, language has always been an influential indicator in Anthropological study. 

Here in this study, the output is provided in English, whereas the working language in the field 

was Bengali and a distinct dialect of Bengali which incorporates words from Bengali, Hindi, 

Deshowali, Madraji, Punjabi, and others. Though there was a thoughtful attempt not to lose any 

significant data in the transcribing and translating process, yet a social phenomenon identifies 

that as an absolute imperfection.          
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Theoretical Framework 

The study focuses on the economic, social, and political life of the Baganiyas based on 

ethnographic data collection in that garden. To establish a knowledge plateau around the tea 

plantations in Bangladesh, the paper uses ‘Power’ as a grand theory narrative to analyze and 

reveal outcomes. In doing so, the paper takes support from Michel Foucault (1975), Antonio 

Gramsci (1985), and subalternity from the postcolonial studies scholars. However, James C. 

Scott’s (1985, 1992) and Michel de Certeau’s (1984) groundbreaking works on everyday life, 

hidden transcripts, resistance, strategy, and tactic also shape the narrative of the research.   

Certeau in his book The Practice of Everyday Life (1984) shoes, everyday life is the cosmology 

where it is possible to practice resistance as an ideological response to subvert the real world. 

Real World is an ideology that reinforces the power structure that distinguishes capitalism in the 

present-day situation. To maintain the status quo that confirms everything remains as it is, 

strategy is used to reinforce the power. To him, strategy is a specific way of exercising power by 

large institutions, organizations, and so on. Certeau identifies how we can resist what we call the 

power structure or real world that tends to maintain the status quo by coercive use of strategy 

with power. He claims the way the socio-political and economic norms shape our life can be 

resisted by manipulating the mechanism of those norms. And Ceretau characterizes those as 

tactic to counter the strategy that is being used by the existing system. There is no way we can 

escape or deny the present system, yet it is possible to create opportunities by undertaking small 

everyday tactics, he claims. (1985, p. xix-xx). In his realm of everyday life, space is an important 

issue, which is usually controlled by the powerful but can be located elsewhere. So, to practice 

strategy the institutions reinforce the power on something else and oftentimes in a separate 

location. However, in tactics, everything is intermingled. The people who are using the 

powerfuls’ space usually resist that land. So, the tactics are also functional in the space possessed 

by the power. Thus, Certeau identifies the tactics as means for the small, powerless whereas 

strategy aligned with the powerful (1984, p. 34-42).       

Scott introduces the concept that oppression and resistance are in constant flux in his influential 

book Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Resistance (1985). He argues that by 

concentrating on visible historical incidents like organized rebellions, and collective action; there 

is a possibility that we will be misguided to observe the subtle and compelling forms of everyday 
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resistance. Through his work, he presents that the peasants (subalterns) resistance is often covert 

and not an act of organized behavior. The response to coercion is usually individualistic and acts 

like – foot-dragging, evasion, false compliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander, and 

sabotage (1985, p. 29). To Scott, everyday resistance of the peasants never makes headlines and 

confronts who tries to extract labor, food, taxes, rents, and interests from them. In Domination 

and The Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (1992), Scott elaborated on the hidden transcript, 

public transcript, and infrapolitics in order to present the subaltern’s resistance against the 

hegemony. To him, transcripts are ingrained patterns of speaking and acting that are appropriate 

for certain actors in specific social contexts, whether they are dominant or oppressed. He claims 

the subordinates to be clandestine about their rebellion and discontent. What they usually show 

in public, Scott identifies those as public transcripts (1992, p. 45-47) that the hegemony wants to 

see in them; an orchestrated behavior that people do in a specific social setting, both by the 

powerful and the subordinate. On the contrary, hidden transcripts negate hegemony. There are 

many different independent social networks where secret transcripts are created that are not 

under the watchful eyes of or subject to the interference of those in positions of power. The 

powerful also have their own compelling reasons for adopting a mask in the presence of 

subordinates, while the weak find apparent and compelling reasons to seek safety behind a mask 

when in the midst of power. Scott identifies hidden transcripts as an act of resistance by saying,  

  ‘… how we might interpret the rumors, gossip, folktales, songs, gestures, jokes, and 

 theater  of the powerless as vehicles by which, among other things, they insinuate a 

 critique of power while hiding behind anonymity or behind innocuous understandings 

 of their conduct’ (1992, p. xii) 

In this regard, infrapolitics is the term used to describe disguise and covert political activity that 

takes place in plain sight but is intended to conceal the participants' identities or to have a double 

meaning (1992, p. 111-112). Thus, infrapolitics best describes the politics of the subalterns 

where the powerful are also present in the theatre.  

In order to understand the theoretical underpinning, here I have listed a few key concepts that 

shaped the thesis.  

Culture 

One of the topics that are most frequently debated in academia and elsewhere is culture. 

Depending on how it is used, different people understand its meaning. Even in various 
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professional fields, culture is interpreted as having personal implications. The way that various 

schools of thought see and employ culture as an analytical tool varies across disciplines, 

including anthropology. The study is more focused on an interpretation of the community's 

culture than it is on articulating the culture of the Baganiya people as a whole. In doing so, the 

culture of the Baganiya is interpretively explained in the following chapters. The next chapters 

describe Baganiya's daily life for cultural analysis, drawing on Clifford Geertz's strategy of 

emphasizing ‘thick description’ to produce a ‘translation of culture’ (Beidelman, 1971) as Evans-

Pritchard attempted. 

I emphasized symbolic communication, artistic expressions, rituals, and religion in the everyday 

life of the Baganiyas. It is rather a deliberate approach not to look for the ‘alien’/ ‘other’ within 

the community. The study intends to understand the culture from their everyday activities which 

might look very ordinary at some point. Geertz explored culture as a public phenomenon. He 

also quoted Ward Goodenough, once he mentioned that the culture is present in a human’s mind 

and guides him/her to act in an acceptable manner within his/her society (Geertz, 1973, p. 10-

12). In doing so, the thesis interprets Baganiyas’ public and group activities and appearance, 

involvement, workplace activities in the Bagan and beyond, social gatherings, religious 

ceremonies, and so on as their cultural expression. For the interpretation, the thesis perceived 

culture as a symbolic system rather than a set of attitudes or norms to follow. The system hosts 

the functioning of social order within its realm and generates political power.  

Alienation 

For this thesis, it is important to distinguish alienation from objectification; both are significant 

contributions by the Marxist and Hegelian intellectual traditions. On both occasions, the scholars 

emphasize the separation between the labor and the object that has been produced by the labor. 

Marx identified alienation in the Economic and Philosophical Manuscript of 1844 (1932) as an 

outcome of disconnecting the worker from the product, from the process, from the essence, and 

from other workers. He identified alienation as a means of capitalistic resource extraction that 

isolates the worker from the exploration. Usually, alienation is used to exemplify the economic 

outcomes. In this thesis, I will emphasize Marx's views of how the mass of people are alienated 

under capitalism from the labor process, from the results of their own labor, from the natural 

environment, from one another, and even from their own selves (Swain, 2012). Here, for the 
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current study, I consider alienation as the primary source for Baganiya’s captivity and misery 

that they are exposed to.  

Resistance  

I attempt to see resistance as a sum of multiple individual acts. It emerges within a subaltern 

community/group (Baganiya) that is practiced in a discrete manner. It is a political action but 

materialized as everyday activity. While studying Baganiya’s everyday activity as a form of 

resistance, I took inspiration from James C. Scott’s works ‘Weapons of the Weak: Everyday 

Forms of Peasant Resistance’ (1989) and Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden 

Transcripts (1992). Here, I consider the Baganiyas as a Subaltern community/group because of 

their material condition where they lack agency, under the hegemonic dispossession by the 

Planter-Owner, Planter-Manager. In line with Michel Foucault's (1977) and Lila Abu-Lughod’s 

(1990) observation, I consider a coexistence of power and resistance31, where both are integrated 

into normal social life which might not act as a demonstration, protest, riot, unrest, and so on. 

For the study, I also take generous support from Micheal de Certeau’s (1984) contribution of 

strategy and tactic, both of which interplay in the everyday life of the Baganaiya. The thesis 

exemplifies resistance as an overt activity that bypasses hegemonic observation because of its 

fluidity and mundaneness.     

Plantation  

Tea plantations have a unique style of production system that gives rise to social relations of 

different kinds. The plantation is a political institution that plays an instrumental role in the 

global race-making labor system which contributed impetus to the European state-making 

process that also shapes the world (Thompson, 1932, p. 1-17). The core values of the plantation 

system are to do monoculture in large amounts of landmass with a large residential labor force. 

In most cases, the migrant labor force had been used to cheapen the labor. Yet, there is a 

significant difference between the labor force in South Asia and that of other places where the 

labors were initially recruited through an indentured system, whereas in other places slavery was 

used as a policy. Since the inception of such an enclave economy in the Indian Subcontinent, 

 
31 In his book ‘The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction’ Michel Foucault mentioned 

‘where there is power, there is resistance’. And in the article titled ‘The Romance of Resistance: 

Tracing Transformations of Power Through Bedouin Women’ Lila Abu-Lughod wrote ‘where 

there is resistance, there is power’ while trying to make a call not to romanticize resistance.   
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there had been lots of adjustments within the system over the colonial and post-colonial periods. 

However, there were not many differences in organizing the labors unlike in other places, but 

after all these years, the plantation as an institution has taken different shapes yet a diligently 

confined geographical area. But the existence of plantation is not only physical, but it also exists 

in our heart as an order, a capitalist ruin.       

Social Life of Tea  

Here, the study is interested in the social life of tea, which is a drink, a commodity, and a plant. 

Thus, the study enquires about the social life of tea, regardless of its usage as a drink, a 

commodity, or as a plant. For that, it takes inspiration from Arjun Appadurai’s (1986) seminal 

work that the economy is not an isolated segment of life but rather an integral part of the Social 

and Cultural sphere, which is commonly misread. The meaning people attribute to a thing is not 

always economic, instead the social and cultural life of the thing, which are interconnected with 

human beings and also to nature. While taking inspiration from George Simmel (Philosophy of 

Money, 1907, English Translation 1978), Appadurai coined the term ‘regimes of value’ to 

elaborate on the way social and political contexts influence the exchange value of a thing. Like 

Simmel, he asserted that the value has never been an inherent component of an object, rather this 

is an external judgment that is done and implemented by the subject (Simmel in Appadurai, 

1986, p. 3). In this study, I attempted to explore how the life of the Baganiyas and Tea are 

connected through social activity. Like Appadurai, I attempted to connect tea not only as a 

thing/commodity, which is a common misnomer like ‘commodity fetishism’, but instead to 

observe that as a ‘commodity phase’ which is just one aspect of its social existence. Here, it is 

imperative to see the social construction of the value of tea through the exchange of 

commodities, which can be different for a Baganiya, a planter, and even a consumer.  

Outline 

After setting up the base of the study in this introductory chapter, I will present my findings and 

arguments in the following five chapters.  

The plantation economy is covered in the second chapter, although the ‘economy of tea as a 

product is not included. It describes various facets of Baganiya's everyday economy. The chapter 

does this by outlining the cash and in-kind rewards that the Baganiyas receive in return for their 

labor. This chapter goes into detail on the various tactic used by the Baganiyas to weave a web of 

opportunities, which is considered to be the core of the plantation economy when it comes to 
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economic alienation. 

The third chapter explores Bagan as a total institution where the Baganiyas form a community, 

based on relatedness. Here, I examine Bagan as a capitalist ruin that is governed from the outside 

in order to maximize resource extraction. The research explores that the material control over the 

Baganiyas and the Bagan, is exemplified through the plantation order. It shows, how the feeling 

of a community stems from a shared experience rather than a kinship relationship.  

The tripartite governmentality that governs Bagan's political system was covered in the fourth 

chapter. It describes how the owner, the union leader, and the concerned government official all 

viewed hierarchy as it existed on the plantation. In this chapter, I note how the Baganiyas' 

hierarchical social structure hinders their use of collective bargaining as a defense against the 

owner's strategy. 

In the fifth chapter, I connect the everyday resistance of the Baganiya with their culture. Here, 

cultural analysis of their resisting acts - the hidden transcripts are elaborated in line with the 

interpretation of field experiences. While doing so, I propose to look at Baganiya’s hidden 

transcript as proactiveness. The chapter also interprets the cultural codes into everyday 

resistance, an unorganized spontaneous response to coercion.     

The sixth and last chapter, which concludes the work, summarizes the thesis along with some 

autoethnographic examples that I have registered. 
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Chapter Two: Everyday Economic Life of the Baganiyas 
In this chapter, I broadly outline the everyday economy of the Bagan. In the midst of 

Bangladesh’s fastest-growing economy32, the monoculture tea plantations are the mimesis of the 

symbolic colonial past that operates an enclave economy. Like ever before, the plantation 

economy is still entangled with its outside connection, which is largely led by the elites. But 

again, the internal dynamics of social formation and social capital of the Baganiyas also play a 

significant role that is mutually exclusive to outside control. The colonial culture of the 

management system and the political isolation of the plantation from the mainstream society 

signs a long distance from this fastest-growing economy of the state, which discretely shapes the 

Bagan economy. The intersection between the indigenous feudal norms within the labor 

community and colonial practices among the management staff/owners creates a unique hybrid 

cultural history of the place that is both a homeland and a farm of the product/drink. Thus, the 

economy operates twofold - one that circles around the tea and the other that keeps the workers 

in the center of all the economic activities. Nowadays, the post-imperial society of Bengal is a 

great connoisseur of tea that represents a unique culture of everyday tea drinking starting from 

household to roadside tea stalls to upscale cafes. So, the tripartite tea economy (tea - worker - 

consumer) is still evident in the Bangladesh economy but in a different form than that of the 

colonial/imperial times. The global connection in the supply chain might not be as strong as in 

the colonial/imperial period but that had been replaced by the domestic market. In this way, the 

social life of tea had experienced a great shift from the transatlantic and oceanic trade of tropical 

exotics to local commodities. But there are few things that did not change over time and among 

those, is the life of the Baganiyas, the growers who are still entangled in the moral economy of 

Bagan. As Thomas Hylland Eriksen explains, the elites shape the ethnicity, the politics, and the 

economy of the plantation workers from outside, but these are also the products of the workers’ 

own social formation and social network which might not be visible to the outsiders (Carries, 

2005, p.357).   

 
32 As per The World Bank report, Bangladesh has an impressive track record of growth and 

development in the last decade. It has also made a strong economic recovery from the global 

pandemic of recent times.  https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/bangladesh/overview#1 
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It is not like every other day. The sun has quickly gone under thick clouds. I was 

around the Bazar area to meet the Panchayat33 secretary and then stopped for a cup of 

tea. In the Bazar, none of the tea stalls were open. So, after talking to the Panchayet 

leader I had to heal my caffeine thrust and take the long walk back towards Ek Number 

Line34, where I stay. It was already late afternoon. On my way back, I saw female puckers 

coming back from the Number35 in groups. They were talking to each other, and every 

group was squeezing down after crossing a line as some member of the group would 

leave for her house saying goodbye to others. Everyone has a bag/sack on their back and 

some of them have some extra things either in their head or on their shoulder, mostly 

firewood that they collected during their work in the number. I was walking fast to avoid 

the possible rain as I was taking the road that surrounds the village rather than going 

through the veins of the village. The time I arrived at Sharat Da’s house I saw some of 

the Prerona Di’s plucking group members were talking there in the courtyard. I heard 

them talking about money, group, and collection. I was curious, so I joined them with a 

cup of evening tea which I often take along with a discussion with Prerona Di and others. 

I asked her about the discussion. She mentioned it is about Khel36. As I had no idea what 

it could be other than the term in Bengali has a close connection with sports, play, and so 

on. Prerona Di did not take much time to elaborate on the thing as I noticed earlier that 

she loves talking about things that reflect some of the female Baganiyas' work. It could 

be because of my engagement with Sharat Da and his friends or a kind of gender 

 
33 Panchayat is the lowest tier of the Tea workers’ trade union. A Panchayat committee is in 

charge of a garden and responsible to inform the valley about anything. Then the valley informs 

the central committee about their proceedings.   
34 The workers denote their neighborhood as a line. For example, in a village, there could be five 

lines. In a line, there could be 20-30 households approximately though it may differ in different 

gardens.  
35 The workers denote the tea plantation area as a number in colloquial terms. A garden might 

have been divided into twenty different numbers for administering reasons, and thus the workers 

use the term as a generic form.   
36 Khel is a terminology that came from Hindi.  
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insensitivity from my side that made her feel that I need to know more about the female 

workers of the Bagan.  

Khel is a collective monetary effort mostly by the female workers since their parents' 

time or even from before, which they manage for their own good. This is kind of a co-

operative among the members of a core group that works together. Every week after 

getting their Talab37 on Thursday they monetize some amount by themselves which one 

member can borrow once she needs it. Otherwise, this is a rotating fund that circles 

around the members where everyone is entitled to take the full amount in one week. For 

example, once a worker gets 102X7=714 Bangladeshi Taka (BDT) in a week. She 

contributes 100 BDT for her share in the khel. So, if there are 10 members in the group, 

in a week the group is generating 1000 BDT, which one of the members is entitled to 

take. Ideally, there is a rotation among the members to decide who will get the money for 

that week. But in a given situation, usually, it is the 

need of the group members that decide who takes the 

1000 BDT and when. As per the oral terms, every 

single member will get the next share from the 

collective fund after ten weeks. Sometimes they can 

also reserve the money for a week or so if some 

member mentioned earlier some specific need. If a 

member wants to take two installments at a time, that 

means the group will hold 1000 for a week, and then 

the next week, another member who is entitled to take 

the money will not take it, and the member will get 

2000 and she will not get any share in the next round 

of installment.  

I observed the female Baganiyas are extra conscious 

of their assets, it could possibly be connected with 

their financial capabilities as well. Unlike a Bengali family, in Bagan, almost every family has 

 
37 Talab is a terminology used by the Banganiyas for denoting their wage.  

5 A photograph of the fieldnote where I 

tried to draw a picture of the Khel 

monetization process. Source: Faiham 

Ebna Sharif 
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one of their female members enlisted as a worker in the company. At times, it offers them 

independence in any kind of decision-making process, on the other hand, that also makes them 

vulnerable to any kind of fraud or new venture that anybody is unaware of. However, I see a 

clear connection between the macro-level non-formal banking experiences of Prerona Di and 

those I managed to observe. One is the peoples’ cooperative that might not be associated with 

any kind of regulatory bodies at the macro level like a distant estate from the metropolis, then the 

micro-credit lending organization that operates in the area, and the other one which is a symbol 

of vulnerability discussed later in the chapter. 

The Baganiyas rely on the company for their wage earnings. Unlike many other labor-intensive 

industries, the workers in plantations get wages at daily rates. Though there are few categories of 

workers who are entitled to monthly wages, the greater portion of the workers are entitled to 

daily wages. Baganiyas also get some in-kind facilities from the company but that depends on 

the gardens as these were more customary practices in the earlier days. The facilities also depend 

on other issues like the productivity of the specific garden, the number of workers, type of 

ownership, and so on.     

As per the Memorandum of Understanding that was signed between the Bangladesh Cha Sramik 

Union (Trade Union) and Bangladeshiyo Cha Sangsad (Owners’ Association also known as 

Bangladesh Tea Association), which was also monitored by the government of Bangladesh, a 

permanent worker in an ‘A’ class tea garden gets 102 BDT as daily wage. The other fringe 

benefits are ration, medical care, housing, festival bonus, and pension. For food ration, a 

permanent worker usually gets 3.27 kilograms of either rice or wheat in a week38. He or she can 

have two dependents on his/her ration card who are either adults or minors. An adult dependent 

gets 2.44 kilograms, and a minor dependent will get 1.22 kilograms of ration in a week. But if a 

family has two permanent workers - the husband and the wife, they will still be entitled to two 

dependents, not four with multiplying effect. Again, the dependents will be the responsibility of 

the head of the family, which is usually the man/husband. But there are other examples as well, 

where the woman is considered as the head of the family, mostly once the male member is dead 

or unable to work. All these are usually fleshed out in the ration card and in the register book of 

 
38 In the whole South Asian region, rice and wheat are considered the staple food.  
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the plantation management. This ration facility is also exchanged with the Khetland39 

arrangement of the plantation. Khetland is a traditional land arrangement by the plantation 

owners to the workers to allow them to use some of their unused lands in exchange for their 

ration or cash. The rate of this leased land depends on the traditions of the plantation. In some 

plantations, there is a specific rate for the amount of land that a worker family poses, but there 

are plantations where this is dealt with more in oral terms. The workers usually exchange the 

lease money with their allocated ration, if not stated otherwise.   

 The permanent workers are also entitled to two festival bonuses in a year - one for the Durga 

Puja40 during the month of ‘Aashin’ in Bengali and October - November in the Gregorian 

calendar and one for the Lal Puja41 also known as Fagua, which is usually held during the 

Bengali month of ‘Falgun’ that often stands around February - March in the Gregorian calendar. 

Depending on the tradition of the plantation, Baganiyas get 40% of their festival bonus during 

Lal Puja and 60% of the bonus during the Durga Puja or vice-versa. In some plantations, the 

festival bonus is equally distributed between the two occasions. But there are other strings 

attached. To be eligible for the full amount of the bonus, which is 4590 BDT, a worker needs to 

work more than 286 days in a calendar year. A worker whose presence is between 250 to 286 

days will get 75% of the allocated festival bonus. Besides these, a permanent worker gets 

pension until death after the retirement of his/her permanent role. A monthly wage earner 

permanent worker42 gets BDT 150 and a daily wage earner permanent worker gets BDT 100 in a 

week. The permanent workers are also entitled to get a provident fund facility where both the 

workers and the owners contribute 7.5% of their daily wage, which they get after their 

retirement. In addition to this, since 2009, the government has instructed the owners to organize 

 
39 Khetland is the specific kind of land, that the workers use to cultivate crops for their own use. 
40 In the Indian subcontinent, on the eastern frontier of Bengal, Durga Puja is considered the 

largest festival for the Hindus, whereas in other places it varies depending on their ecological and 

mythological spirits.  
41 Lal Puja or Fagua is specifically popular among the tea plantation workers, to whom, the 

Bengali month of Falgun is the month of the festival when they usually organize marriage, the 

festival of colors, which is also known as ‘Holi’.    
42 There are a small number of plantation workers who gets a monthly salary, instead of a daily 

wage, most of whom are in mechanical or specialized duties such as electrician, technician, 

machine operator, messenger, sirdar, midwife, dresser - who gets more than the daily wage 

earners. 
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group insurance for the plantation workers. Beyond these cash benefits, the workers are also 

entitled to get free medical care and housing facilities for their family members as in-kind 

facilities.  

Many a times, during the bi-annual wage negotiation, the owners tried to convert these in-kind 

facilities in cash reward (The Daily Star, February 20, 2020), which usually rejected by the trade 

union. While joining an online discussion ahead of the next wage negotiation organized by the 

Society for Environment and Human Development - SEHD, an NGO that had been working in 

the plantations for a long, I have learned that there is no legal ground for such a claim as 

mentioned by one of the legal experts. It was interesting to observe that, the other participants of 

that virtual seminar which includes - trade union leaders, political leaders, development 

professionals, journalists, and labor law specialists, were not informed about such thing. Rather, 

all confirm that this was a strategy that was used during the negotiations to show that the actual 

daily wage is far more than that of the cash that the workers receive.  So, in such circumstances, 

the workers also employ their own tactics to counter such marginalization and alienation. In 

doing so, they get themselves entangled with different kinds of formal and informal financial 

systems which sometimes stretch their sufferings to a different level. As informed by the 

Baganiyas of the tea garden, where I did my fieldwork, the owner does not give any ration in this 

particular garden. While discussing this with the Sharat Da, he told me that he never received 

any ration from the owner as he has Khetland in the garden.  

  

I think we do not get ration because we have two pieces of land in the Khetland - one 

right next to our house and the other one is in a hilly place which is not of much use. But 

I have heard the people who do not have any kind of land to cultivate, get a ration for 14 

weeks in a calendar year. The owners always say, he gave a lot of land to the workers to 

cultivate for their crops, and thus he is not entitled to provide any ration to us. But what is 

the calculation behind these fourteen weeks of ration I have no idea? 

So, considering all these, it is quite evident that the workers have no source of cash income other 

than their daily wage. Availability of Khetland or ration service may add some support to that 

amount, which may ease a little burden from their food intake. However, sometimes, the 
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Baganiyas also go outside the plantation to work as daily labor in the neighboring villages. But 

that depends on many mutually connected issues and is not an easy choice for all.    

Hence, how the workers are coping with their daily needs with this much wage? Over the period 

of time, talking with different households on different occasions, I came to know all the families 

living in the line/ neighborhood are entangled with microcredit and other kinds of the informal 

financial system.    

One day in the late afternoon, just before dusk, I was sitting in the 

courtyard of Sharat Da’s house. Pushpa, the middle one among her siblings, was 

playing with her friends, who are from the neighboring houses. Usually at their 

leisure time, they come across and play either here or at other houses. I know in a 

while Pushpa’s mother, Prerona Di will start looking for her to light the 

Sandhyabati43. Rimon, the oldest of the siblings, is not in the house. He is usually 

with the young adolescent’s group who are busy with the rare mobile phone 

access they have or probably went to the number to bring back the cows that they 

take care of. The sky was not completely dark yet, but this is the time when the 

adolescents of the Baganiya families get busy with the cattles. Maybe, both 

Pushpa and Prerona Di are waiting for Rimon to come back with the cattle 

because the castles are part of the family. Once the Sandhya Bati is lit to protect 

everyone from any evil in the darkness. Riya, the youngest daughter of the family, 

is nagging around her mother as usual, which she does when Prerona Di comes 

back from work. Mona, the sister of Prerona Di, is also in the midst of doing some 

kitchen work and household chatting with Prerona Di. There is no sign of Sharat 

Da. He has not returned from work yet. This is the time when Prerona Di usually 

shares her daily stories from work. She usually asks me some questions to connect 

her day’s story to share, like - whether something interesting happens during 

plucking or someone’s family story which might be of my interest or even what 

the others ask her about me!      

 
43 Shandhyabati is ritualistic prayer for the Hindus. It is performed just before the dusk while 

lighting the household. 
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While sitting outside on the wooden bench, suddenly my eyes caught up seeing a 

man walking slowly toward Angshu Da’s (Younger brother of Sharat Da, who 

lives in a small hut right next to them) house. He is wearing a red stripe shirt and 

lungi44, a wristwatch in hand, chewing betel leaf and nuts so his lips are a little 

reddish. He was holding an umbrella in his hand. While approaching Angshu Da’s 

house, he was looking towards the surrounding area in a way that he was looking 

for something or someone. He called Angshu Da with a gritty voice standing just 

outside his door. After some time, Angshu Da’s wife Rupali Di came out to 

inform he is not at home. I was sitting 20-30 yards behind them. The guy was 

spitting his red chewing saliva and saying something to Rupali Di, which I could 

not comprehend even from this distance. The attempt to cover the discussion was 

evident. But I could listen to some murmuring from my back. It’s Mona and 

Prerona Di talking about something. Even a little earlier, they were a bit louder, 

but the voice seemed just nabbed down with a volume control!    

After a while, the person turned back and started heading towards the kitchen 

where Prerona Di and Mona were busy with themselves. The guy with his little 

grown unshaved beard looked towards me with sharp eyes. But it was not just for 

a moment. He was looking at me and I had a feeling that he was trying to read me. 

Nothing new to me, as I have experienced such staring many times in the Bagan 

mostly from the Bengalis, not from the Baganiyas. He approached the kitchen but 

did not enter inside, rather asked  

- Where is your husband Prerona? 

- ‘I have not seen him since coming back from work’, replies Prerona Di.  

- Seems like all the Baganiya men are gone from the village and they left 

their wives and kids behind to show me their faces! Is that a guest in your 

house? 

 
44 Lungi is a traditional man’s cloth in the region which is like a skirt and wrapped around the 

waist with no divider inside  
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- Yes, he is. He comes here quite often. You know Alam Bhai, right? He is 

Alam Bhai’s friend.  

After saying this, Prerona Di louds a bit and called Rimon asking him to look 

for his father. ‘Rimon, o Rimon, go look for your father and tell him Rasul 

Bhai came to see him.’  

There was no answer to such calling rather her voice disappears as Rasul starts a 

conversation: 

- When you take the money you say a lot of good things, but once it’s time to 

pay it is tough to find you people.  

- No no, he will come back soon. Why will we not pay your money? 

- How much rice did you get this year? Price is pretty low now in the market. 

So, you can think of paying with that as well. 

- I do not know. Rimon’s father45 knows everything about it, I just came back 

from work.  

- Yes, everyone is giving the same answer. Angshu’s wife does not know where 

is he? He does not even have a job in the Bagan. It is my greatest mistake to 

lend money in the Bagan. Baganiyas never keep their words.  

- Why are you saying that? We are not those types of people. Once Rimon’s 

father will come he will talk to you about this.  

- Why do you take money once you can’t even afford to pay back? And then 

you are entertaining your guest from the town in the house! How much land 

did you harvest this year? Or do you just lend it to others?  

- I do not know anything, Rimon’s father knows everything.  

Suddenly Prerona Di comes out of the kitchen. She was shouting at Rimon 

cursing him for not doing things in order. I just realized Rimon is entering the 

courtyard with the cattle. Prerona Di comes closer to Rimon and tries to help him 

 
45 In Bangladesh, both in rural and urban setup, it is quite customary that the women do not 

pronounce their husband’s name but rather identify them as their child’s father. Likewise, here, 

Prerona Di never says Sharat, rather call him by Rimon’s, the eldest son’s, father.   
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tie the cows with the trees around. She was also saying something to Rimon in 

almost no sound. Rimon was refusing to do what his mother was asking, but 

slowly he disappeared from the courtyard. Prerona Di is still trying to organize the 

cattle and then suddenly shouted to Mona,  

- ‘Why are you watching the film from the kitchen? Why don't you come out 

and help me fetch these animals?’ 

Rasul was there for some time even after that, but the discrete refusal to give him any 

sort of attention by Prerona Di might have made him leave after a while. He starts 

walking to the next house while rounding the umbrella in hand.  

In the informal economy of Bagan, Rasul is an influential person. He lent money to the 

Baganiyas with compounding interest. He has been doing it for many years and even Prerona Di 

does not have a track to that. But her family heavily relied on him for any sudden need. Rasul 

takes 50 BDT interest for 1000 BDT for a week. If a family is unable to pay in cash, they can 

pay with paddy/rice as well. But then, the exchange rate with the paddy/rice is fixed, though that 

is not the market characteristic, where the price of paddy/rice often fluctuates starting from 

natural calamities to human-induced reasons. So, to confirm the food supply for a family, it is 

important to keep Rasul away from the paddy/rice sacks. What do the Baganiyas do to keep him 

away, as most of the households are entangled in his loan trap? While discussing with others in 

the Prerona Di’s neighborhood where there are almost fifty households, I find this is a very 

common practice in the Bagan. The Baganiyas see Rasul as a savior once they need cash. 

Usually, their daily needs are served by their wage and the Khetland crops. But on occasions, a 

family might need some cash once they are going out of the Bagan. There is a common trend in 

most households to lend money for medical purposes. As per the law (Minimum Wage Board, 

2018), a garden should have a hospital once it hosts four hundred or more permanent workers, 

which is not present in this particular plantation. So, in a medical emergency, the workers need 

to go out crossing the river which costs them a financial burden that cannot be met by their 

regular cash income. However, the trap circles around as the Baganiyas also take other kinds of 

credit facilities like microcredit. As the Baganiyas hardly get chances to earn extra, thus any kind 

of credit is an added burden to their everyday expenditure. So, to reimburse Rasul’s money, the 

Baganiyas find the next money lender, which is the microcredit distributing organization.      
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It is a sunny Sunday morning. Right after my breakfast, I met the 

representative of a microcredit loan officer who seemed to have some influence on 

the Baganiyas everyday economy. I see him sitting in a chair and at a table in the 

courtyard. He had his bag kept on the table wide open which is full of different types 

of small notebooks. I am curious, and so does he. I see him staring at me while I am 

taking my tea sitting outside. But he is quite busy with the Baganiyas, who are 

coming to his table with small notebooks and cash. Once the Baganiyas are giving 

him the notebooks and the cash, he writes something in the notebook and also in his 

register book. Sometimes he is returning them the change, and, in some cases, he was 

talking to the Baganiyas about monetary issues. Some of the Baganiyas are pursuing 

him to give them a chance to repay the installment in the next week. Some ask 

questions about their savings. Some of them are even asking him different personal 

questions. But after some time, the courtyard becomes less crowded. It is mostly the 

Baganiyas who have finished their transaction with him and are talking to themselves 

about different things scattered around different corners. Suddenly, the microcredit 

officer comes close to me  

- I did not see you here before. Are you visiting? 

- Yes, I am visiting their house.  

- I did not see many Bengali guests at their houses. Interesting! What do you do? 

- I am doing research here in the Bagan.       

- It is not easy to work with the Bagan people. At times they are very clever but at 

other times they act so idiotically. They have no education, no understanding, and 

no hope for the future as well. They just take money for their marriage ceremony 

and so on but give you genuine reasons while borrowing the money. I still do not 

understand what they do with all this money.     

- Then why did you give them money? 

- What would you do? You know they are poor people, and we are here to help… 

- But if they are not taking money for any economic activity, how do they repay 

you?  

- Listen, I understand the business here on my own terms. These illiterate people 

have no interest in our schemes or whatever you tell them to do. They do not even 
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care if you want to help them. once they need money, they will come to you and 

keep knocking on you until you give them the amount.  

- So, why do you give them money then? 

- I have a job to do you know. If I can't show work what will be my future? I am 

not going to hang around with this loan officer job for my entire life. I will switch 

once I get a better one, but for that, I have to show that I am capable of doing 

something.   

- So, you think this loan helps these people? 

- Yes, definitely. They might do things other than what we suggest like buying 

cattle or sewing machines to generate some extra money, but I am happy as long 

as I am getting the money back. At least they are better than the people outside 

the Bagan, who might just disappear after taking money from you. Here they can't 

go anywhere. 

Most of the Baganiyas crisscross their loan from one person/organization to another. There is 

very little plan or education about the microcredit system or even about Rasul’s credit facility. 

People just run to their next-door for their needs. Whoever responds gets the workers in their net. 

On the other way around, the Baganiyas care less about the organization/individual's mission and 

vision, rather a quick recovery from any kind of wound is very important for their subsistence 

living. So, they use these opportunities/offerings to create a net that surrounds them with some 

cash flow for their every day or even occasional needs. Every household has its own plan and 

net, where they rise and fall depending on their efficiency in taking loans or savings. For 

example, a family takes credit from Rasul for their medical emergency, which needs to be paid 

either in cash or in kind. During these medical emergencies, at least an adult member of the 

household will accompany the patient, who might be an adult wage-earning person or not. While 

accompanying the patient, the other family member will lose his/her daily wage along with the 

patient if he/she is also a capable person within the family. So, this will add some extra pressure 

to the loan that they have already taken. Now, if they do not have any savings to repay the debt, 

the family will subscribe to microcredit facilities. By taking credit from the microcredit 

organization, they will repay a portion or the full amount that they have taken initially. So, they 

are not generating the resource with the money that they committed to the microcredit 

organization, but rather repaying credits to another source, which by no way is generating some 
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extra income on top of the amount that was credited. For this, they might need another hand, 

which might give them some cash to pay the weekly installment. Usually, the weekly installment 

is a comparatively small amount of money, which they might manage from their friends or 

extended networks if not from another microcredit organization. This is how, the medical need, 

which supposes to be met for free creates an informal cash flow within and also outside the 

Bagan like a bridge. The bridge connects the Bagan with the outside in a debt relationship. 

Sometimes the relationship is maintained with hard cash, sometimes with crops like paddy. So, 

the bridge facilitates the loan - trap which entangles the whole Bagan with a spillover effect46. 

Once one household joined the net, it facilitates the inclusion of the next family for its own 

survival. So, the way, this loan cycle creates a trap, on the other way, it also circulates some cash 

within the Baganiyas. This gives them some agency as well. The connection with the outer world 

and some cash flow within the market, strengthen the social capital (Putnam, 1989; 2000) within 

the community. The network and the norms of civic engagement allow a benign trustworthy 

relationship that challenges the mainstream societal norms like being a loan defaulter. I find 

these are the hidden transcript of resistance (Scott, 1985, p. 317) in everyday practices (Certeau, 

1984, p. xvi) to cope with the hegemony (Gramsci, 1971) that capitalism excerpts while 

producing the most consumed drink. The benign hegemonic structure of the plantation controls 

the economy. Thus two-fold Bagan economy - one that is connected with the outer world 

controls the productivity, business, profit, and the internal economy, where the Baganiyas are the 

lifeblood of the market, and controls the social norms. The Baganiya Habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), 

an orchestrated display of social norms, which is not centrally governed or controlled by any 

physical authority denies the hegemonic control over it. There is a constant tussle between the 

plantation order that the management wants to implement, and what the workers want to 

maintain. In order to do so, the management, who holds the colonial legacy, uses what Certaau 

identifies as strategy like the Bagan economy. Here the difference between the management and 

the Baganiyas are rooted in the cultural history of the industry. Like Foucault’s panopticon 

(1977), the plantation order look after the economy of not giving enough as a strategy, controls 

the space the Bagan, by the management/owner to take out the agency that the community, that 

might have acquired through their social capital that they develop and inherit. In order to tackle 

 
46 When an economic activity or event of an actor/state has a ripple effect on another economy of 

ac actor/state. In most cases, both these economies are mutually connected.   
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such strategy by the powerful, the Baganiyas find different tactics using their senses, decoding 

different signs and imply one after one, once required. Yet, there are internal issues that play 

significant role as well. Sometimes, these internal dynamics even impact the tactic in play.        

‘This is yet another Sunday, I woke up with lots of noise in the courtyard, the 

happening place at Sharat Da - Prerona Di’s house. Usually, Sundays are slow days here 

in the Bagan. During weekends, the Baganiyas usually spend their time with the family 

and try to organize small household help. It is quite often that they also go out if they 

need anything to get from the nearby town/village. I thought Prerona Di is going out with 

the kids for some family visit to some other Bagan. But I see Prerona Di’s Khel group 

members gathering in the courtyard, not a common scene on a weekend. Within some 

time, even the neighbors start gathering and talking about their discontent on something 

and I could see the female pluckers are dressed up for going out. All are wrapped with 

floral saris47, earrings, nose pins, chains, and bangles48 in their hand. I saw Prerona Di 

preparing Riya (the youngest daughter of the family) to take along with her. But what 

surprises me is the expression of anger within themselves. On a normal Sunday, I find 

them in a very good, charming mood before going out for a visit but when I see everyone 

is a bit tense and the male members are making mockery or discreet family jokes with 

their wives, I can feel goosebumps in my stomach.  

I ask Antora Di and she just told me that they are going to Bedi Tea Garden for some 

mediation about some issues. Even after some questions, she is reluctant not to reveal the 

conflict they are going to meditate on! So, I approach Monu Di who looks less stressed. 

She is more conscious of whether she is looking okay or not.  

- Oh, if I tell you, then you will laugh at us, what a fool we are? 

 
47 A traditional unstitched drape that women wrap around their waist in the Indian subcontinent.     
48 Bangle is a piece of traditional jewelry for a married Hindu woman. It is also considered a sign 

of marriage and religion. Usually, it is the conch shell bangle that the Hindu women used to use. 

But nowadays white bangles made of other materials have also been used as conch shell bangle 

are becoming more and more expensive over the time.    
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- Why what happen? And you know 

that I am not going to judge you.  

Then the story I hear from her is quite 

pathetic. During the rainy season, 

once the women pluckers earn a little 

extra because of the overtime work as 

the rain gives good leaves, there was a 

guy who came to them offering a 

great financial scheme. He showed 

them some leaflets designed with 

good colorful photographs and told 

them stories of getting rich in no time. 

He said he had a scheme offering them to keep a certain amount of money for a certain 

amount of time, that will grow pretty quick, and they can get it back within a year. The 

guy came along with the Kairy49 family who are in a better position among the Baganiyas 

and even the trade union leaders, so they believe in his words. Now, after some years, 

once they hear the story from some other groups who did not get their money back, they 

decided to go to check with the person. Now they are going to the Bedi as they were 

informed that, the guy is based in that garden.  

I was just curious why none of their male family members are accompanying them and 

she replied that most of them did not inform their husbands and used their Khel share in 

that scheme. And once some of them informed their husband about the savings plan, they 

discouraged them to do as such. So now they are going to resolve the issue on their own.’       

I observed that there is a constant attempt by the Baganiyas to uplift their economic condition, 

but that desire does not keep the Bagan aside. Any of their dreams or desires is entangled with 

the Bagan and Baganiyas which they believe are their primary source of living. For such a 

reason, unlike microcredit, the so-called cooperative was more reliable to them because someone 

 
49 Within the Bagan hierarchy, Kairy’s are on the top. They are the Brahmins who can conduct 

religious events, represent the Baganiyas in the trade union, and also have some well-known 

individuals who have been mainstreamed by taking education and outside jobs.  

5. The female Baganiyas are on their way to mediate the 

vague cooperative issue in another garden. Mona (the 

young girl) is also accompanying her mother and aunts 

on the journey. Source: Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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from the community was involved there. This also signs a strong social capital among the 

community members which can be exploited at times like the experiences of the female pluckers. 

However, this also brings the gender divide/indicator in the Baganiya economy. Unlike 

mainstream Bengali society, women are more organized and connected within themselves. 

Sometimes, the mutuality of their work, like plucking, offers them some agency in choosing 

what to do with their income, even if it is not appreciated by society. The societal strategy that 

undermines the women’s contribution motivates them to operate tactics to alter the situation. 

And at times, they also use the tactic of not informing the male counterpart of the family, who 

represents the dominant actor within the existing social structure. However, the women workers 

were deceived in exchange for their trust in their own people to counter the economic alienation 

(Marx, 1844, p. xxii) that they experience within the plantation system. The women also rely on 

themselves to bring justice to the deception that they have experienced. They also felt shy to 

reveal the story as that portrays them as weak and not empowered. It is also because they believe 

this will put them in a disadvantageous position in front of the management/owner who might 

also try to further exploit such a situation.  

Usually, the garden owners stay in the big cities, which are far away from the plantation. The 

distance of connectivity is greater than that of physical isolation. The phenomenology of staying 

away from the workers is also a strategy to be disconnected from workers’ families. So, this 

dysconnectivity brings about lots of biased stories to both the owner and the workers, which 

might not be factual. This imposes another structural alienation on both the workers and the 

plantation owners, who never get to know the condition of the others. The physical alienation 

from each other brings about a new perception instigated by their phenomenological experiences. 

Once the workers believe the garden is a very potent land and the owner is just enjoying the vast 

profit that they are generating, the owners think differently. The ontology of the plantation 

owners circles around the colonial perception of ‘lazy natives’ (Alatas, 2012, p. 12) which also 

shapes their ideological structure of the European imperialism. Though the physical presence of 

the European planters is absent in the Bagan now a days, the intellectual understanding still holds 

thick cloud over the plantation. This is like an untouchable cosmology in disguise that still 

shapes the plantation life. Nevertheless, during these post-colonial years, over the upheaval of 

democracy and lately economic advancement of newborn Bangladesh, the owners also introduce 

new strategies that help to shape the business. While doing the fieldwork, I talked to a garden 
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owner who is involved in entrepreneurship in other sectors and holds a leading position in an 

international research organization.  

Nobody wants to keep their gardens. Who told you that owning Bagan is a 

prestigious matter? I know the corporates who entered the tea business in the last decade 

and are now panting hard to get rid of the fishbone in their throat. Let me tell you, I have 

a Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) station where I sell 1-1.25 crore BDT in a month. 

From that CNG station, annually we could offer a 10-15% dividend to the shareholders, 

did you understand? We give them something on a monthly basis and yearly a dividend. 

To set up a CNG station you need mostly 5-6 crore BDT. And a medium-sized garden 

costs 100 crore BDT. Big garden 200 crores BDT. So, from a 200-crore investment if you 

even expect 10% then 20 crores of profit. But as I have told you, you cannot even sell a 

product of 20 crores in a year. So, if we produced 100 million kg in a year, what is the 

valuation of that? 300 million dollars, right (considering three dollars per kg in the 

auction as an average)? We receive 300 million dollars of remittance every day. Did I 

make things understandable to you? So, if you multiply it by 8 or 9 then it is 3000 crore 

BDT. So, the business of the whole tea industry is basically 3000 crore BDT. 3000 crore 

BDT, on any day, someone may take out of the bank and leave the country.  

He blatantly defies the economic output of the Bagan and rather considers it as a burden. On the 

other hand, Baganiyas’ ontology has a totally different space for Bagan. It is nevertheless 

imperative to understand the connection between the economy in between and the economy 

beyond. The Baganiyas who are more into the economy in between are just enduring with 

whatever means possible for their living and consider the territory as their own. On the other 

hand, the owners who are legally entitled to the land, are considering the land problematic but 

introducing new measures to extract more profit out of it. So, the bottom-up strategy is to give 

less and get the most out of the problematic space whereas the people at the bottom they are 

using different tactics for different situations.  In a classic political economy scenario, it forecast 

a conflict that might lead to a huge loss for one side but that never happened in the Bagan. Since 

the inception of the business, the Bagan has been producing and supplying tea to consumers. 

Even during the auctions, the price of tea is rising every year. For the last five consecutive years, 

Bangladesh has been breaking its own records for yearly tea production (The Business Standard, 
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January 19, 2022). Recently, the Bangladesh government has also declared a roadmap for the tea 

industry (Roadmap: Bangladesh Tea Industry, Ministry of Commerce, 2016) to revive it as a 

foreign revenue earning cash crop as well. In the big cities, restaurants, cafes, and upscale tea 

stalls are booming in the last couple of years. The supermarkets are overflowed with new brands 

and new types of teas. In 2019, the Bangladesh government has opened a new auction house in 

Srimangal, the district that is known as the tea capital. Earlier, Bangladesh had the lone auction 

house in Chattogram, the port city, understandable a big hub of trans-oceanic trade during and 

after the colonial period. So, all these features are signaling a tea boom within the domestic 

market, whereas the owners are constantly denying such a hike. The strategy of denying effects 

on the internal economy if not the external and compel the Baganiyas to take tactics 

incorporating the Bagan to tackle them. Thus, the two-fold economy, one alienated from the 

other, signals a constant tussle in between in search of rationality.   
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Chapter Three: Bagan as Total Institution 
In this chapter, I elaborate on the complex relationship between the Baganiyas and their 

surrounding environment where I see the Bagan as a ‘total institution’. In such an institution, 

informal relations are like the ritualistic functions that overplay formal relationships and mediate 

any necessities in between. So, the structural hierarchical relationship that facilitates the 

plantation order, both within the workers and beyond, is maintained by ‘relatedness’ that defies 

kinship and social class formation. Erving Goffman (1961) in his book Asylum speaks of the 

‘total institution’ as a place of residence and work, where a community is enclosed, cut off from 

the outer world, and administered in a round of life (p.11). In total institution, there is very little 

separation of social arrangements in co-participation and involved authorities in sleep-play-work, 

that the modern urban societies maintain. It can also be generalized as the breakdown of barriers 

in various spheres of life. The power of the actors within a total institution is usually comprised 

of the structure. In a modern urban setup, people often experience a clear separation between the 

place where a person lives, where he/she works, and where he/she goes for leisure. Thus, an ideal 

setting incorporates a residential area, commercial area, and learning space and also incorporates 

park, playing ground, cinema hall, and other leisure spaces to create an environment that fulfills 

the human need to complete a life. People go out to the bazaar/market where they can get their 

groceries and use a bus or personal vehicle to go to different places. However, in plantations, the 

Baganiyas are confined in a geographical area away from the metropolis (urban centers) and 

connected within themselves for everything, a different form of kinship that Janet Carsten has 

identified as ‘relatedness’ (2004). This relationship is not connected through marriage, sex, or 

adoption but rather a lived experience in local form. Carsten identified this as a form of truism 

where people are always conscious of the connection with others which may carry the weight of 

truism in connection - materially, socially, and effectively (2000, p.1). Baganiyas in plantation 

might not reflect kinship connection as a notion of Euro - American cliche, that tries to 

understand others through biological reproduction within themselves, rather relatedness signifies 

different bases and mediums of relationships that derived from the long history of the labor and 

land regime50. This relatedness also denounces the modern ethos and gradually developed 

 
50 Labor regimes are the systematic accumulation of all the responsibilities, rewards and 

punishments that set the conditions of work. Again, land regimes accommodate the common 
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through the experiences of everyday life of living together. Here, the ambivalence of micro-

politics of proximity (Bjarnesen and Utas, 2018, p.S9) resembles what Bruno Latour in his book 

We Have Never been Modern terms non-modern spirits (1993, p.133). Relatedness creates a 

communal connection among all the Baganiyas living in the Bagan, who may not even know 

each other, yet connected through a spirit of fraternity. But the Bagan as a total institution starts 

negotiating the everyday life of the people in disguise. It might be the non-modern spirit that 

Latour mentions to retain the separation between objective nature and free society from 

modernity (1993, p.135).      

During my fieldwork, one-day Dipesh Sirdar was sitting in a plastic chair in his 

courtyard. He lives in a relatively large house with some open space that had been fenced 

using a bamboo straw with a small ornamental gate, which is more of a squeeze in space 

to get in rather than for security. Like almost all others, the house is made of mud and 

roofed with tin. There are some cows, goats, chickens, cats, and dogs roaming around 

within the homestead. It’s almost dusk. The sun is setting down. The sky is reddish but 

with a layer of smoke once I look at it. It’s the smoke from almost every household’s late 

afternoon ritual Sandhyabati51. Dipesh Sirdar’s daughter-in-law, Asana is also preparing 

the Sandhyabati ritual. She is carrying a small Dhupdani52 (ধুেদানী) filled with Dhup 

(Incense) topped with lighted dry coconut straw to make some aroma in one hand and a 

Madol53 (মাদল) on the other hand, which makes the trembling sound; both made of brass. 

She is wearing a sari54 (শানড়), which she uses to cover her hair and head. Dipali Rani, 

Dipesh Sirdar’s wife, is roaming around with her grandchild. She is taking care of her, as 

 

terms and conditions that structure the land use for physical and biological resource extraction 

with regards to different forms of ownerships.  
51 ibid 
52 Dhupdani is a pot either made of clay or metal where the grinded incense is put along with 

some dried coconut straw to make some smoke, that keeps the mosquito and other insects away. 

Dhup/Incense is also religiously important and an item that grows in large in the Sylhet region 

and thus Dhupdani is one of the very common items in almost all the households in the 

plantation. 
53 A traditional musical instrument in the Indian subcontinent mostly made of brass, but can be 

made of clay too. 
54 ibid  
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her mother is doing the ritual of the household. Asana was also making the Uludhoni55 

(উলুধ্বনন) with her mouth and spreading the smoke around to everything precious – the big 

banyan tree, the small Tulsi Gach (Holy Indian Basil Leaf tree) and then the cows 

standing and grazing in the courtyard. There is candlelight placed in one trunk of the 

banyan tree, which is making a small light visible from a distance. She is rolling her 

hands around it with the Dhupdani and the Madol and kept making the Uludhoni. After 

repeating it around three times, she sits on her knees in front of the banyan tree and 

touches the ground with her bare forehead as part of a ritual of showing respect. Then she 

repeats the same round of rituals in front of the small Tulsi tree which has a small mud-

plastered area around it to mark the difference with the surrounding nature. This is a 

common style of marking and decorating precious things, mostly holy trees or other 

natural elements as a symbolic representation of mud in the Bagan villages. It is the 

females of the houses, who usually take care of the layering responsibility using the mud 

and cow dung either early in the morning before work or on their weekends. Usually, in 

every household, there is a Tulsi (Basil) ‘ashon’56 which is the religious symbol of the 

house. In addition to that, some houses might have more ashon depending on their 

religious affinity. Finishing the ritualistic devotion in front of the Tulsi tree, Ashana goes 

around the cattle and rolls the Dhupdani around and then finally comes closer to the place 

where Dipesh Sirdar is sitting, and her mother-in-law is playing with her kid. Right at 

that time, her husband, Budhu comes out of the small tin-roofed veranda of their house 

and joined her, they both kneel down Infront of Dipesh Sirdar placing the Dhupdani and 

Madol in front of them and bowed down their forehead to the ground. Dipesh Sirdar did 

not move much other than saying something which I lost in between his thick mustache 

and lips with the rituals ambiance that is coming from the 

 
55 Uludhoni is a religious ritual practiced by Hindus in Bengal, Assam and Orissa. 
56 Ashon stands for sit in English and usually denotes a special place in a space/land, with 

genealogical significance. Usually, people perform ornamental ritualistic devotion or related 

ceremonies centering the Ashon. It is like the nucleus which people respect and consider a place 

with spiritual importance.  
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7, 8, 9 On top: Ashana does the ritual in front of the Banyan tree. Down Left: Ashana roams 

around the cattle with the Dhupdani and Madol. Down Right: Ashana, Budhu finishes the ritual 

by kneeling down to Dipesh and Dipali. Source: Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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surrounding houses. Ashana and Budhu both repeat the same ritual again in front of 

Diplali Rani, who is standing right next to Dipesh Sirdar’s chair. Unlike her husband, she 

does a small ritualistic response to their devotion. First, she places her right hand on top 

of the Dhupdani and Mondira and then touches the heads of both Ashana and Budhu, and 

then returns the stretched hand to touch her own chest and lips, which finishes a round of 

ritual that means she accepts the respect and prays for them. Once the whole process is 

done, both Dipesh Sirdar and Dipali Rani signal them with a bodily gesture, which means 

okay it’s enough, and then only Ashana and Budhu get into the house. I can hear 

Uludhoni coming from other houses as well along with the strong aroma of Dhup which 

is used for religious purposes and also known for its benefits to keep the harmful insects 

away from its periphery.  Dipesh Sirdar says it is not only for spiritual use, Dhup is good 

for many other reasons as they save people from mosquitoes, insects, and other unwanted 

evils, which do not like the smell. Dipesh Sirdar observes that I was there during the 

whole ceremonial activities. I ask him about the ritual and its significance to everyday 

life,  

‘If you have something precious, you should acknowledge that with proper respect. This 

is for your own good. This will bring good to the garden, to the house, and even to the 

living and non-living creatures in the family. Once you come back from the line57, there 

are unwanted spirits that might have traveled back with you into the house. But after the 

shower and prayer right at the buffer between light and dark, you humbly pray to God to 

save you from all the evil and to accept your prayer. You also leave the evil out of the 

house that you carried with you’, Dipesh Sirdar answers. It is not easy to live a good and 

humble life in the Bagan. You have to maintain lots of rituals because like many precious 

things there are evils in the Bagan and it is you who should both appreciate and take 

protective measures to save the Bagan. Bagan is giving you a lot, so you should also be a 

custodian to it’.  

Dipesh Sirdar is also a healer besides his plantation job. He believes the Bagan has a lot of things 

to offer to him and his family and that is why he tries to entangle his life more and more to the 

Bagan. He told me in the Bagan he has found at least a hundred trees, and plants that are of 

 
57 ibid 
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medicinal use of different types, but he is looking for more. Because his grandfather told him 

that this is like a heaven of plants. He had got some and used some of them and the rest should 

have been discovered by his preceding family members. Dipesh Sirdar’s family lineage is 

connected with the Odisha of present-day India and thus he listens to Odisha music and 

ritualistic verses in his audio player in his leisure time. He believes his family has carried the 

knowledge from outer space which should be used to make this land great. The greatness does 

not lie only in tea leaf production but rather in the proper use of the land, its plant, and other 

substances. While discussing different things he always mentions to me the strength of their 

internal connection. He believes others also come to him for solving their problems because their 

ancestors used to come to his ancestors. It is like a tree of knowledge, connection, and belief that 

bonds the Baganiyas within themselves.    

While I talk to others about Dipesh Sirdar, most of my friends tell me that he does his job, and 

that is all about it. Once asked, what is the special job of Dipesh Sirdar that others can’t perform? 

They reply that everybody has their own jobs 

clearly defined and Dipesh Sirdar is just 

performing his like others. If he does not perform 

the duty that he is entitled to, that will ‘breakdown 

the Bagan into pieces’ which I understand as a 

breakdown of harmony amongst themselves. When 

I observed almost the same set of rituals in Sharat 

Da’s house as asked Prerona Di about my 

experience in the Dipesh Da’s house. Prerona Di 

replies saying,  

‘You will experience the same in any Bagan house 

you visit. We are Baganiyas, and these are little 

things that connect us as Baganiyas. Obviously, 

Dipesh Sirdar is a special one with special duty, 

but the basic rites are the same because we all ask 

10 Prerona Di plasters Tulsi ashon at her 

leisure time with mud and cow dung. Source: 

Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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 for the same thing from Bhagaban58. In a few days' time, in the early morning before 

 going out to work, I saw her plastering the Tulsi ashon at her house with mud.’ 

Mats Utas and Jesper Bjarnesen (2019) elaborated the relatedness in terms of the urban setting in 

a post-conflict society, yet it resonates with plantation life in concern, that hosts dense residential 

areas and public spaces which create spatial and social proximity among the humans who inhabit 

there. This creates a similar kind of cosmology to the post-conflict cities that Bjarnsen and Utas 

studied. The available resources, at least in our modern spirit, are scarce and are in raw form, as 

the plantations are mostly areas with dense vegetation of crops or wild plants along with the tea 

plants. Again, the social proximity among the inhabitants brings everyone close irrespective of 

the social class that alters social roles in everyday life. While having a discussion with the Bagan 

manager at his office, which he requested to be ‘an informal meeting with no audio recording as 

it is the first day’, mentioned his position where he belongs to a different social class within the 

Bagan. This was structured hundred years ago, but he does not have the same authority as before. 

He elaborated on a situation where he is more of a manager and less a planter. His discontents 

are deeply rooted in the process of decaying agency within the plantation system which also 

causes economic outcomes. It was quite clear that he was not satisfied with his salary and other 

benefits that are provided by the owner. Referring to the past, when the colonial administrators 

ruled the country also ran the Bagan, both came from a foreign land with a foreign idea of 

plantation business. However, nowadays, the inhabitants of the country are doing business, 

which is emblematic of colonial legacy but not with the absolutely same goal. This brings about 

a clear distinction in administrative policy to run the business within the Bagan. To him, who 

positions himself just in a different tier than that of the Baganiyas, the owner runs the total show 

in such sort of Bagans which are owned by individuals following family legacies. While 

discussing it he kept mentioning the differences between the corporation-owned garden and the 

individual-owned garden, which are two totally different kinds of gardens that fruit the same 

crop. To him, he is rather cursed because people see him with their exotic eyes comparing him 

with those old days British planters who lived in opulent houses with emblematic facilities which 

 
58 In Hindu religion it denotes their deity. In Indian Subcontinental religions this is a common 

terminology to refer to religious supremacy.   
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are a far cry for him. To me, he was positioning himself with the Baganiyas regarding the 

economic return from the owner, but also shows the structure which denies such assimilation. 

It reminds me of a collective business plan on a water body, an artificial lake within the garden, 

that I heard from a group of Baganiyas while discussing. To the workers, the lake belongs to the 

owner, but he is not doing anything there which can be of use for fish farming and can give some 

sort of supplemental economic benefit to the Bagan people which otherwise does not offer 

people to earn anything other than the Bagan job. It is also because of the geographical location 

of the Bagan, which is almost at the edge of the country bordered by India, and disconnected 

from the mainland by a river. So, all these features made the Bagan even more isolated from its 

next-door neighbors. So, even the managers in the Bagan, who do not get those high salaries that 

people think of watching films or visiting tourist bungalows around in the tea gardens, hardly 

earn that much and are far away from the metropolis even for any kind of additional economic 

activities besides the Bagan job. Hence, the managers and other management staff along with the 

Baganiyas, launched a fish farming project in that lake. This collective effort to alter the present 

condition also ease the long-standing distance between the management and the workers keeping 

the owner aside. This is quite unique as this organically reduces a wide gap between the 

hierarchy within the plantation that relies heavily on its colonial management structure. So, the 

relatedness that connects the inhabitants within the total institution emerged as a natural outcome 

of alienation. It connects the people who functionally maintain the plantation order on the field 

but disconnects the coercive control that brings everyone together in the same place. 

Unlike the Baganiyas, the manager did not offer me easy access to his social or personal life, 

neither he gave me much time to talk to him about different issues. We both crossed each other 

quite a few times here and there within the Bagan, but we never talked. In fact, I never made any 

attempt in those times to communicate as I was confirmed by the UNO59 that he is aware of my 

presence and work. In fact, he was requested to help me out in any possible way if I need any 

support from him. So, this was kind of a new way of visiting the plantation as I have never been 

facilitated in such a way during my previous trips to the plantation. During those visits, I was 

more entangled with the Baganiyas and I never communicated with the concerned government 

 
59 Upazila Nirbahi Officer, the chief executive officer of an upazila (subdistrict) and a mid-level 

officer in Bangladesh Civil Service.  
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officials or even the managers, other than a few exceptions during my journalistic field trips 

initially. However, I was also curious to observe how the manager reacts to the requests from the 

UNO. Thus, it was a deliberate attempt not to approach him and rather wait for his call. But I did 

not have much time during my fieldwork and for that, I started to call and message him for an 

organized meeting at his convenience. After several attempts, one day, he gave me some time at 

his office. That was the lone interaction with the manager which was organized at his office 

within the boundary of the factory facilities and away from workers’ residences. Sitting right 

opposite to me on his table that is made of some good quality timber, the manager was trying to 

negotiate the difference by positioning himself as a benign torchbearer of an old system. The 

room was not the biggest or most decorative one that anyone may expect it to be as a Bagan 

Manager’s office. The walls are faded white that lost their glory quite some seasons ago. The 

white design tiles were bordered with brownish Bagan dust that was not removed for some time. 

There was a chalkboard kept on the floor in a corner. It has some basic information about the 

Bagan which seemed not been touched for a while.         

 

Listen, I have a life outside the plantation, too, where my family lives. Yes, I spent most 

of my life here within the plantation and it is because of the profession, but the way 

people see the managers is misleading at times. People see me as a demi-God here within 

the Bagan, but outside this, I am just yet another individual within the society, who is 

vulnerable to all other uncertainties of life like every other human being. I just cannot 

show my plantation face to everyone. There are places where people do not care a damn 

about a tea garden manager or whatever.  

So, for some people, life in Bagan is the only hope and the only place on earth that they have 

attached to. But for others, like the management staff, who are mostly from the mainstream 

Bengali community, Bagan is a place where they come for their profession. This is like a place 

where they generate the resource which they take back home to use for their living that 

associates family and extended network. Thus, the resources that are mobilized within the 

geographical territory of the plantation are always on the move. While talking to others about the 

lake, one day I came to know about another shareholder/investor of the project. It is Faruk Mia, 

an elderly person from the neighboring village who does casual jobs in the garden and often 
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takes the responsibility to collect groceries for the company people, once they visit the Bagan. I 

have known Faruk Mia since I visited the Bagan, as he was also a night guard with other 

Baganiyas as part of the management strategy to mix the guards with neighboring locals which 

may make it easier to protect their resources. I have also visited his place previously, who is 

quite affluent and owns a brick-build house with a pond full of fishes. One of his sons was a 

migrant worker in the middle east and recently came back and opened a grocery store in the 

nearby Bazaar. Faruk Mia told me that the Bagan is full of resources, and they should get some 

share out of it as they have also been taking care of it for long. ‘If you see abundant resources 

just beside your house, will you sit and just look at it or try to get something out of it’ he says.   

This is like the ‘zone of awkward engagement’ (Tsing, 2005, p. xi) as Anna Tsing identifies in 

her book Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection. Tsing connects the rainforests of 

Indonesia as a zone of destructive capitalistic extraction which accommodates people from 

different backgrounds which might look unlikely in a global or even local context. Ironically in 

the Bagan, historically it was the colonial entrepreneurs from a faraway land now replaced by the 

local elites, the Baganiyas were also dislocated from other areas, the manager or the management 

staff mostly from the Bengali society and the local neighboring people all engaged in a vantage 

point, to extract resources from the land. There are occasional visits for nature lovers as well who 

come to enjoy the beauty that the altered landscape offers as aesthetic pleasure. Their visits are 

usually organized by the owner and thus get good services to enjoy the landscape by the 

managers. But the services are usually served by the Baganiyas starting from the intangible to the 

tangible. The Baganiyas cook for them, show them around, and also offer them limited access to 

their life to fulfill their exotic expectations. Thus, all ventures within the Bagan usually end with 

such awkward engagement.    

In plantation, or what the Baganiyas embody as Bagan, there is very little separation in different 

aspects of life like sleep - play - work. The Baganiyas rely on the land for everything starting 

from resource extraction to rest in their afterlife. Other than the land, the tea, which is a drink 

and also a plant, connects the Baganiyas. The spatial separation from outer society created a 

separate ‘pseudo sovereign’ area that may challenge the nation-state system, claimed as ‘Estate 

within the State’. This estate gives a feeling of a Bangladesh outside of Bangladesh, where there 

are not many people, noise, pollution, a jungle of concrete, and so on. The lush green hilly slopes 
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or even the plain lands full of tea plants stand like a military contingent that had been disciplined 

and regimented in the midst of a clumsily tropical landscape. This is the imaginary Bangladesh 

that is a mimesis of the colonial past. The imagined space has a human-interrupted landscape, 

green-washed and looks like a perfect holiday-making destination that has been heavily reflected 

in literature and artistic mediums. I remember one of the most acclaimed Bangladeshi 

filmmakers Tareque Masud’s film Ontorjatra 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JphmK1XCw5c, 2005, min. 40.16) where the protagonist, a 

second-generation Bangladeshi in the United 

Kingdom was traveling to Sylhet, the division that 

hosts the most tea plantations in Bangladesh and 

mentioning ‘I never thought Bangladesh is so 

beautiful’. Ontorjatra titled the Inner Journey in 

English, speaks of the life of a teenage boy, to be 

more precise, a few days of his life, once he was 

visiting his ancestor’s place, which is based on a tea 

plantation as one of his family members is a 

plantation manager. Part of the film was shot in a 

manager’s bungalow at a Bagan in Bangladesh. The 

film was critically acclaimed and also much 

appreciated because of its storytelling but also for the 

use of the beautiful landscape of the tea plantations. 

Though the main theme was not the plantation life, 

nor the business, however, it portrays small 

discussions and snapshots of the plantation which also 

create a memory in the audiences’ consciousness. There were dialogues and sequences which 

reflect Britishness, coloniality, discipline, and separation from the mainstream life of the society. 

The manager, who claimed to work under the British manager, appreciates the life etiquette and 

discipline that they maintain. As a whole, the film is a great example of how the plantation, the 

lifestyle, and the coloniality are placed in the public consciousness to consider that as exotic. 

This exotic beauty comes from the nonmodern spirit that Bruno Latour speaks of. Latour 

mentions what makes the tropics so non-modern, where he identifies the rejection of separation 

11 Official poster of the film 

Ontorjatra. Source: 

https://alchetron.com/Ontarjatra 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JphmK1XCw5c
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between nature and society (1993, p. 135) as a great indicator for such spirits. Even 

approximately two hundred years ago, the Baganiyas were new to this land which now looks so 

scenic and perfectly modified for human life. This is the story of how the Baganiyas have 

nurtured the space so that this becomes a plantation, a land that produces the civilizing tool – tea 

(Rappaport, 2017, p. 67). Now the Bagan is complemented with Anglicized Bungalows for the 

managers, small, dilapidated villages for the Baganiyas, mechanized factories for tea processing, 

and abandoned land for plantation and workers’ agricultural uses. In their everyday life, there is 

very little separation between nature and society, which bridges a harmony between human and 

non-human life within the space.  

The Bagan has its unique mode of interaction with the immediate nature where it is situated. 

People with different social hierarchies within the estate have their own way of perceiving nature 

and the environment. The economic bondage situation that is explained in the first chapter along 

with the alienation of the Baganiyas also provoke them to create a unique form of interaction 

with the immediate environment which forms interdependency between the humans and 

nonhumans of the total institution. Baganyas live in the land that they toil for profit-making, but 

not for themselves. They raise the plants, trees, and everything that is not human in the 

environment but cannot use those for their own profit-making. Rather, trees are one of the 

biggest elements of local politics in the ‘little republics’60 that they live in. But the Baganiyas 

cannot make a profit out of these trees as they can’t sell the fruits from the tree, nor can they use 

the trees as firewood. Though there might be some deviation from what is accepted or 

proclaimed as plantation law, the widespread practice is to let the plantation, maybe in disguise 

of the owner, enjoy every pinch of resource within the geographical boundary, However, the 

Baganiyas see things differently. From a different ontological turn which signs of a different 

cosmology of the workers than that of the owner, Baganiyas serve nature, take care of nature, 

and in return believed to be offered a life in the Bagan. Like the lake story which was basically 

managed and invested by the management staff. But the Baganiyas believe they are part of the 

fishery project, which is not true in reality. Rather the management staff uses the Baganiyas for 

taking care of the project and promises them to give some in return. It is a deliberate policy by 

 
60 In 1832, Charles Metcalfe termed ‘little republics’ the Indian villages which are independent 

of foreign relations. However, it is adopted to show the sovereign nature of the plantation 

geography which is usually governed by its own inhabitants. 
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the management staff to avoid the owners and at the same time create a feeling of ownership 

among the Baganiyas, so they do not do any harm to it and rather take care of it like the tea 

plants. In reality, the Baganiyas have no connection to the fishery project but in practice, they 

were given a false hope that they are also part of the project and that enables them to think of that 

as their property as well. And for such, they invest their time and energy to maintain that. 

Maybe, some of the Baganiyas got very small shares sometimes after performing some tasks for 

the fishery project - which is clear violation of government and owner’s order in the Bagan, as 

the land is exclusively leased for tea plantation. However, those small shares create a sense of 

ownership for the Baganiyas, for which they feel compelled to look after it. So, there is a 

constant manipulation of the social order which is closely attached to the available resources. 

There is a strong notion of ownership from every actor involved within the total institution of 

Bagan, which also connect them in a relationship beyond kinship connection and occupational 

hierarchy. In such an institution, the Baganaiyas situate their life physically very close yet 

philosophically far away from the modern ethos that coloniality brought hundred years ago.    
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Chapter Four: Baganiyas in Net of Authorities 
While inquiring more about works on plantation life, I came to know about a collaborative 

ethnography project on Indonesian Palm plantations by Pujo Semedi and Tania Li. It was a talk 

that I listened to on YouTube titled ‘Exploring Plantation Worlds: Towards Ethnographic 

Collaboration’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

v7F3GfKUic&list=PLxQUNK4AGY1GjfYozKyurjzv_BxQWDn1Q&index=7, 2019) where it 

explained about the collaboration between the Canadian and Indonesian students along with their 

supervisors. It is also quite revealing to hear about the differences in ethnographic findings by 

four different participants - students and professors from Canada and Indonesia respectively. 

Everyone has their own understanding of the plantation which is highly influenced by their 

personal interests and relevant experiences. However, Semedi describes a plantation from his 

Indonesian experience as ‘... plantation is a giant, an inefficient lazy giant, but a giant, 

nonetheless. It takes up a huge amount of space. It is greedy and careless, destroying everything 

around it. It is human but you cannot form a normal human relationship with it…it can trample 

you, eat you, or drain your strength then spit you out when it has finished. It guards its treasure. 

You have to live with it. But it is a bit stupid, so if you are clever you can steal from it’. Whereas 

Li sees plantation ‘... assembles land, labor, and capital in huge quantities to produce monocrops 

for a world market. It is intrinsically colonial, always based on the assumption that the people on 

the spot are incapable of efficient production. It installs a planned order in which all aspects of 

life are taken under control: space, time, flora, fauna, crops, water, chemicals, transport, houses, 

people, health, education, religion, mentality (Exploring Plantation Worlds: Towards 

Ethnographic Collaboration, 2019, min. 6.25). 

There is a clear distinction between the two researchers in collaboration, the way they perceive 

the plantation. While the Indonesian counterpart Semedi, where they have a long history of 

plantation as a colonial project, sees the plantation as a natural object. On the other hand, Li, 

with her Canadian background perceives the plantation as a capitalistic project that intervenes in 

the local environment. Both highly subjective understanding circles around Michel Foucault’s 

(1977) theory of discourse where he addresses institutional power in knowledge/meaning 

making. In addition to that, Foucault also explains how we try to influence others to receive our 

expected output from them, and thus came the concept of discipline and punishment. Again, he 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v7F3GfKUic&list=PLxQUNK4AGY1GjfYozKyurjzv_BxQWDn1Q&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v7F3GfKUic&list=PLxQUNK4AGY1GjfYozKyurjzv_BxQWDn1Q&index=7
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attempts to understand the power in terms of strategies which supplements another French 

scholar Michel de Certeau (1984), who identifies Strategy, in connection with institutions and 

the structure of power. Certeau categorizes tactic as a response to this strategy by the power, 

which we might call a subaltern’s response to the powerful. Once seen as a colonial project, 

Semedi signals the common features of coloniality that have a certain matrix of the relation 

between knowledge, discipline, and punishment with regards to power. On the other hand, as a 

capitalistic project plantation nurtures power over nature and human beings while bringing a 

discipline order of its own.   

This indicates the power hierarchy in the plantations I have traveled to over the years. The power 

is not always situated in the Bagan but rather exerted from somewhere else yet functional in the 

plantation system. It also gives birth to a power vacuum in the plantation that may be called 

alienation. Here, I see the alienation ((Parry, 1986 cit., in Carrier, 1992, p. 540) of the Baganiyas 

is recreated by the ‘net of authority’ as Jayaseelan Raj has revealed in his work about the South 

Indian tea plantation (2014). Raj, being a member of the Baganiya community, addressed that 

the tripartite authority of the plantation management/owner, the trade union, and the state 

reinforce a net of control over the Baganiya which influences their everyday life to alienation. 

The boundary over these authorities is quite blurry unlike the collaborative ethnography project 

of palm plantations. Here, only the trade union is a representative of the Baganiya’s authority, 

whereas in the collaboration project both the Indonesian student and Semedi had lived 

experiences in Indonesia that can be considered subjective experiences of plantation life. On the 

contrary, in my ethnographic experience, I see trade union leaders are considered as upscale 

people in the Baganiya community who usually go out of the plantation quite often and manage 

the outside world connection for the plantation workers, yet ontologically disconnected with 

Baganiya’s everyday cosmology. The trade union leaders are like their saviors in front of any 

power statue - like management, owner, government, or so on. So, the representation of the trade 

union leaders has two faces in the plantation system. Once they are perceived as saviors for any 

unjust to the Baganiyas and then again persistent disloyalty to its own people which also gives 

the individual some authority at the negotiating table.  
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Haru Munda is the Panchayet61 secretary of the Bagan for this term after the election of 2018, 

which I had the opportunity to observe. The labor union election is scheduled every two years, 

though it may take some more time on occasions. He is representing one of the small ethnic 

groups that the Bangladesh government recognizes - Munda (Banglapedia, 2019), but not as 

Indigenous/Adivasis. Bangladesh ratified the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) but did not sign the declaration. The government recognizes the 

groups/communities in discussion as ‘small ethnic minorities’ (The Daily Star, 2011), which 

signals the problem is in colonial history writing projects, that in many cases are adopted in the 

governmental papers. This particular issue makes the Baganiyas recognition in the census even 

more problematic. Baganiyas, in most cases, classify themselves with ‘titles’ like the surname 

(Painka, Tanti, Bunerjee, Pal, Kalindi etc) as their own ‘Samaj’ (which can be traced as a 

society). Along this line of understanding, most of the workers are scheduled caste62 Hindus by 

religion with a small number of ethnic groups who are originally not Hindus. But most of those 

groups/societies currently practice Hinduism or share some of the religious festivals under the 

umbrella of Baganiya or Hinduism. Mundas, in Bangladesh, claim themselves as Hindus, 

however, historical records show they worship nature, mostly the Sun. The Bangladesh Cha 

Sramik Union, the oldest trade union in the country, effectively represents the caste divide even 

in their union politics. Historically, the upper caste Hindus led the labor union, which is much 

criticized by the general Baganiyas, who live far away from the power dynamics. There was a 

conflict among interests and other related issues within the trade union in 2006, which led the 

workers to overthrow a group of leaders who had been leading the union since the independence 

of Bangladesh in 1971. Then the new group of leaders installed a new hierarchy in the union, 

which never overthrew the caste practices, but rather a new look to the trade union politics with a 

group of aspirant leaders who were long deprived. But since 2006, there has been a bi-party 

divide in labor union politics with two factions - one represents the old committee and the other 

 
61 ibid    
62 There is a tendency to synonymize class and caste. However, caste is a long-standing primary 

unit of undivided Indian social institutions which still exists even after the partition. Many 

scholars identify caste as an important socioeconomic condition that is led by religious - 

ideological formulation of the Hindu society. In greater South Asia the term is symbolized by a 

power hierarchy that manipulates the social relations of its members.   
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aligned with the new committee. It is unjust to mention the other regional political affinity of the 

Baganiyas, but those never surpass the two major ideological divides.     

Haru Munda represents the old group of union leaders in the central committee who are sidelined 

from the mainstream power practice nowadays. After 2009, this is the first time, Haru won the 

election to be the secretary of the Bagan Panchayet of this Bagan, which is situated in one of the 

most remote locations from the ‘labor house’63, the trade union office in Srimangal, a town also 

known as the tea capital of Bangladesh. While talking about the Bagan conditions nowadays, 

Haru Munda kept referring to the good old days once I could have experienced a different line 

where Mundas were always celebrating and enjoying their times besides working. He says, to 

many it was a surprise to see, when Mundas are working and when they are in leisure because 

the Munda line has always been colorful and in a festive mood.   

On any given day you go to the Munda line, you would see people playing music, 

dancing, and drinking. Now, even if you go to the lines on the weekends, it looks like a 

ghost neighborhood. 

Haru Munda was referring to the lack of consciousness among the Baganiyas regarding their 

rights as one big reason for the problems in the Bagan. While referring to the recent stalemate 

between the Baganiyas and the management that happened just before the Corona pandemic, he 

was referring to the lack of understanding among the workers about negotiating any right-based 

issues. He blames the workers for not keeping their heads cool and reacting in a situation that 

resulted in a penal code case against some of the workers and the Bagan being closed for almost 

three months without any payment or anything.  

On the contrary, UNO64, the highest-ranked government official of the constituency, perceives 

the Baganiyas differently. The UNO, who negotiated the last stalemate situation between the 

Baganiya, the union leaders, and the owners to reopen the Bagan, claims himself to be a 

sympathetic person. It was interesting to observe, how a government official who has already 

been posted to a new constituency when I am drafting the thesis, sees the plantation system and 

 
63 Bangladesh Cha Sramik Union’s headquarter is usually denotes as Labor house to the 

Baganiyas as an emblematic stature to their own agency.  
64 ibid 
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existing hierarchy of the Bagan and Baganiyas. Though the government official, who had been 

educated in a high ranked UK University claim, he had done his level best to serve the people 

who were in a dire situation. While discussing different issues regarding plantation, he 

repeatedly mentions the structure as the key player in such a historically implanted project. To 

him, the ‘alienation’ of the workers stems from the structure of the plantation system, which 

regulate many of their behavioral pattern regarding economic, social, and political issues.    

What I think, historically you have no say, you had been ruled with coercion. But 

you yourself didn't even consider it as oppression, rather you just follow as the people 

lead you! You accept as they tell you to do. I think this is where the collective behavior 

came up among the workers. And let me tell you the second thing; what education gives 

you – self-esteem, power of judgment and taking decisions, authority to express your 

opinion; but the workers never had the opportunity to develop such qualities of life. 

Because they never had the access to education. They were kept classified in a way, what 

we have read as slavery in the book, so to speak. 

 

But even after positioning himself in a place where he has some agency to alter the situation, he 

repeatedly mentions the owners as the sole agent of any changes. Even referring to the last 

negotiation where his role was to convince the owners to restart the Bagan production. Here, he 

is just adding more threads to the net which creates superiority over the Baganiyas. The UNO 

explained to me the detailed strategy that he needed to execute in order to reopen the Bagan to 

production because the owner was not keen to resume operations. As a government official, he 

needed to take some risks on his behalf in order to assure the owner that the work environment is 

safe to restart production. In a way, he was also claiming that his job was to ensure that the 

owners, the upscale businessmen in the country that, the local authority will not interfere in the 

Bagan issues unless requested by the plantation management. Because in most cases, the 

Baganiyas raise different issues that may require attention from higher authorities. In a way, he 

was reassuring that the plantation power hierarchy vis-a-vis the mainstream society will be kept 

intact. This is the Foucauldian situation of exercising power where the parties involved expect 

others to be rational in their judgment. This is also a disciplinary measure to control the other 

parties involved. However, the mutual negotiation between the UNO and the owners makes it 

obligatory for the Baganiays to play their submissive role. Here the Union leaders add another 
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layer who either does not have or is unaware of their agency to play a vital role yet sits in an 

emblematic position. In a Foucauldian notion, the political identity of the Baganiyas is symbolic 

of their struggle which questions the power. Here the ‘general formulas of domination’ 

(Foucault, 1979, p.137) is the art of distribution by the powerful authorities. In the stalemate 

condition of the Bagan, once the plantation was locked down, there was no income for the 

Baganiyas as they were wage laborers. So, during the negotiation period, it was rather a strategy 

of distributing the desired outcome. Every Baganiyas are claiming their rights along with the 

wage, on the contrary, the planters and the government body are negotiating to give something, 

which could be reopening that keeps the hegemony intact. The workers still have a lot to get by 

diligent behavior.  

 

In contradiction to their everyday position in the local political structure, the Baganiyas have a 

strong political identity that is collectively negotiated. They are considered a ‘de facto’ supporter 

of the Awami League, the party that formed the government for the last three terms and led the 

Bangladeshi freedom struggle in the War of Liberation in 1971 against Pakistan. Even it is quite 

well accepted among the Baganiyas that the father of the nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, first gave them citizenship which make the Baganiyas, closer to the Awami League and 

a sense of allegiance to the party, who were famous for their egalitarian manifesto during the 

struggle against Pakistan. There is also a little discussion among the Baganiya leaders that the 

Bagans are vote banks for the Awami League. Nowadays most of the trade union leaders are 

local Awami League activists and some of them also hold legislative positions in the local 

government at the grass wood level65. This has a two-way impact on Baganiya politics. It is 

always better to have a representative who has a close connection with the power, that offers 

some sort of agency to the community. On the other hand, this might also make the line even 

more blurry to understand who is representative of the government and who is a representative of 

the trade union or the plantation workers. Sometimes it can give them an edge in negotiation, but 

 
65 This part is extracted from my autoethnographic experiences. Over the years, I had many 

discussions with some of the present and former trade union leaders, who talked to me in 

anonymity. On the other hand, I had also discussed the issue of the larger political affiliation of 

the Baganiyas with the mainstream politicians, who confirmed to me that the Baganiyas are 

aligned with the pro-liberation war political force. 
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most other times, this creates a strong sense of disbelief among the general workers who are not 

active in activism led by political parties or even has the aspiration to be politically active.  

In this case, even after a long tussle that was socio-politically mobilized, the Bagan hierarchy 

along with its connection with state-level politics was left unchanged. The Bagan had been open 

after some days. The Baganiyas did not get any compensation for the locked-down period. The 

company lodged some cases against some of the Baganiyas claiming they were involved in the 

stalemate situation when they manhandled Bagan's Panchayet secretary along with the 

management staff including the manager. Here, the management, the owner, and the Panchayet 

leader experience indifference in the way the workers behave with them in a crisis situation. In 

this instance, the owner is a powerful member of the national political elite who exerts influence 

on local officials to make them feel secure in maintaining the status quo. On the other hand, the 

accused Baganiyas along with a few others who were affected by different measures during the 

time went to the local politician for help. The trade union leader stayed silent during the 

negotiation but helped the Baganiyas to reach the local politician to initiate the negotiation in 

their favor. In such a way, the stalemate allows the plantation owner to extract the resource in a 

renewed strategy with a strong focus on eliminating any intention to disrupt the process by the 

labor force. In so doing, the authority takes help from the governmental body, an authority that is 

like an enigma to the mass people to reflect people’s aspirations. But the structure of the 

authority in the post-colonial society is as such that it mechanizes all its efficiency in generating 

labor productivity that ensures exploitation and resource extraction.          
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Chapter Five: Everyday Resistance as Culture 
‘Dil mein mohabbat hai 

Aankhon mein pyar 

Tum ko hi chaha hai  

O mere yaar 

[Love in the heart, Love in the eyes, I only want you, O my friend]  

Excerpt from a famous Hindi romantic song from the Bollywood average box office film 

Sangram (1993), that Atul Da is singing with harmonium (a musical instrument) at 

Aran’s hut that is right next to the house where I am staying. This is so melodious, and I 

went to join him in that hut which is also used by others for their Kirtan66 practice. Atul 

Da is a singer, who left his permanent Bagan job some days ago to go out to earn some 

extra money. He needed some extra cash as his wife was pregnant along with some other 

family issues. He could not manage to earn any extra other than the stipulated daily 

income in the Bagan. So, he left the Bagan for some time, to join a musical team in the 

nearby area.  

Atul: I was outside for three-four months while I visited Dhaka, Chattogram, Comilla, 

Mymensingh for Kirtan. And for the concert, I visited Srimangal, Habiganj, Khejuri, 

Bahaura, Phulchara, Kalighat - I went to those gardens with the concert team, mostly 

playing in marriage-related ceremonies. There are keyboard players, drum players who 

will be able to recognize me if you tell them about me. In concerts, you have to play 

Hindi, Ghazal67 songs. Nobody listens to Bengali songs in the Bagan in general. If I play 

in a place where there are mostly male listeners, they will ask for modern Hindi songs. 

 
66 Hindu religious devotional songs accompanied with traditional musical instruments. In the tea 

plantations every village usually has at least one Kirtal team or more, who roam around the 

village and perform songs in the evening. They often perform in organised programs as well 

other than everyday performance. Outside the plantation, it is more common to invite a kirtan 

team for a family ceremony or a collective gathering.  
67 Originally came from middle eastern musical tradition and now well established within sub-

continental musical scene. The genre is specifically famous for its connection with Love affairs.   
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And elderly people always ask for Baul68 songs, Hindi and Bengali melancholia, and so 

on. But in the marriage ceremonies, they usually want to hear Hindi songs. Anything 

related to marriage ceremonies goes for Hindi songs. Sometimes the younger generation 

may request some Bengali modern songs, but that is not that common. 

Me: Why do you think Hindi songs are so popular among Baganiyas? 

Atul: Don't you like Hindi songs? What about the song that I was just singing…? It is all 

about love, such a lovely song which I like as well. You know you have to look for love 

everywhere - even once you are at the lowest point of your life. Love can give you the 

energy that you need to alter the situation. Anyway, I think Baganiyas can connect with 

Hindi better than Bengali. Maybe it is because of our historical connection. Do you know 

that our ancestors were not from this particular land? They were from India.  

Me: But it has been a while that you 

are some generations who have been 

here for all your life? 

Atul: That I agree. Now, this is our 

land and for our children as well. 

But you know the human mind is 

one of the rarest creations on earth 

which can change within a moment. 

I think the Hindi songs take our 

older generations to their past. It 

might also give them some energy to 

work in this geographically confined 

garden.        

Me: Now do you have a call for a show/concert? Why do you practice then? 

Atul: No no, I just love to sing, that is why I keep practicing. You know, I am from a 

family which has a musical lineage. It is a form of education that I should take care of 

 
68 Baul is a religious community of its own kind who believes the body is the seat of all truth. 

Their spiritual musical tradition is specifically centered around Indian states of West Bengal, 

Tripura, Assam and Bangladesh.  

12 Atul da sings with harmonium while the kids gather 

around him. Source: Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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and maintain as well. What I get from my father, I should preserve to hand it over to the 

next generations. Now I play in the Bagan’s Kirtan team, but I do know other songs 

which I can teach to others. Currently, I do not have work in the Bagan. I met the new 

manager a few days ago to fetch me a job and he said he had just come in. So, he needs 

some time to find a place to see whether he can put me down. Dada, what can you do in 

such situations?  

Atul Da manages a small snacks stall with fried items from the late afternoon to the early 

evening which is very popular among the Baganiyas of all age groups. His small shop 

turns out to be a hang-out place for 

the Baganiyas to spend some time 

talking about different things over 

a plate full of cooked chickpeas, a 

boiled egg, or the fried lentil cake. 

His stall is located a few steps 

from another grocery store cum tea 

stall which shows recorded 

episodes of Mahabharata69 in the 

evening. The mythological drama 

attracts a number of aged Baganiya 

viewers along with a few from 

other age groups, who watch it 

sitting outside the grocery with a cup of tea, maybe with some cookies or a cigarette or 

bidi. But after the show finishes people often come to Atul Da’s stall to have something 

and talk about the episode or even their everyday stories. Starting from religious 

narrations to everyday chaos, all are discussed while sitting on the wooden benches and 

sharing snacks with others.   

One day, I was there at the stall after watching the Mahabharata and was joined by some 

other Baganiyas. While listening to their conversations, oftentimes, I was also asked to 

 
69 Mahabharata in Sanksrit meaning the great epic of Bharat/Indian dynasty. It is one of two 

Sanskrit epic texts that narrates the moral Hindu law and the associated history.  

13 Baganiyas watch Mahabharata gathering outside a 

grocery cum tea stall at the evening. Source: Faiham Ebna 

Sharif 
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participate with my own views on something. We shared the food, discussed the 

Mahabharata episode, and also the recent past protest/movement at the Bagan that left 

the Bagan locked down for approximately three months, once I was not there/away. The 

mutuality of being together and sharing common things also offer lots of reflexive 

question like why I was not there during the protest? I tried to explain the academic 

responsibilities that kept me busy and away from the country for a while, but I was not 

sure whether they comprehend that properly. Atul Da sarcastically added, ‘Dada comes 

once there is no shouting - fighting as I work once all others relax’. He was laughing, 

giving me a stare with his sharp eyes.  

Atul: If you let people listen to my songs that you recorded, I am quite sure I will get a 

call from outside. Someone who is into music must ask you about my voice. Maybe next 

time when you come to Bagan, you will not find me here.  

I find this statement very bold and radical. There was a strong message with these simple words 

which also means he does not work once others work. Is it really true? I saw him playing music 

during the day once most of the mature males were at work in the factory or in line. But does that 

mean, singing is not working? Or whether a Baganiya identity defies singing? Or he is just lazy 

to find some work once all others are managing their lives by doing something during the day. 

All these are open to interpretations. Music can be religious, leisure, cultural, professional 

idleness to many other things. But these interpretations are dependent on the person who is 

considering this. The self is important for such a subjective interpretation of an act. In some 

cases, a collective group can have a self or individual expression. There are obvious possibilities 

of misinterpretations, yet symbols are a great tool to understand culture as it denotes public 

meaning. In this regard, it is also important to understand these symbols in a cultural context. As 

Geertz identifies the symbols as a vehicle to understand the corresponding culture not to be 

comprehended by the act (1973, p. 202). Here, Atul Da’s experiences are entangled with the web 

of networks, power hierarchy, cultural codes, and structural injustice. I see Atul Da’s everyday 

activities as a form of individual resistance which is banal and mostly unnoticed as a form of 

protest if we consider this synonymous. Here I explore resistance in everyday life which emerges 

as an outcome of local context and people. Unlike revolutionary struggle, Atul Da’s everyday 

engagement with people and the immediate nature sparks a notion of resistance activism similar 
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to what Scott calls the ‘everyday form of resistance (1985, p. 32) which triggered a serious 

analytical tool for such defiance. Unlike the plantation, Scott worked with the peasants of 

Malaysia for quite a long time. Throughout the time, he observed and occasionally participated 

in peasant life which also helped to differentiate the discussion between revolutionary struggle 

and everyday resistance. He talks about an under-represented, not even centrally organized form 

of resistance that has been mobilized by disadvantaged people, with some steps that have been 

allowed in everyday life, in the quest for a better life in the face of hegemonic response to the 

political, social and economic elites of the society. Scott mentions that this resistance cannot be 

perceived in material terms all the time rather it is more in rhetoric, and symbolic form which 

also ensures dignity and purpose for the community that pursues it. 

  ‘where there is power, there is resistance’ (Foucault, 1978, pp. 95-96)  

There is no guarantee that everyday resistance will 

always be a subtext to revolutionary struggle, but there is 

a strong possibility that it will simply be a latent response 

to everyday injustice, that replicates hegemony. There is a 

growing tendency to romanticize political activism unlike 

anything and classify the acts as a set of ‘politically 

correct’ behaviors that question or challenge the dominant 

discourse. Again, resistance is not always counter-

productive, rather it is a meaning-making activity that 

requires both personal and collective effort on a 

biological, psychological, and social level. I experienced 

a clear dispersion between romantic ideas and real-life 

scenarios in the Bagan. The power is unseen and rather an 

experience in the Bagan. Nobody can touch or feel it but 

embody it like the managers usually do. There is no such 

social safety network that somebody should get extra 

income while they are expecting a kid or even there is no provision for a paternal leave in the 

Bagan. But power is not always repressive as well. Even in the Foucauldian way, it is a thing, 

and the possession of the thing is important to signify the meaning of power that can be acquired, 

14 Coins and other metal jewelries 

that were of use at the tea plantations 

in Bangladesh. Source: Faiham Ebna 

Sharif 
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seized and shared (Foucault, 1990, p. 94). I see Atul Da’s music as a form of power. The power 

that can let him exist in another place while at the same time keeping aside his identity as 

Baganiya. The power is in his belief once he told me that he can confirm that the people with 

him he performed, will be able to recognize him by listening to his voice.  

But Atul Da eventually has no way to say that he was denied to get what he wanted. but it is 

rather the total institution (see chapter three) that does not offer any more. So, Atul Da’s escape 

to the outer world is an expression of resistance to the plantation system. Even historically, going 

outside the plantation boundary was considered a serious crime. Many of the workers who were 

brought to the tea plantations through the indentured system were penalized for crossing the 

Bagan boundary. On the other hand, I remember in my previous trips to the Bagan, I met one of 

the retired Baganiya, a former trade union leader and historian, who showed me some old coins 

which were used within the specific Bagan. Using a specific coin for a specific Bagan was a 

deliberate policy by the colonial planters to confine the workers within their land jurisdiction and 

also to keep full control over the economy which shaped peoples’ lives. Once one Bagan had its 

coin, it enforces its usage within that specific estate. So, if in a given situation the Baganiyas 

were paid their wages by those coins, then he/she was bound to use the currency within the estate 

jurisdiction, which also cut his/her connection to the outside world. So, going out to work has 

always been and still is a serious offense even if it offers opportunities to the Baganiyas to lift 

their economic status.       

Here, resistance is not identifiable in the way our modern, urban eyes are accustomed to seeing 

activism globally. This is what John Berger points out as ‘ways of seeing’ (1972), a television 

documentary later turned out to be a published book by Berger where he showed how our eyes 

are entangled with our experiences. He shows how we interpret any symbol is basically how we 

learned to do so through our everyday experiences. We tend to say the rose is beautiful because 

that is how we have seen our surroundings to respond to it and we were part of that social 

process.  Henceforth, taking inspiration from Berger, I would like to stretch on an alternative 

way of seeing the everyday activity of the Baganiyas as our modern, western media-influenced 

eyes are accustomed to seeing activism in human strikes, protests, demonstrations, lockouts, and 

so on. Here I see activism in objectifying hegemony. If hegemony (Gramsci, 1971 cit., in Hoar & 

Smith, 1977, p. 20) is a strategy of the powerful within the plantation system, then everyday 
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resistance (Scott, 1985 cit., in Johansson & Vinthagen, 2013, pp. 2) is the tactic by the subalterns 

(Spivak, 1983). This is as synonymous with Gramsci’s attempts to portray a dualist, binary 

relationship between the dominant and the oppressed. Thus dominant - subaltern, strategy - 

tactic, hegemony - resistance are coupled to reflect the capitalist extraction and its consequences 

in the tea plantations. The concept of Subaltern can be conceived as a demarcation of cultural 

appropriation and economic oppression from Karl Marx’s ‘proletariat’ and ‘underclass’. Though 

Gramsci has theoretical contribution along with Edward Said’s writing in developing the idea, it 

is mostly the South Asian scholars like - Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Ranajit Guha, Dipesh 

Chakravarty, Homi Bhaba, Partha Chatterjee, Gyanendra Pandey to name a few, who are the 

pioneers of what is nowadays called subaltern studies which are closely overlapped with 

postcolonial studies. The terminology was used to critique the European imperialist notion of 

power and epistemic violence but gradually started questioning the postcolonial bourgeois, the 

locals, who were also part of the history writing project. Among them, Spivak popularly raised 

the question of agency among the subalterns in her seminal work titled ‘Can the Subaltern 

Speak?’ (1985). On the other hand, Gramsci, a bit earlier than the subaltern studies, wrote his 

experiences with the dominant, who are mostly intermingled with state and governmentality. His 

notion of using culture as a key determinant to understand political oppression, social inequality, 

and oppression also got momentum with the contribution of different schools and notable 

scholars like - the Frankfurt School, the British School of Marxist Historians, the Birmingham 

School of Cultural Studies, and like Pierre Bourdieu, Edward Said. Thus, bringing back the 

historiographical tools to understand the emergent resistance within the plantation system 

requires some accounts of the planter raj.  
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Here resistance is understood through different cultural codes of the Baganiyas, which is 

different in principle from Scott. For example, Atul Da does not get anything for performing 

along with the Kirtan team in the Bagan, but he earns enough to tackle the emergency by 

performing outside. Here, the hegemony is the plantation system that creates the dispersion 

between the outside, which can be anything, and Bagan, a specific place. Again, the musical 

knowledge that Atul Da wants to deliver to the next generation will contribute to the cultural 

capital (Bourdieu, 2002, p. 282) of the 

Baganiyas. It is both objectified when it is 

a special skill but then embodied once 

they learn it as part of their 

religious/cultural duty and also as a leisure 

skill. So, the Baganiya Habitus objectifies 

the outer world for a range of possibilities 

and expected outcomes. The underlying 

social structure of the Baganiays nullifies 

any other possibilities beyond their daily 

labor which is also reflected through their 

cultural capital. Geertz, believes the 

embodied meaning of culture is semiotic. He thinks some snippets and slices from life give 

meaning to culture. Culture is public because meaning is (Geertz, 1973, p. 12). He says the 

dramatic feature of culture is, that everybody can see it once we perform it. In this conjunction, 

the hidden transcripts (Scott, 1990, p. 17) of resistance are perceived as cultural codes of the 

Baganiya life. It is so latent and colloquial that makes it tough to differentiate from any other 

everyday activities. But this does not mean that the performance of everyday activities is 

deliberately organized to resist or be coordinated in the Baganiya habitus. By using ‘la perruque’ 

(French term) Certeau (1984, p. 24) signs the ‘hidden transcript’ of Scott. With "la perruque," 

Certeau offers a tactic for making the most of the chance to complete one's own useful task. 

Here, the influential or institution may view this as undermining their labor agreement. like 

taking an unscheduled break during business hours to complete their own job. While Scott finds 

the workers to be lazy, dragging feet, and doing all sorts of activities that do not complement 

economic benefits, Certeau identifies a constant manipulation of the system to create 

15 Kirtan organized by a Baganiya family in their 

courtyard and participated by the community 

members. Atul Da performs here in this Kirtan. 

Source: Faiham Ebna Sharif 
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opportunities, which might not be labeled as profits. A significant difference between Certeau 

and Scott is their concentration on time by Certeau and productivity by Scott. To Certeau, the 

workers are diverting time to do their work but not diverting goods. Whereas to Scott, the 

workers are just passing time by not doing anything, which signs their unproductivity.       

On the contrary, the owners have a different view about the workers’ productivity and daily life 

which is largely influenced by the colonial planters’ depiction of the Baganiyas. But it is also a 

reality in some sense that the owners realize the duality of the issue - if profit is on one side of 

the coin then plantation structure is on the other side of the same coin. But if they are making a 

profit then why are the Baganiyas kept in a position where they can’t even manage their basic 

needs? Once I talked with the garden owner, he told me the importance of space to study, which 

was otherwise ignored or not understood in the same way,  

I always ask my workers why are you decorating the house in the garden? It is not 

your land, and you are just inviting more trouble for your family. Even if you do it with 

the garden owner’s permission, you will not be able to enjoy it to the fullest, because the 

land is not even owned by the garden owner, it is still owned by the government. You are 

not even allowed to sell anything on your own that is grown or raised in your housing 

land. I am quite sure, that even if the government offers something to the workers in the 

coming hundred years, it will not include this housing or land facility. But somehow our 

people gave them some wrong hope or made up a wrong idea amongst them, that is, the 

land is yours! Let me tell you about our own experience. In our house, it's been a long 

time since we have maids from the garden. They are very good at work and once they 

come, some stayed for three, some for five, some even stayed for ten years. But after 

getting married, they want to get back to their known environment. For example, if he 

gets twenty thousand takas for doing a job as a driver, they will request you to give him a 

five-thousand-taka job in the garden. I want to go back there. This is a kind of their 

attraction (বমাহ/moho) to the garden because of their non-cooperation with the community 

and also a misperception that, people from outside will harm them. This is kind of a 

made-up story that they will be cheated. But don't you see that the Bengalis are being 

cheated as well?’  
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So, the owner himself also questions the structure that identifies it as problematic. Unlike any 

other agricultural land, this land is regulated with a special kind of arrangement that offers 

systemic resource extraction by a specific group of people, by employing another group of 

people. The people who take the profit have no connection to the land whereas the people who 

are attached to the land, have no access to the profit. This dialectical relationship with the land 

also signifies an imbalance in power relation regarding the space which may require some 

modification that can be done by the government intervention, as hinted by the owner. He 

recognizes a strong tie between the workers and the plantation, beyond its restrictive and 

protected mood of governmentality. Eternally dispossessed from the land that their forefathers 

were born, the community tries to hold the only land that they are connected to. This is also 

symbolic to see how the subordinate group survives with minimum access to resources which is 

governed by externality.  

This peasant community did not get the opportunity to get accustomed to the new system 

installed by the people after the colonial rule was over through the partition of 1947 and the war 

of independence in 1971. Though the experiences can be asymmetric as the whole Indian 

Subcontinent was under imperial rule which was also governed by external forces. But there was 

a clear dispersion with the agency involved. Initially affected by a colonial land reform policy of 

179370, it is now a community feeling to be able to hold back anything that they have access to. 

So, while the resource extraction process takes out all the resources from the space outside the 

garden, the Baganiyass are reluctant to bring back resources to this land, which they earn outside. 

In this process, the Bagnaiyas attempt to pose agency on their possession. It is a feeling and 

tactic (Certeau, 1984, p. xix) that the community employs to resist the temporality that the 

system offers to them. To the workers, the land is sacred, and they acquire agency to maintain 

the relationship spatially distinct from any other.  

Discussion with the UNO also strengthened the idea as he was also mentioning the attraction of 

the plantation worker. Being a government official that substituted the colonial bureaucracy, he 

 
70 The Permanent Settlement of 1793 which was also known as the ‘Cornwallis Code’ was 

implemented by the governor-general of British India Lord Cornwallis who enacted a policy of 

permanent settlement that received huge criticism and made many of the small peasant societies 

landless. 
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also felt that the system is problematic and required radical steps in situations to alter or attain 

the most desirable outcome which might not satisfy all the parties involved in the plantation 

system. 

I think it is about collectivism and less individual anarchy. Here if things run 

okay, everything will be in order for years, decades and centuries. Again, if things are not 

run okay then chaos is inevitable. For example, let's consider the incident in the garden 

you are visiting. There was a dispute about a field. So, what happened because of the 

dispute, the workers became agitated. Some of them even beat the management. What 

happened next once we asked them about it? They said we all are guilty. It is very simple 

to understand from the position I am in that, all can’t be guilty. yet you have to accept it.  

 

In this case, there are layers in the actual event that had already occurred. Every actor involved in 

it, adds their own manifested layer to the story. These subjective layers are questioning the actual 

truth about the event. But what these comments testify is that everybody is raising their version 

of the story and these reflexive expressions are also influenced by their power relation. While 

trying to identify individuals regarding any specific crime, it is always a radical defense to put 

forward everybody as a defaulter. For the subalterns, it eases the pressure from an individual and 

also diffuses it among many. On the contrary, for the powerful, it is about their meticulous 

capability to identify the individual acts and identify individuals in order to shake the wall of 

resistance put forward by the community. This duality of actions is identified as a public and 

hidden transcript by Scott. The public transcript is more of a self-portrait by both the dominant 

and the subordinate where both are acting to neutralize the power issue. Where in the hidden 

transcript both the dominant and the subaltern behave outside the intimidation of power. So, 

though it is written as hidden, it is rather more of a covert form of attitude. While the public 

transcript is more favorable to the owners and the government officials as a strategy, a hidden 

transcript is a tactic to answer such dominant transcript by the subordinate group. So, Scott 

invites all in the space to evaluate each other to understand which self is real? Whether it is the 

dominant who is speaking of the subordinates or is it the subalterns who are just trying to resist 

with counter-tactics are the real self over in the space. Here, we can consider Bagan as the space 

where Baganiyas are replicating the subalterns once the owners, management staff, and 

government officials are positioned in the dominant class.       
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 ‘... in the steady grinding effort to hold one’s own against overwhelming odds - a spirit 

 and a practice that prevents the worst and promises something better.’ (Scott, 1985, p. 

 350) 

This is how everyday covert resistance acts into play behind the scenes once there is a process of 

‘revolutionary struggle’ that might have been going on to overthrow or change a system to a new 

one. There is no presupposition that the everyday resistance will always be a subtext to 

revolutionary struggle but there is a great chance this resistance will just be a latent response to 

everyday injustice.  

There is no doubt that there is a lack of education here in the garden. Every year 

we experience a gradual decline in the number of students who continue their studies at 

school. But after serving there for more than two decades, I can also say this is a way of 

their survival. If the kid does not join his/her mother in plucking during the rainy season, 

how will the family earn the extra that is offered during the season? During the festivals, 

there is a lot of absence from school. Being from another religion, sometimes I was also 

curious about their occasions. And I was surprised to see how their festivals are also 

connected to their everyday life. They have festivals before plucking, before harvesting, 

and even a festival to finish the season’s plucking. They have a specific time zone of the 

year, once they do not have much work on the plantation and most of the marriage 

ceremonies are organized during that time. If you go to their house, you see those are 

nicely decorated with color and it's astonishing that within this much daily wage and 

entanglement with the system, how do they still manage this? So, to me, sometimes it is a 

surprise and sometimes it is overwhelmingly frustrating. 

I talked to the most senior official of the only government primary school on the plantation, who 

stays outside the garden with her family in a nearby village. Her everyday call for duty requires 

her to travel for almost two hours, which consists of walking, crossing a river by boat, and 

journeying by a small three-wheeler shared vehicle. She is very popular in the garden among the 

parents, it does not matter whether their kid is joining the school or not. And while talking to her, 

I had a feeling that she knows the area very well. It is not because of her profession which is 

highly regarded in areas where there is no other educational institute. But more for her deep 

cultural understanding of the region and the people. She is frustrated because of the lack of 
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interest or participation in institutional education but she is well aware of the other side of the 

story that the time is also used for other apprenticeships which have economic benefits.  

On the contrary, how the wealthy elites see their actions is the other side of the coin that usually 

portrays the old colonial perception of seeing the subordinates from a hegemonic perspective. 

The owners consider the Baganiyas as a community who do not have the aspiration nor the 

capabilities to overturn their marginal position in society. In addition to that, sometimes their acts 

of resistance are tagged as outcomes of their ‘backwardness’. This is an indifferent view from the 

government officials as well, who are also in the dominant position in the power hierarchy. The 

UNO identified such activities as a ‘gap to understand the way to develop living standards’. Even 

the owner mentions such an attitude as ‘non-cooperation’ from the workers' side. While both the 

UNO and the owner seemed to have a different acknowledgment of Baganiyas everyday 

activities which is not a stereotypical colonial attitude, this elaborates the difference between the 

‘public transcript’ and ‘hidden transcript’ in Scott’s finding (1990, p. 3-7). As Scott identifies 

that the covertness of the resistance effort sometimes makes things invisible to the power of the 

society. This invisibility also gives a sense of incompetence that the powerful belief that the 

subaltern poses. For Michel de Certeau (1984), strategy is a way of exercising power by opulent 

organizations, and institutions. The rationality of such a model has been politically, 

economically, and scientifically constructed to practice it, in a place by externality. On the other 

hand, the tactic is a way to subvert this strategy. It takes place in a space that does not belong to 

the actor that practices the tactic. To be successful, a tactic needs to manipulate events to convert 

those into its opportunities. Everyday practices like moving, cooking, talking and others should 

be advantageous for the people who are using these as tactics (Certeau, 1985, p. xix). Geertz 

considers culture as something extrinsic source of information (1973, p. 92). Here this extrinsic 

is unlike our genes - so something that is situated outside our body yet expresses a subjectivity 

that gives an individual picture. This is where the Baganiyas resistance emerges as a form of 

their culture. This resistance or the act of resistance is extrinsic. This is an externality that the 

Baganiyas embody as they grew up in the Bagan. This is not something that stays in their genes. 

Anthropologists identify culture as a non-biological attribute that still poses a layer on top of the 

body which provides a lot of information about the subject/object. Likewise, the resistance as 

cultural expression emulates information about the Bagan and Baganiya life. This is a symbol 

that can be interpreted in numerous other ways to understand the daily activities of the Baganiyas 
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which do not fit the eyes of those who seek universalism. However, few things are operational 

not in the material world but rather in the hidden transcript where he symbolizes a subaltern 

ontology in the labor regime. In this connection, the Baganiyas perform their everyday activities 

as a tactic to counter the strategy of the powerful. 
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Concluding Remark 
“সরদার বপল কাম কাম” [Sirdar bole kam kam] 

“বাবু বপল ধনর আন” [Babu bole dhori aan] 

“সাপহব বপল নলপবা নেপের চাম” [Saheb bole libo pitcher cham] 

“বর যদুরাম” [Re Jaduram] 

“ফ্াাঁ নক নদপয় োোনল আসাম” [Phanki diye pathali Assam] 

[Sirdar always asks to do more works, Babu orders to bring all to him, Saheb threatens to peel 

off the skin from our back, Alas Jaduram, you deceived me to send me to Assam] 

 

This is an excerpt from Kali Dasgupta’s (1926 - 2005) famous poem ‘BukPhata’ (বুকফ্াটা) which 

can be translated as ‘heart-breaking’. The poem is acclaimed as a song71 of the Bagan life. The 

poet who is a well-known folklorist of the Eastern zone of India, composed the song along with a 

few others while traveling to the tea plantations of the Assam region. Here in these lines, Sirdar 

is the leader of a group of Baganiya, Babu is even senior in the hierarchy to Sirdar and Saheb is 

the Manager, who all practice coercion of the Baganiya. The name ‘Assam’ is a symbol of the 

plantations to the Baganiya, who considers plantation as a land of opportunity and grief. In this 

song, the Baganiya is just narrating his/her banal situation through symbolic expression. The 

song is a unique one, which is popular among the workers, planters, and even folklorists to mass 

people, who want to know a bit about the tea plantation and its cultural life. The popularity of the 

song shows that the injuries that occurred during the colonial period had a long way to go before 

fully healed. The garden is a remarkable example of colonial history that shaped the present and 

continues to be revisited and reenacted in the altered landscape of tea plantations nowadays. On 

the other hand, the workers who were thrown there to nurture nature are still doing that as part of 

their daily duty to keep the environment harmonious to supply the most consumed drink in the 

world. Through the process, the plantation established a long-term multi-generational 

relationship between workers – plants – planters (Besky, 2013, p.172). Since the inception of the 

plantation system, ‘struggle’ features the triangular relationship. There is a constant struggle 

between this coloniality imposed by the planters and the resistance that the workers pose. The 

 
71 The song can be traced at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efl2gGFEiAE 
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struggle does not have a physical presence in the material world and the resistance is neither a 

defying act but an embodied experience of the Baganiya which can be understood in these few 

lines by Dasgupta.  

The primary concern of this thesis was to identify the everyday resistance of the Baganiyas 

against the systemic alienation of the plantation structure and to show their resisting acts as 

symbolic expressions of the culture of the community. Through my inquiry, I located the visible 

plantation as mimicry of a total institution and the invisible plantation structure through the net 

of authorities. I have closely observed the internal economy of the Bagan where the Baganiyas 

are interconnected within themselves with organizational and community-based networks in their 

everyday life to defy their alienation from the tea economy. The culture in symbolic forms was 

traced through different social activities of the Baganiyas and comprehension from other 

stakeholders of the plantation system. Throughout the thesis, the Baganiyas were perceived to be 

in a pivotal position within the plantation system which offers them both agency and alienation. 

The everyday economy of the Baganiyas is the key feature to understanding the Baganiya 

cosmology. The disconnection between the tea economy and the Baganiya even today signs a 

strong colonial legacy that maintains the alienation. While the minimum wage and plantation 

employment regulations for the Baganiyas are bi-annually re-negotiated and re-evaluated, there 

are no such arrangements or at least in discussion where the Baganiyas can also participate in the 

dialog to set up a consolidated trade regime as a guideline to run the plantation system. Here, the 

Baganiyas are the ‘universal class’ Karl Marx (Marx, 1884 cit., in Llorente, 2012, p. 539-540) 

mentioned that can be found in any stratified society, who are mainly the working class and 

exposed to all kinds of oppression, domination, and exploitation (Llorente, 2012, p. 551). While 

criticizing Hegel’s (1991) notion, who eventually coined the idea while elaborating on ‘universal 

estate’ as bureaucracy in Elements of the Philosophy of law (or Philosophy of Right), Marx 

particularized that the self-emancipation of this universal class will lead to the emancipation of 

the society at large. I find a close connection between Baganiyas’ khel, micro-credit, money 

lending, or even the false co-operative (see Chapter Two) as attempts to emancipate from their 

everyday situation. The economic prosperity of the post-colonial state has offered the Baganiyas 

different sources to create a network of opportunities that includes cash transfers from external 

sources for survival to subvert the economic order imposed by the plantation system. The loan 

provider and the micro-credit organization are all monetized by the outside economy, which uses 
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their investment within the Bagan, that has its own social order to reduce the risk of the credit. 

The micro-credit providers usually form groups comprising ten to twelve neighboring 

households where each of them is socially connected within themselves. On the other hand, the 

loan provider has quite a long history of involvement with the Bagan, where the Baganiyas can 

get any time cash from him for any immediate necessity. This is a complex network where the 

alienation of the Baganiyas empowered them to collectively defy any deterioration by using 

economic assistance from other sources. The basis of such a network is a shared need for 

"emancipation from economic alienation," where each participant is connected to another by a 

common circumstance and so has a common interest in helping the other. Although the 

advantages may not guarantee future prosperity, Certeau (1984) discovered that they might be 

used as a form of resistance at that particular moment in their daily lives. This response is not 

manipulated or organized rather organic as a by-product of the total plantation system.  

The institution (plantation) which has a totality like an independent entity maintains an order that 

confirms its prosperity of it. The order is a reflection of disciplinary measures to regulate 

institutional features. The political order of the institution is heavily hierarchical and based on 

social class formation within its members. Such an order reflects through their collective 

bargaining where the Baganiyas lack cohesion amongst themselves. In addition to that, the total 

institution (see Chapter Three) also manipulates the relationship between the Baganiyas and the 

planters. Baganiyas consider Bagan as a sacred place which they maintain with their Baganiya 

cosmology. Whereas the planters influence the place from outside in order to extract profits from 

it. So, the structural formation of the plantation system requires a dialectical response from the 

workers and the owners. Both the Baganiyas and planters consider each other as hostile 

stereotypes where all the derogative stories belong to the other group. Between these two, the 

powerful owners limit the plantation as ‘an enclosed formally administered round of life’ 

(Goffman, 1961, p.xiii). The owners/planters also take multifaced steps like – establishing labor 

lines, negotiating minimum wage, and working conditions to transform Baganiya into a 

monolithic society that Foucault traced as disciplinary measures (1991, p. 182-184) and Goffman 

identified as shaped and coded into an object (1961, p.26).  

Over the years, the Baganiyas have also developed a unique culture that entangles the Bagan like 

a panopticon (Foucault, 1991, p. 200-202). There are set of norms that are exerted from the 

outside and then there are modus operandi that assimilate those externalities with internal 
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practices. The outside, who is usually the owner can see and control what is happening inside 

(the plantation) but the insiders (Baganiyas) have no control or communication with the outsider, 

who is sitting in a position where everything is visible, like having access to all sorts of 

information. Thus, the disciplinary power, an unnoticeable, steady surveillance circles the Bagan, 

where the Baganiyas are in constant fear of being caught for not maintaining the rule and being 

observed from a panopticon, an invisible structure that controls them a round of life.       

This is the vantage point where resistance emerges. The workers’ resistance is an everyday 

activity. Though the control and coercion over the Bagnaiyas are a continuous and everyday 

process yet the response to this is not a coordinated and continuous response. Rather a response 

is based on an individual’s everyday experience which is subjective. Sometimes the Baganiyas 

manage to get to the negotiation table with the owner. But in most cases according to the 

structural norm, it is the trade union leaders who represent them in the negotiation. In an intense 

situation, the negotiation process may include the government representatives as well. The 

negotiation process thus replicates another power hierarchy where the state, the owner, and the 

Baganiyas represented by their trade union leaders; are in a struggle to ensure the status quo. 

Oftentimes, Baganiyas are not happy with the negotiation, because there is constant tension 

between the upper-class trade union leaders and the general workers. The internal social 

stratification of the Baganiyas is usually exposed in such negotiating talks. This also signs a ‘net 

of authority’ (see Chapter Four) where the internal and external bureaucracy of the Bagan is 

asymmetric that epitomizes the social stratification and division within themselves. The 

Baganiyas see all authorities in this network (the state, the owner, the trade union leader) as an 

ethereal, murky reality that only becomes apparent during times of crisis. In the Bagan far from 

the metropolis, the trade union somehow represents the post-colonial state to the Baganiyas, an 

authority that poses all the power but alienated from the mass. The state bureaucracy is replicated 

through the trade union bureaucracy to the Baganiya and thus signifies a distant feeling to the 

Bagan. Instead of being a mediator between owner and Baganiya, the trade union rather 

formulate a new model of governmentality that also exhibits the social fragmentation within the 

Baganiyas and dysconnectivity to the center of power, which usually stays in the modern urban 

centers. 

Throughout my thesis, I defy James Scott’s (1985) notion of ‘idle resistance’ where he 

characterized foot-dragging, not doing anything, or just hanging out within themselves by the 
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underclass as their hidden transcript. On the contrary, I observe a niche response of proactiveness 

by the Baganiyas as an act of resistance. The proactiveness includes going out of the plantation 

to earn extra money, getting into shared business with the plantation staff, and even dropping out 

of school to join family duties. Now and then, these acts display backwardness to those who are 

amongst powerful like – the school teacher, the owner, the government official; but Certeau 

(1985) identified these as tactic to oppose the strategy. To Certeau, strategy is the act of the 

powerful and tactic is a response by the powerless, I observe the proactiveness as a response to 

the limited opportunities posed to the Baganiyas. Here, it is imperative to understand and locate 

resistance other than a defying activity, which was Scott’s (1985, 1990) proposition in studying 

the peasant society. But Certeau complemented the idea with his notion of tactic which is 

basically the compilation of different hidden transcripts by the subaltern. Thus, Baganiya’s 

hidden transcripts differ from Scott’s notion of idleness. So, the resistance is evident within the 

Bagan, but that accounts for productivity, taking the opportunity to earn extra, being invisible in 

the routine duty, and managing time (la perruque) to do his/her own work bypassing the 

management’s supervision. In total, I see a range of individual and collective activities within 

and beyond the Baganiya community, that encapsulate the resistance. Throughout the process, I 

observed the Baganiyas of using their power to generate social capital that empowers them with 

the agency to resist. Finally, the Bagan becomes a product-making factory at a large. Everyone 

there wants to use the busted landscape to generate some capital.  

 

Though, it alienates the workers from its product, which instigates a distinct social life of the tea. 

Unlike other industrial fields, the tea industry attracts less attention from any kind of 

stakeholders in Bangladesh. However, in the tourism industry, tea is one of the primary 

marketable products of hustling - bustling Bangladesh, that can offer solace to domestic and 

international communities. This is one unique abstraction where the Bagan offers a pleasuring 

experience for the people with whom the place is disconnected.     

Tea is no longer one of the most foreign revenue-earning products for Bangladesh. Neither tea is 

so exotic like the early twentieth century, that it can attract people, unlike anything. Rather tea is 

an everyday object nowadays. From the plantation to the village bazaars to roadside tea stalls to 

the high-end cafes in town, and even to a household of any social class; tea is pertinent to 

everything and anything. Yet, the trade does not incur that much importance even to the business 
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community who owns/runs the business. Though it has a clear distinction from any other 

business sector, does not matter how profitable those are. The business of owning a plantation 

adds decorative pleasure that might resemble imperial pride of owning and disciplining 

something, which may not add monetary return, but rather supplement a mutuality with the 

colonial heritage. In addition, the plantation symbolizes a huge landmass, a large variety of 

vegetation, rare access to wildlife, an old colonial-capitalistic ruin, and last but not least the great 

diversity of human beings whom the planters consider giving life by their own means.  

But, what about the Baganiyas contribution to the blasted landscape that we consider as our 

garden? The people who can make precious things out of nothing, how can they be so 

marginalized? These are the toils of the resistance that has been discussed. Denouncing the 

stereotypical nature-human binary, Baganiyas creates life in the capitalist ruin which ignores all 

the arrangements that may marginalize modern ethos. The modern intervention for capitalist 

resource extraction generates a process of alienation that considers both the human and 

nonhumans of the territory as objects.  

“আমার মাটি আমার মা, বকপড় ননপ  বদপবা না” [My land is my mother, and I will not let others take it 

from me]  

This is what reminds me of the self-proclaimed Baganiyas, once I first visited the plantation as a 

journalist while recollecting old field notes of 2015. It is intrinsic to avoid how James Scott 

shows that the relation with power impacts the presentation of the self. While covering the 

workers' protest against the government decision, I experienced something reminiscent of the 

British proclaimed policy of ‘development’ (Sharma, 2006, p. 45). In this case, the workers are 

showing their discontent with the strongest possible reference symbolizing unequal distribution 

of costs and responsibility. It is an attempt to denounce the net of authorities in play to reclaim 

the total institution. Like Anna Tsing’s observation about the Matsutake mushroom (2015, p. 

23), the alienation of nature and labor is highly absent in the supply chain and the exoticness in 

the tea. Both struggling in an isolated institution, struggling with a web of power relationship, the 

Bagan shows a practice of resistance for survival. There might not be any radical hope. Yet 

resistance is an everyday tactic that confirms the survival of the people and nature. 

The question of whether or not peasants are proletariat has moved beyond the confines of the 

traditional Marxist discussion, and we may now consider it from the perspective of economic 

capital, which Bourdieu (1985) proposed. Or maybe while integrating social and cultural capital, 
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some people may manipulate the order and can deal with internal and external situations, 

creating an internal social hierarchy through their relations with the outside world. It is an 

extension of global bureaucracy which tries to get a form of internal bureaucracy within the 

plantation system/ in Bagan coming along with a structure of hierarchy. But there is a real 

apprehended threat: what will happen if the plantation system is demolished? Whether the 

system allows maintaining these bottom-up social approaches which can be termed a macro level 

democracy, can be a pressing question against bureaucratic intervention. Because if the Bagan 

does not exist anymore, then there will be no Baganiya cosmology and the central coercion 

among the people will be right away questioned by the penetrating intervention by the internal 

bureaucracy that maintains the relations with the outer world as a means to create a social 

hierarchy of power. There is a constant need to maintain the Bagan status- quo and thus the 

Baganiyas practice resistance as a cultural expression in a symbolic way. Once resistance takes a 

cultural form, it becomes a part of everyday life. In this way, the Baganiya cosmology is 

dominated by this symbolic expression against the alienation that they face in their everyday life. 

This is not an organized behavior, instead a response and learned behavior that best serves the 

purpose of the plantation to survive and extract the profit from this capitalist ruin. The tactic that 

implies hidden transcripts is not just unproductive activities but rather a means to be productive 

in an alternative way other than shaking the present system.  Without understanding the 

pattern/form of such resistance, it is a partial view to understand the tea, the drink that connects 

so many people.     
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